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Introduction  

Water is an essential and inevitable component of life on earth. Besides life processes, water plays a 

pivotal role in socio-economic development and environmental sustainability. However, water, 

especially potable fresh water, is a limited and finite resource that is depleting due to increasing 

population, changing lifestyle pattern, water pollution, inefficient use of water and climatic changes 

(1).   

Shortage of potable water will be a major crisis in decades to come. There are some highly alarming 

geographical regions where a shortage of fresh water is going to impart a major influence on the 

socio-economic structure of the population (1).  

Unfortunately, the supply of freshwater cannot be increased by conventional technologies or it cannot 

be made available through any recycling process. However, the huge reservoir of saline seawater and 

brackish water can be utilized to generate salt-free freshwater. This technique is practiced since 

ancient times but is limited due to several technical demerits and shortcomings (2). 

The major constraints in using desalination in a wide manner were technological limitations, high 

capital and unit cost and above all requirement of enormous expenditure of energy resources. Energy 

resources based on fossil fuels are becoming scarce with time and thus highly expensive to run 

desalination plants (2).  

However, a tremendous advance in science and technology in past three decades has reduced the 

capital cost of establishing a desalination plant and enabled the use of renewable energy sources to 

meet up the energy requirement of the desalination project. This review describes the use of 

renewable energy sources in desalination procedure and discusses the economic and environmental 

impact of the same.    

Coupling of Renewable energy to desalting technologies 

It is estimated that 97% of the water available on earth is saline and less than 1% of freshwater is 

accessible to human. In addition, there will be a predictable rise in human population, especially in 

African and Asian countries making 40% of world population struggling with the freshwater shortage. 

In such situation, desalination of brackish water is the only solution that can be opted (3).  

However, existing technology for desalination requires the burning of a substantial amount of fossil 

fuel which is unacceptable with our present understanding of the harmful effect of elevated CO2 level 

in atmosphere and greenhouse effect. For example, present estimation shows that a production of 13 

million m3 of potable water per day requires burning of 130 million tons of oil per year (4). 

Therefore, a coupling of renewable energy systems (RES) to the production of desalted water may 

have a positive socio-economic and can contribute significantly towards environmental sustainability. 

Presently, renewable energy from wind, solar, photovoltaic and geothermal sources are being used in 

the desalination process. 

Different Desalination Technologies 

 Solar still  
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The most common method of coupling between the renewable energy source and desalination 

processes is the use of direct sun rays to produce fresh water by means of solar stills. This technology 

directly utilizes solar energy coming from the sunshine and produce electricity. In remote villages, 

this technology acts as the main alternative energy source used for desalination technique without 

depending on high technology and expertise (5).  

However, the main disadvantage of this system is that the installation costs of solar stills tend to be 

considerably higher than other methods. In addition, the stills are vulnerable to weather damage and 

they require large areas of land for installation and have a low output (6). 

 PV-driven RO and ED processes 

PV (photovoltaic) –driven reverse osmosis (RO) and electrodialysis (ED) are high-cost technologies 

that use photovoltaic (PV) devices to generate electricity. The main disadvantages of these 

technologies are its high cost and, the availability of PV cells. 

 Concentrating solar thermal driven desalination  

In most of the thermal processes, a requirement of energy is huge to create a substantial amount of 

heat. Use of conventional energy resource is neither cost-effective nor environmentally friendly. 

Therefore, solar energy is increasingly becoming popular as an energy source in the desalination 

process. The major challenge is to maintain the continuous supply of energy and to concentrate the 

solar energy which is generally of very low yield.  

 Wind-driven water desalination 

Use of wind energy is popular energy resource in remote areas or specifically in windy seashores or 

island area. The process is highly cost-effective. Wind desalination plants are frequently found in 

Greek and Spanish islands (3). 

 Desalination powered by biomass and geothermal energy  

Use of biomass and geothermal energy is not a very popular method of generating energy is 

desalination process. Oftentimes, the growth of biomass requires more fresh water than the total yield 

from the plant. Moreover, organic residues which are required for the growth of biomass is scarce in 

the arid region (7). 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Methodologies  

The desalination techniques can broadly be divided into two categories. One is membrane-based 

techniques [eg. Reverse osmosis (RO) and electrodialysis (ED)] and the other is thermal techniques 

[eg Thermal vapor Compression (TVC)]. Both the categories have their own merits and demerits (8).  

Advantages of membrane driven processes over the thermal processes include:  

 Less energy requirement 

 Lower cost of establishment 

 Higher production and higher recovery ratios 

 Minimum interruption to the process when maintenance is required  

 Operates at ambient temperature, therefore, less vulnerable to corrosion and scaling  

 Chances of microbial contamination is less due to membrane barrier 

Advantages of thermal processes over membrane-based processes include:  

 A proven and established method for ages 

 Quality of water produced is very high 

 Less monitoring required than membrane-based systems 

 Dependence of output on feed water quality (salinity) is less 

 No recurring cost for replacing membrane 

Environmental impact of Desalination process 
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The desalination process may impart several environmental concerns during both the input and output 

steps. The intake of brackish water is achieved by two major methods, either by open intake or 

through beech wells. In case of open intake, the ocean environment must be away from port areas 

where a risk of oil spillage is obvious. Overall, a strong monitoring of contamination of seawater 

should be there during the input to the desalination plant. 

In addition, environmental hazards related to the use of chemicals for the purpose of pre-and post-

treatment of sea water, membrane cleaning, anti-corrosion and anti-scaling must be taken into 

consideration (9).  

Economics of Desalination Process 

A proper implementation of desalination project depends on several factors including cost effectivity. 

The following factors are taken into consideration when deciding the economics of a desalination 

project: 

1. Quality of feed water: Its salinity, impurity should be minimized to reduce the pre-treatment 

cost of energy.  

2. The total area of the plant: To accommodate treatment units, pumping, water storage tank, 

and water distribution system. 

3. Location of the site: Geographical location can influence the cost depending on availability of 

land and other socio-economic factors.  

Conclusion and Future Prospect 

Keeping in mind the issue of environmental sustainability, the effort to employ renewable energy 

sources in desalination process has been intensified in recent times. The future efforts are directed 

towards integrating the photovoltaic cell based energy source to membrane-based desalination 

processes. However, more research and studies are warranted to understand the environmental and 

socio-economic impact of using renewable energy source in desalination plants. 
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Abstract 

Traditional medicines which are in used are mainly extracted from the medicinal plants. The 

medicinal plants which are directly taken as the medicines include herbs and shrubs. In this study we 

are aim to focus on the pharmacognostic characteristics of the Echinops echinatus, which can be used 

to prepare contraception. It is a xerophytic herbaceous plant commonly known as the 

Brahmadandika, used for sexual debility. In the recent past several attempt to have been made to 

study the contraceptive nature of plants and their products on scientific footing in males. Generally 

the crude drugs are adulterated with sub-standard material which have direct effect on efficiency of 

crude drugs of the animal system there is urgent need for evaluation and authentication of crude 

drugs by comparing with genuine crude drugs. 

Keywords: Echinops, Crude Drugs, Pharmacognosy 

Introduction: 

The medicines and drugs obtained from the plants and other natural sources are counted into the 

Pharmacognosy (Orhan, 2014).Knowledge of medicinal plants and treatment of diseases are known 

since the existence of human beings (Shakya, 2016).The traditional medicines and diagnosis are the 

basis of modern medicines (Wachtel-Galor and Benzie, 2011).The thorough scientific studies and step 

by step gradual development in the traditional medicines leads to the establishment of the field of 

allopathy (Patwardhan et al., 2004). Hence most of the prescriptions of the modern medicines are the 

products which are derived from the higher ethnobotanical plants (Panet. et. al., 2013).Except very 

few of all medicinal herbs of commercial important are collected or cultivated in this country. 

Medicinal herbs have been of use of thousands of years in one or another under the indigenous system 

of medicine like Ayurveda, Siddha and Unani (Pan et. al., 2014). Herbal medicine has used since the 

dawn the civilization to maintain health and diagnosis of diseases (Eddouks et al., 2012). 

Man‘s great reproductive potential and immensely increased survival in recent years have posed a 

major riddle of population growth. Population expansion at an alarming rate and creating immense 

pressure on the population systematic. The consequences of this continued unchecked population 

growth could be devastating (Singh and Singh, 1970).For the limitation of exploding populating 

hormones, chemical and surgical methods were developed but most of these can lead to unacceptable 

side effects. This methods do not meet many and varied requirements for the user, particularly in the 

cultured and religious diverse population. Awareness and development of cheap, easily available 

methods of contraception is the major need of developing countries due to the alarming increasing 

populations (Kapur et. al., 1984).Hence, the search of medicinal plants that could be useful for the 

formulations of contraceptives or contraceptive pills is the most after approach (Jain et. al., 2015).In 

the recent past several attempt to have been made to study the contraceptive nature of plants and their 

products on a scientific footing in males (Adewale et. al., 2014). Some of the plants with its anti-

fertility activities have been discussed such as Embelia ribes (Lal and Mishra, 2013), Momordica 

charantia (Adewale et al., 2014), Hibiscus rosa-sinensis (Singh et al., 1982), Curcuma longa, Mentha 
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arvensis (Gupta, 1994), Gossypium sps. (Hsueh et. al., 1979), Abrus precatorius, Azadirachta indica 

(Umadevi et. al., 2013), Solanum xanthocarpum (Dixit and Gupta, 1982), Carica papaya (Krishna et. 

al., 2008), etc. 

Materials and Methods: 

The plant material is collected from premises of Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University 

(SRTMU), Nanded. The herbarium specimen was prepared and deposited in Botanical Depository of 

SRTMU. The plant material is authenticated by detailed taxonomic study and by the experts Prof. 

(Dr.) R.M. Mulani and correct botanical identity is established and authentication number is 

SLS/SRTMU/BOT/HERB-98/2017-18 given to the herbarium. 

Organoleptic properties:-  

The properties and characteristics of crude drugs which are sensed by color variations, taste and odor 

is to be categorized in macroscopic characterization and powder analysis as mentioned below: 

Microscopic characterizations: 

The roots were washed and hand cut sections were taken, stained by safranin and light green and 

mounted on a slide and observed for anatomical details. Stained roots placed on plastic sheets and 

dried and further investigated for the organoleptic features with the magnifying glass. 

Powder analysis: 

Color variation is to be observed in the crude powder extract of the Echinops root. For this we have 

chosen 16 different chemical reagents and treated with the crude powder extract and observed under 

different light sources such as visible light, UV light of wavelength 365 nm and UV light of 254 nm. 

Physical constant determination 

Total Ash:  

Approx. 2-4 gm of previously ignited and grounded crude powder of Echinops were taken and air 

dried it and transferred to silica crucibles. Further, the material taken in crucible heated with 

increasing heat up to 450 
0
C, till the material becomes whitish. The material after appearance of white 

coloration transferred to desiccators and weighed again. Ash value is further calculated by Upreti et 

al., (2013). 

                            Initial weight -   final weight 

Ash value =                                                            x 100 

                                      Initial weight 

Acid Insoluble Ash:  The total material obtained from desiccation boiled with 25 ml dil. HCl for 5 

min and insoluble ash material separated and washed with hot acid water and heated, further allowed 

it to cool and weighed again. With reference to air dried material ash value of the drug calculated as 

mentioned below: 

                          As Total Ash = Acid Soluble Ash + Acid Insoluble Ash 

So that,              Acid Soluble Ash = Total Ash - Acid Insoluble Ash 

Results and Discussion 

E. echinatus collected from local premises of the Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University 

and identification of the plant is done by depositing herbarium sheet of the plant to the depository of 

department of Botany, SRTMU, Nanded and herbarium sheet number of the plant is 

SLS/SRTMU/BOT/HERB-98/2017-18. Since, civilization of human society, the medicinally 

important organisms collected traditionally from the natural flora (Strobel and Daisy, 2003). With the 

growth and establishment of pharmaceutical industries, the consumption of these has increase 

tremendously in recent years (Dias et al., 2012). As a result, the density and frequency of many 

species is fast dwindling and those with exceptionally high therapeutic value are on the verge of 

extinction from natural flora (Duwe et al., 2017).Generally the crude drugs are adulterated with sub-

standard material which has direct effect on efficacy of crude drugs of the animal system so there is 

urgent need for evaluation and authentification of crude drug by comparing with genuine crude drug. 
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In E. echinatus the phytochemical and pharmacological work has been carried out while there is not 

much work on pharmacognostic details of these drugs. 

 

Macroscopic characters 
 

For macroscopic characterization we have chosen five characters of the plans such as: color, odor, 

taste, shape and size. We found that that fresh root and dry root of the plant having color difference 

like fresh root shown light gray while dry root shown light brown coloration. Among five characters 

the size of the roots also showing difference in the length of the root from the bases i.e. 1-4 cm long 

while dry root having only 1-2 cm in length (See table 1) 

 

Table 1: Macroscopic characteristics of plant material 

Sr. 

No. 

Character

s 

Fresh root Dry root 

1 Color Light gray Light brown 

2 Odor Odorless No characteristic odor 

3 Taste Tasteless Tasteless 

4 Shape Oblique crooked Oblique crooked 

5 Size 1 -4 cm at the base & about 0.5 

cm at the end. 

1-2 cm at the base and 0.5 cm at 

the end. 

 

Microscopic characters 

 

The roots are growing obliquely in the soil which is about 20 cm long, light to dark color outside and 

white color inside. The outer surface shows the continuous secondary and tertiary peridermal tissues, 

the rootlet is less. Internally young root shows isodimetric non lignified cells which are radially 

arranged. Inside there is cortical cells which increases phloem cells in the ring internally there is large 

amount of secondary xylem with large vessels containing medullary rays which are transversely 

present. The roots are also increase starch grains (See Figure 1-4). 

 

T.S. stem  

Transverse section of stem is mainly circular single layered epidermis inside which there is ring of 

vascular bundles having phloem towards outer side and xylem towards inner side, protoxylem facing 

towards the centre. The pith is in the centre, so vascular bundle is conjoint collateral open as there is 

intrafascicular cambium present in each vascular bundle, the stele is eustele (Fig. 2).  

 

T.S. of leaf  

Leaf is dorsiventral has distinct mesophyll differentiated into upper and lower palisade and lower 

spongy tissue covered with upper and lower epidermis. The palisade layer made-up of 2 to 3 

elongated cells. In the midrib there is collenchymatous hypodermis, while the vascular bundles are in 

the centre of the midrib (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 1 A, B Habit; C- Fresh roots of Echinops D- Dried roots of Echinops plant in the Campus of 

Swami  Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University, Nanded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 T.S. of stem and Peridermal cortex of root; A-T.S. of stem; B -T.S. of root showing cortex 

and the secondary xylem; C-T.S. of root showing protoxylem towards the centre;  

D- T.S. of root showing xylem vessels surrounded by xylem parenchyma, while 

sclerenchymatous tissue present around the vessels. 
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Fig. 3 A, B, D & E-midrib portion of leaf, C-mesophyll tissue, F- Epidermis with thick cuticle 

and intercellular spaces also thickened with deposition of lignin;  

G-fibers T.S of vascular bundle H- stomata are parasitic 

Fluorescence characteristics and Powder analysis 

For the powder analysis we have taken 16 reagents and tested against crude powder of Echinops, 

(roots) and visualized against different light sources such as visible, UV 254 nm and UV 365 nm. 

A 

F 

G H 

B 

D C 

E 
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Crude powder extract as such also has color variation such as it has shown light green in visible light 

and UV 356 nm whiles in the UV 254 it shown a buff green. In this study we found that the each 

reagent shows some significant color variation in each of the different light sources. Peculiar 

difference with the treatment of concentrated nitric acid shown light orange in visible light while in 

both the UV light it has shown green coloration. With the treatment of picric acid, it has shown color 

variation in all three light, yellow in visible light, dark purple in UV 254 nm and green in UV 365 nm 

(See table 2).  

Table 2: Powder analysis of crude extract of Echinops 

Sr. No. Reagents Visible/Day 

Light 

UV 254 nm 

(Short) 

UV 365 nm 

(Long) 

1.  Picric acid Yellow Dark Purple Green 

2.  Conc. H2SO4 Dark brown Brownish green Dark green 

3.  Conc. HNO3 Light orange Green Green 

4.  HCl Yellowish brown Chocolate brown Green 

5.  Acetic acid No Change Buff green Buff green 

6.  Lactic acid No Change Buff green Buff green 

7.  Iodine Buff green Dark green Green 

8.  Ferric chloride Dark green Black Blackish green 

9.  Sudan III Red Bright red Green 

10.  Powder  + 1 N NaCl Light brown Light brown Green 

11.  Drug + 1 N NaOH (aq) Blackish green Yellow green Yellowish green 

12.  Drug + 1 N HNO3 Buff green Greenish yellow Dark green 

13.  Powder + Ammonia Greenish yellow Blackish green Green 

14.  Powder as such Light green Yellowish green Buff green 

15.  1 N NaOH (methanol) Yellowish green Yellowish green Yellowish green 

16.  Powder as such Light green Buff green Light green 

Physical constant value 

Total ash value of the crude extract of the Echinops were calculated and it was found that among total 

ash content (11%), acid insoluble were 2% and acid soluble ash found to be 9% (See Table 3). 

Table 3: Physical constant value of crude drugs 

Total Ash 11 % 

Acid insoluble Ash 2 % 

Acid soluble Ash 9 % 

Conclusion and Future prospective 

In this study we found several pharmacognostic characteristics to identify plants and plant products to 

avoid its adulterations with sub-standard products. The roots of E. echinatus are crusade and with less 

secondary and tertiary roots. The root is circular in outline with a periderm tissue. The secondary 

xylem is maximum, medullary rays are multicellular, vessels are oval, rounded and in groups. Powder 

analysis with different chemical under normal light and under fluorescent light shows characteristic 

color which is useful for separating it from adulterants. 
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Abstract 

Water is an important component to human survival. Water must be purified for a better life 

style. It is the fundamental duty of every individual to conserve water resources. The present study 

attempts to bring an acute awareness among the people about the quality of drinking water by taking 

water samples from different sources for analysis. The experiment analyses its various Physico-

chemical and biological parameters such as Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, 

Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, Total hardness, Calcium hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity 

were analyzed in the month of December 2017. The results are compared with standards of WHO. By 

observing the result it can be concluded that the parameters which were taken to study the water 

quality are below the pollution level for water which satisfies the requirement for the use of various 

purposes like domestic, agricultural etc. 

Keywords: Drinking water resources, water quality standard, Physico-chemical Parameter. 

INTRODUCTION:  

Water quality plays important role for all living beings. The quality of surface water within a 

region is governed by both natural processes such as precipitation rate, weathering processes and soil 

erosion and anthropogenic effects such as urban, industrial and agricultural activities and the human 

exploitation of water resources [1-5]. Ground water quality has become an important water resources 

issue due to rapid increase of population, rapid industrialization, unplanned urbanization, flow of 

pollution from upland to lowland, and too much use of fertilizers, pesticides in agriculture [6]. The 

major problem with the ground water is that once contaminated, it is difficult to restore its quality. 

Hence there is a need and concern for the protection and management of ground water quality. It is 

well known that no straight forward reasons can be advanced for the deterioration of water quality, as 

it is dependent on several water quality parameters [7-8]. Ground water quality in the industrial areas 

is determined by measuring the concentration of some physico-chemical parameters and comparing 

them with drinking water standards [9]. 

Budharatna Bhavare, Miguel A. Rodriguez, Anil Kurthe [10] has studied different physic 

chemical parameter and nutrients in water of Bhatye estuary, Ratnagiri central, West coast of India. 

Francis Andrade, H.B. Arvinda, and E.T. Puttaiah [11] have studied Manglore coastal water pollution 

by analysis of physical, chemical parameter. Ramalingam manikannan, Subramanian asokan and 

A.H.M.S. Ali [12] have studied Seasonal variation of physicochemical properties of the great 

vedaranyam swamp point calimere wildlife Sanctuary, South east coast of India. Sujata Sen, Dr. 

Minal Kanti Paul, and Madhab Borah [13] have studied the some physico chemical parameter of pond 

and river water with reference to correlation study. G.Velsamy, N. Manoharan, S.Ganesan [14] has 

mailto:sajidoshaikh@gmail.com
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studied analysis of physicochemical variations in sea water sample Uppanarestuary, Cuddalore, 

Tamilnadu (India). 

According to Census 2011 information the location code or village code of Shighre village is 

554261. Shighre village is located in Murud Tehsil of Raigad district in Maharashtra, India. It is 

situated 4km away from sub-district headquarter Murud and 54km away from district headquarter 

Alibag. As per 2009 stats, Shighre village is also a gram panchayat. 

The total geographical area of village is 259.22 hectares. Shighre has a total population of 

1,847 peoples. There are about 421 houses in Shighre village. Murud is nearest town to Shighre which 

is approximately 4km away. 

The water sample such as Pipe water, bore well water and well water  was collected early in 

the morning between 8.00 am to 10.00 am and was analyzed to compare the differences occurred in 

Physico-chemical parameters such as Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, 

Chloride, DO, BOD, Total hardness, Ca-hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity. 

The research work is carried out, keeping in mind the following objectives. 

• To study the chemical composition and water quality parameters of different sources.  

• To investigate the possible sources and Cause of pollution in the water if any. 

• To study if these effects can be attributed to the change in the chemical composition 

of the different water sources. 

MATERIAL & METHOD:- 

Sample of water was collected in sterile plastic bottle of 2 litre capacity from the dam. At the 

same time the temperature & pH were noted. The physico-chemical analysis was carried out within 24 

hours of collection in a laboratory as per APHA (1989), (1992), AWWA & WPFA, Trivedy & Goel 

(1986) [15-16]. The chemicals were used of A. R. grade and are standardized as per Inorganic 

quantitative analysis by Vogel (1964) & (2006) [17-18]. The result is statistically analyzed by 

calculating mean & standard deviation. 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION:- 

Parameters Tap water 

Mean+S.D 

Bore well water 

Mean+S.D 

Well water 

Mean+S.D 

pH 6.73 + 0.02 6.43 + 0.02 6.60 + 0.02 

Temperature ( 
0
C) 23.8 + 0.3 22.6 + 0.3 24.9 + 0.3 

Conductivity (mS) 0.462 + 0.002 0.467 + 0.002 0.894 + 0.002 

Total Hardness (mg/L) 48 + 1.0 272 + 1.0 340 + 1.0 

Chlorides (mg/L) 13.05 + 0.18 48.15 + 0.18 28.13 + 0.18 

Acidity (mg/L) 82.6 + 0.3 95.0 + 0.3 105.3 + 0.3 

Alkalinity (mg/L) 28 + 0.3 90 + 0.3 388 + 0.3 

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L) 7.106 + 0.015 6.816 + 0.015 7.276 + 0.015 

BOD (mg/L) 1.031 + 0.03 0.973 + 0.03 1.107 + 0.03 

Total Dissolved Solids (mg/L) 101 + 1.0 130 + 1.0 235 + 1.0 

Calcium hardness (mg/L) 28 + 0.3 60 + 0.3 48 + 0.3 

Magnesium hardness (mg/L) 20 + 0.3 212 + 0.3 292 + 0.3 

Salinity (mg of NaCl) 1.172 + 0.003 2.162 + 0.003 2.182 + 0.003 

Table-1:- Values of different parameters of water sample of different drinking sources in 

Shighre village area. (Mean and Standard deviation is calculated) 
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a. Graph showing concentration range of various parameters of Tap water. 

 
b. Graph showing concentration range of various parameters of bore well water. 

 
c. Graph showing concentration range of various parameters of well water. 

1. Temperature:  

Temperature is the most importance environment factor with effect on plants and animals. 

Water has several unique thermal properties which combine to minimize temperature change. The 

Water temperature depends on the depth of the water column, climatic and topographic changes [19].  

A rise in temperature of water leads to the speeding up of chemical reactions in water, 

reduces the solubility of gases and amplifies the tastes and odour. At higher temperature with less 
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dissolved gases the water becomes tasteless and even does not quench the thirst and decreases the 

solubility of oxygen.  

Temperature also determines various other factors such as pH, Conductivity, saturation level 

of gases and various forms of alkalinity. The temperature of Tap water is 23.8+0.3 
0
C, bore well water 

temperature is 22.6+0.3 
0
C and temperature of well water is found to be 24.9+0.3 

0
C. 

2. pH:  

pH, one of the most common analyses in soil and water testing, is the standard measure of 

how acidic or alkaline a solution is. pH has no direct adverse effect on health. pH governs the 

distribution, transport and fate of heavy metals in aquatic ecosystem. It is measured a scale from 0 -

14. pH of 7 is neutral, pH is less than 7 is acidic and pH greater than 7 is basic. Aquatic organisms 

need the pH of their water body to be a certain range optimal growth and survival.  

The pH of Tap water is 6.73 + 0.02, bore well water pH is 6.43 + 0.02 and pH of well water is 

found to be 6.60 + 0.02. Amongst these three samples, water is comparatively acidic in nature. 

3. Electrical Conductance: 

Conductivity is the measure of a substance or solution to conduct electric current. Presence of 

salts and contamination with wastewater increases conductivity of water. It is a indication of 

pollution. Electrical conductivity used to quickly estimate the ionic or soluble salt concentration in 

soils, water supplies, fertilizer solution and chemical solution. It is highly depended upon temperature.  

Conductivity however is an important criterion in determining the suitability of water for 

irrigation. The conductance of Tap water is 0.462 + 0.002 mS, bore well water conductance is 0.467 + 

0.002 mS and conductance of well water is found to be 0.894 + 0.002 mS.  Amongst these three 

samples, well water is comparatively high electrical conductance. The observed values of electrical 

conductance for others are quite low and less electrolyte. 

4. Total Hardness:  

Total hardness is defined as the sum of calcium and magnesium hardness in mg/L as 

CaCO3.Total hardness of water an important factor that indicates toxic effect and poisonous elements 

[20].  

There is no adverse effect of hardness on health. Hard water is also not suitable for domestic 

and irrigation purposes. Total hardness of Tap water is 48 +1.0 mg/L, bore well water is 272 +1.0 

mg/L and the well water is 340 +1.0 mg/L. 

The degree of hardness of drinking water has been classified in terms of the equivalent 

CaCO3 concentration as follows: Soft - 0-60mg/L, Medium - 60-120 mg/L, Hard - 120-180 mg/L, 

Very hard - >180 mg/L. The observed values were quiet less than the acceptable limit of 300 mg/L for 

tap water sample. But for bore well water and well water sample, total hardness values are high and 

near about less and more than 300 mg/L. It shows that water is very hard. 

5. Chlorides:   

Chloride is mainly obtained from the dissolution of salts of hydrochloric acid as table salt 

(NaCl), NaCO2 and added through industrial waste, sewage, sea water etc. Surface water bodies often 

have low concentration of chlorides as compare to ground water. It has key importance for 

metabolism activity in human body and other main physiological processes. High chloride 

concentration damage metallic pipes and structure as well as harms growing plants. According to 

WHO standards concentration of chloride should not exceed 250 mg/L. 

The chloride content of the tap water sample is 13.05 +0.02 mg/L, bore well water is 

48.15+0.18 mg/L and Chlorides in well water sample is 28.13 +0.05 mg/L. 

6. Acidity: Acidity of water is its capacity to neutralize a strong base and is mostly due to the 

presence of strong mineral acids, weak acids and the salt of strong acids and weak bases.  
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Addition of wastewater having acidity producing substances increases the acidity of water. 

The observed acidity of tap water sample is 82.6+ 0.015 mg/L of CaCO3, bore well water sample is 

95.0+ 0.3 mg/L. of CaCO3. While acidity of well water samples is 105.3+ 0.3 mg/L of CaCO3. The 

value is much less than threshold value i. e. 200 mg/L of CaCO3. This indicates that sample of water 

are in safe range. 

7. Alkalinity:  

Alkalinity is a chemical measurement of water‘s ability to neutralize acid. Alkalinity is also a 

measure of water buffering capacity or its ability to resist changes in pH upon the addition of acids or 

bases. Alkalinity of natural water is due to primarily to the presence of weak acid salts, although 

strong bases may also contribute (i.e. OH
-
) in the extreme environment. Bicarbonate represents the 

major form of alkalinity in natural water, so its source being the partitioning of CO2 from the 

atmosphere and the weathering of carbonate minerals in rocks and soil. Other salts of weak acids, 

such as borate, silicates, ammonia, phosphate, and organic bases from natural organic matter may be 

present in small amounts. 

The observed alkalinity of tap water sample is 28 +0.3 mg/L of CaCO3, bore well water 

sample is 90 + 0.3 mg/L. of CaCO3 while alkalinity of well water sample is 388 + 0.3 mg/L of CaCO3. 

The observed values of alkalinity of tap water and bore well water are within permissible range i. e. 

below 200 mg/L of CaCO3. The well water is not in safe range i.e. higher than permissible range of 

200 mg/L of CaCO3. 

8. Dissolved Oxygen:  

The amount of oxygen dissolved in water, such as a lake, river or stream. Dissolved oxygen is 

the most important indicator of the health of water bodies and its capacity to support a balanced 

aquatic ecosystem of plants and animals. Warm water released from industrial outlets, flowages or 

storm sewers can also reduce dissolved oxygen levels. Dissolved oxygen may play a large role in the 

survival of aquatic life in temperature lakes and reservoirs during summer months. Dissolved oxygen 

of tap water sample collected is 7.106 + 0.015mg/L, bore well water sample is 6.816 + 0.015mg/L, 

whereas well water sample is 7.276 + 0.015mg/L . It may be due to high temperature and inorganic 

reluctance such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, nitrites, ferrous ions and other oxidizable substances 

also tend to decrease dissolved oxygen in water.  

9. Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD): 

Biochemical oxygen measures the amount of oxygen that microorganisms consume while 

decomposing organic matter, it also measures the chemical oxidation of inorganic matter. BOD is a 

measure of organic material contamination in water, specified in mg/L. BOD is the amount of 

dissolved oxygen required for the biochemical decomposition of organic compounds and the 

oxidation of certain inorganic materials (e.g., iron, sulphites). 

The observed value of BOD for tap water is 1.031 + 0.03 mg/L, for bore well water is 0.973 + 

0.03 mg/L and for well water sample is 1.107 + 0.03 mg/L which is within the permissible range i. e. 

0.75-1.5 mg/L. 

10. Total Dissolved Solids (TDS):  

Total dissolved solids are the total amount of mobile charged ions, including minerals, salts or 

metal dissolved in a given volume of water in mg/L. TDS is directly related to the purity of water and 

the quality of water purification system and affects everything that consumes, lives in, or uses water, 

whether organic or inorganic, whether for better or for worse. Common inorganic salts that can be 

found in water include calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium, which are cations and carbonates, 

nitrates, bicarbonates, chlorides and sulphates which are anions. They give a particular taste to water 

at higher concentration and also reduce its palatability. 
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The total solid present in tap water sample collected is 101 + 1.0 mg/L, for bore well water is 

130 + 1.0 mg/L, while that of for well water sample is 235 + 1.0 mg/L which is lower than threshold 

value of total solid content i.e. 500 mg/L. 

11. Calcium hardness:  

Calcium is naturally present in water. Calcium is a determinant of water hardness, because it 

can be found in water as Ca
2+

 ions. As per Indian Standards the calcium content of water should not 

be more than 75 mg/L. This has been specified in the IS 10500:- Drinking Water –Specifications.  

In the study the calcium content in water sample has been found to be for tap water sample is 

28 + 0.3 mg/L, for bore well water is 60 + 0.3 mg/L and for well water is 48+0.3 mg/L. Tap water and 

bore well water possess values calcium hardness which is within the limit as per Specification. The 

observed values for all water samples are within permissible range of concentration of calcium. 

12. Magnesium hardness: 

Magnesium is naturally present in water. Magnesium is a determinant of water hardness, 

because it can be found in water as Mg
2+

 ions. As per ISI the magnesium content of water should not 

be more than 50 mg/L.  

In the study the magnesium content in water sample has been found to be for tap water 

sample is 20 + 0.3 mg/L, for bore well water is 212 + 0.3 mg/L and for well water is 292 + 0.3 mg/L. 

Tap water possess value of magnesium hardness which is within the limit as per Specification. The 

observed values for bore well water and well water shows higher concentration of magnesium. 

13. Salinity:- 

Salinity which is defined as the total concentration of electrically charged ions in the water. 

These ions are the four major cations-calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium, and the four 

common anions carbonates (CO3), sulphates (SO4), chlorides (Cl) and bicarbonates (HCO). Other 

components of salinity are charged nitrogenous compounds such as nitrates (NO3), ammonium ions 

(NH4) and phosphates (PO4) [21]. In general the salinity of surface waters depends on the drainage 

area, the nature of its rock, precipitation, human activity in the area and its proximity to marine water 

[22]. Waters with salinity below 1% are fresh and waters with salinity higher than 1% are 

brackish/marine [23]. 

The observed value of salinity for tap water sample is 1.172 + 0.003 mg of NaCl, for bore 

well water sample is 2.162 + 0.003 mg of NaCl  and for well water sample is 2.182 + 0.003 mg of 

NaCl . 

CONCLUSION: 

The present paper deals with analysis of water quality in different drinking water resources 

available in Shighre village region which was carried out by taking certain important parameters like 

Temperature, pH, Electrical conductivity, TDS, Alkalinity, Chloride, DO, BOD, Total hardness, 

Calcium hardness, Magnesium hardness and Salinity. The data of physico-chemical and biological 

parameters clearly shows that the drinking water of Shighre village region is within the permissible 

range as per APHA (1989), (1992), Trivedi and Goel (1986) except few limitations in one or two 

parameters.  Such water is suitable for drinking purpose and can be used for domestic as well as 

irrigation purpose.  
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Abstract  

In any society, females form 50% of the total population for the development of the society. The 

income of women is also included in the national income and gross domestic production(GDP) of the 

country. It is imperative that the total population is participant in the development. Hence the 

importance of the girl child education lies on par with the male child education. Girls are equally as 

important as boys in the society to maintain the social equilibrium. Few years ago, there was huge 

reduction in the number of women in comparison to the men. In such a scenario, the role of the 

government and NGOs becomes all the more important in order to ensure that girls are allowed to be 

born and flourish in life, since they form the part of developing society. Some initiatives giving 

incentives to people are launched by the central or state government for flourishing the girl child. 

Among these includes different schemes related to their progress and development. These schemes are 

Beti Bachao Beti Padhao, Sukanya Samridhi Yojana, Kishori Shakti Yojna for adolescent girls, Sabla, 

Mazi Kanya Bhagyashree scheme, etc. This paper tries to study the impact of different aspects of 

schemes launched by central and state government of India specifically in Mumbai metropolis. The 

present paper gives survey of a information about the participants in the schemes. 

Keywords: Girl child, government, schemes, metropolis, Gross Domestic Product(GDP). 

Introduction: 

 In ancient time birth of a girl child was considered as auspicious. As per an Indian proverb, 

―A home without a daughter is like a body without soul‖. The birth of a daughter in the house was 

compared with the advent of Goddess Laxmi, the Goddess of wealth and Goddess Saraswati, the 

Goddess of Knowledge and Wisdom.  

Women are the most important section of the society and equally participate in the life 

existence on the earth. However, regular decrease in the sex ratio of female in India because of the 

crimes against women, it has created the fear of total finish of women. So, it is very necessary to save 

girl child in order to maintain the ratio of women in India. InIndia mostly male dominated societiesare 

prevailing.Hence women are considered at the secondary position.Contrary to this, now a days ―Save 

girl child‖ is a Motto of the day in India. Girls are many times suppressed and they have to pass 

through variety of risks and therefore it is a needed to help in their upliftment.There has been an 

increase in crimes against women like rape, illiteracy, gender discrimination, female foeticide and 

dowry deaths. 

   The trend of decline in the Child Sex Ratio (CSR), which is defined as number of girls per 

1000 of boys between 0-6 years of age, has been unabated since 1961. This decline from 945 in 1991 

to 927 in 2001 and further to 918 in 2011 is alarming. The decline in the CSR is a major indicator of 

women disempowerment. CSR reflects both, pre-birth discrimination manifested through gender 

biased sex selection, and post birth discrimination against girls suppression. Modern scientific 

developments and techniques and their easy availability enable sex selective elimination of girls 

leading to low Child Sex Ratio.Since coordinated and convergent efforts are needed to ensure 

survival, protection and empowerment of the girl child. Following are some initiatives in the form of 

different schemes launched by the central or state government relating togirl child to save and flourish 

them. They are: 
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1. Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao : Beti Bachao,  Beti Padhao (BBBP) scheme has been introduced in 

October, 2014 to address the issue of declining Child Sex Ratio (CSR). 

The scheme was launched on 22
nd

 January, 2015. Beti Bachao Beti Padhao is an effective 

initiative taken by central government to save the girl child and educate the girl child all over the 

India. A budgetary allocation of 100 Cr. has been made under the budget announcement for Beti 

Bachao, Beti Padhao campaign. 

2. Sukanya Samridhi Yojana: It is a small deposit scheme for girl child. Sukanya Smariddhi 

Yojana is launced as a part of the Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao campaign,. The scheme was 

launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 22
nd

 January, 2015. This scheme currently 

provides an interest rate of 8.1% and tax benefits. ―Sukanya Samridshi Account‖ can be opened 

at any time from the birth of a girl child till she attains the age of 10 years, with a minimum 

deposit of Rs. 1000. A maximum of Rs. 1.5 Lakh can be deposited during a financial year. The 

account can be opened in any post office or authorized branches of commercial banks. The 

account will remain operative for 21 years from the date of opening of the account or marriage 

of the girl child afterattaining 18 years of age. 

3. Kishori Shakti Yojna: Kishori Shakti Yojna was launched by the Ministry of Women and Child 

Development. This scheme aims to empower adolescent girls (Age) of 11-18 years with focus on 

out-of-school girls. The scheme emphasis on their nutritional and health status and upgrading 

various skills like home skills, life skills and vocational skills. This scheme provides nutritional 

and health education including sanitation and personal hygiene aspects. 

4. Sabla: The Rajiv Gandhi Scheme for Empowerment of Adolescent Girls (RGSEAG) Sabla is a 

centrally sponsored program of Government of India initiated on April 1, 2011 under Ministry of 

Women and Child Development . The objectives of this scheme are to enable the adolescent girls 

for self development and empowerment, improve their nutrition and health status, provide 

guidance about existing public services such as PHC, CHC, post office, Bank, Police station, etc. 

5. Mazi Kanya BhagyashreeScheme : The Maharashtra government has released a chene known 

as Mazi Kanya Bhagyashree scheme. The main moto of this scheme is to encourage the girl 

child towards the education and the higher quality of living. The Mazi Kanya Bhagyashree 

scheme is only applicable for those people who belongs to the below poverty line or the poor 

families. The financial assistance will be given to the girls of these families in such a way that 

when a girl child will be born  then the mother of that child will get Rs. 5000 per month till the 

child reaches the age of 5 years. Whereas the girl child will get an amount of Rs. 2000 during the 

completion of 5 years. When the girl child will be in 5
th
 standard then she will get Rs. 2500 per 

years. At the time of 12
th
 standard, the girl child will get Rs. 3000. When girl child attains the 

age of 18 years she will be provided with an amount of Rs. 1 lakh per year. 

Objective: 

1. To know how many people are aware aboutgovernment schemes for girl child. 

2. Do the people know the benefits of these schemes? 

3. Whether people take the advantage of the above schemes. 

4. Whether the schemes are helpful to girl child. 

Review of Literature:  

The present study is made on different aspects of government schemes related to girl child.From the 

study of related literature it is found that few problems have been dealt with women and children 

regarding their upliftment and solution to these problems in their progress. 

 Khandelwal et.al, (2014) reviewed the government program for women and children 

regarding their nutrition. Sadh and Kapoor studied the initiatives to save the girl child in India. Dr. 
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Agnihotri and Malipatil, (2018) studied a brief information about Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao scheme. 

Department for international development, (2005) published a report on Girl‘s education towards a 

better future for all wherein educational problems of girls have been dealt with. 

 Details have been given on several government sites regarding the schemes related to girl 

child. The sites are as follows: 

http://www.wcd.nic.in/ 

https://www.india.gov.in/ 

http://www.nari.nic.in/schemes? 

https://www.indiastat.com/socialwelfareschemes/ 

www.womenchild.maharashtra.gov.in 

 Although the attempts have been made in all related problems of girl child to solve them for 

the betterment of girl child, no concise report is available on central and state government schemes 

which are related to financial helpfor the girl child. The present paper gives the general information 

about the involvement of public in above schemes in the region ofMumbai metropolis. 

Methodology: 

The study is based on primary and secondary data. The primary data is collected with the help of 

questionnaire. The questionnaire is prepared with the help of google form. The google form consists 

of total 33 questions. The first section of google form contains the questions related to general 

information like age, marital status, nature of employment, number of girl child of the sample 

respondents. The second section of google form contains the questions related to different government 

schemes related to girl child. It contains the questions like which schemes are known to the people, 

scheme they have opted, benefits of the schemes, etc. 

 The secondary data is collected from the different government sites. 

 With the help of google form, 45 samples have been collected from Mumbai metropolis. The 

data were collected with the help of google form. 

Hypothesis: 

H1 : People are aware of the government schemes related to girl child. 

Data Analysis: 

General Information of the respondents: 

From the collected data, it is observed that out of 45 respondents, 

 33% are male and 67% are female (See Figure-1). 

 65% people are employed and 35% peoples are not employed. 

 31% are from 20 to 30 years group, 51% from 30 to 40 years group, 11% are from 40 to 50 

years, 2% are from 50 to 60 years group and no one is from 60 years and above. 

 7% respondents are HSC, 42% are graduate and 51% are post graduate and no one is 

professional (See Figure-2). 

 56% respondents are doing service, 7% are doing business, 5% are professional and 30% are 

housewife and 2% are farmers.. 

 70% respondents have only one child, 21% have two children and 9% have more than 3 

children.  

 30% people have no daughter and 70% people have daughter (See Figure-3).  

  

        

http://www.wcd.nic.in/
https://www.india.gov.in/
http://www.nari.nic.in/schemes
https://www.indiastat.com/socialwelfareschemes/
http://www.womenchild.maharashtra.gov.in/
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Figure-1 

 

 
Figure-2 

 

 
Figure-3 

Specific information about the schemes related to girl child: 

 45% people are know about the government schemes related to girl child and 55% people don‘t 

know the schemes. 

 Govt. Schemes known by parents having Daughter:(See Figure-4) 

 3% people know about ―Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao‖, ―Sukanya Samriddhi Scheme‖ and 

―Sabla‖ scheme. 

 3% people are aware about ―Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao‖ and ―Sabla‖ scheme. 

 7% people are aware about ―Sukanya Samriddhi Scheme‖, ―Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao‖ 

and ―Kishori Shakti Yojana‖ and ―Sabla‖ scheme. 

 7% people are aware about only ―Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao‖ scheme. 

 7% people are aware about ―Sukanya Samriddhi Scheme‖, ―Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao‖ 

and ―Kishori Shakti Yojana‖. 

 17% are aware about ―Sukanya Samriddhi Scheme‖. 

 17% people are aware about ―Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao‖ and ―Kishori Shakti Yojana‖ 

 23% are aware about only ―Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana‖. 

 20% people don‘t know about any of the scheme. 
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 12% people have opted some schemes and 58% people are have not opted any of the scheme and 

30% people does not have daughter (See Figure-5).  

 7% people think that their daughter is burden on them and 93% people does not think that their 

daughter is burden on them. 

 17% people have opened the Sukanya Samriddhi account for their daughter, 60% have not opened 

it and 23% people are intend to open it. 

 39% people have faced the problem such as lack of Aadhar card of daughter, birth certificate of 

daughter and 61% people did not face any problem. 

 Only 44% people know the benefits of Sukanya Sariddhi Yojana, 37% people know the benefits 

of Kishori Shakti Yojana, and 19% people know the benefits Sabla scheme (See Figure-6).  

 3% people think only Sabla scheme is helpful, 3% people think only Kishori Shakti Yojana is 

helpful for girl child, 3% people think Kishori Shakti Yojana, Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana, Sabla 

scheme is helpful, 7% people think that Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao and Kishori Shakti Yojana is 

helpful, 13% people think only Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana is helpful, 13% people think Sukanya 

Samriddhi Yojana and Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao yojana is helpful,  13% people think that ―Beti 

Bachao, Beti Padho‖, Sukanya Samriddhi Yojana and Kishori Shakti Yojana are really helpful to 

flourish the girl child, 37% people think only Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao scheme is helpful, (See 

Figure-7). 

 

 
 

Figure-4 
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Figure-5 

 
Figure-6 

 
Figure-7 

Discussion: 

The present paper gives the different aspects of schemes including nature of schemes, their financial 

implications, and availability of financial help by governments, scheme‘s benefits to girl child and 

their parents, awareness of parents and their desire to help girl child for development.  

On the basis of above findings and information, it is observed that in a given sample all 

people are not aware of the schemes and some people know only one or two schemes. Even financial 
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implications, its availability, its exact benefit to girl child at a proper time are not also known to the 

parents. Even after giving financial incentives in the form above schemes sex ratios of female to male 

has not increased. Unawareness and negligence may be possibly due to the educational and financial 

status of the parents. 

Hence, earlier hypothesis that people are aware of the government schemes related to girl 

childfails in the light of above findings and therefore it is not acceptable. 

Conclusions: 

The following conclusions are drawn from the present study: 

 More than 50% of the people in the metropolis like Mumbai are not aware (53%) of the 

schemes related girl child launched by central and state government. 

 Girl child is not a burden to the parents (93.3%). 

 People are aware of some schemes but not all the schemes launched by governments. 

From the above study it is observed that variations in the findings may be due to several other factors 

also which include educational background, financial status, residence, etc of the parents. These 

factors may be responsible for the uneven results and need to be surveyed sepaprately. 
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Abstract 

ICT has changed library services in all over the world. Current era is considered as a digital era. 

Most of the information are in digital format. With the help of ICT libraries can perform its functions 

more effectively, and the it can provide more accurate updated information as per its user‘s need. The 

article states that what is information technology?, components of information technology, 

application of information technology in libraries, what is information and communication 

technology?, what is library? and application of ICT on libraries. 

Keywords: Information communication technology and its application in libraries 

Introduction 

"Information and Communication Technologies" ICT refers to technologies that provide access to 

information through telecommunications. It is similar to Information Technology (IT), but focuses 

primarily on communication technologies. This includes the Internet, wireless networks, cell phones, 

and other communication mediums. 

In the past few decades, information and communication technologies have provided society with a 

vast array of new communication capabilities. For example, people can communicate in real-time 

with others in different countries using technologies such as instant messaging, voice over IP (VoIP), 

and video-conferencing. Social networking websites like Facebook allow users from all over the 

world to remain in contact and communicate on a regular basis. Library have to perform many duties 

and services. With the help of ICT libraries can perform their duties and services very effectively.   

What is Information Technology? 

The world Information Technology is a combination of two words. One is Information  and the other 

is  Technology. Information means knowledge, it can be a bit or a para or a page. In addition, 

dictionary definition of technology is the systematic application of scientific and other organized 

knowledge, skills to practical tasks by the use of computers and communication. 

Information Technology is a generic term used to denote activities connected with computer based 

processing, storage and transfer of information. It includes micro processors, cable access television, 

fiber optics, satellite, word processing, electronic mail, video, robotics and such others. Information 

Technology is collective term for the whole spectrum of technologies providing ways and means to 

acquire, store, transmit, retrieve and process information. Information Technology is not one 

technology but many, which have converged to serve the needs of the information revolution. 

Computing technology, Telecommunications, Audio and Video technology, printing technology all 

are part of it. Any definition of Information Technology (I.T.) must therefore be very broad. 

COMPONENTS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Technological change is becoming a driving force in our society. Information 

technology is a generic term used for a group of technologies. Following are the major 

components of information technologies as most relevant in modern library and information 

system. 
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APPLICATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN LIBRARIES 

The library is the main information centre which can make use of the fat development IT for the 

benefits of mankind as a whole. The librarian‘s preference of IT should include all those technologies 

which are expected to be used in the library activities/ operations and other library services for 

collection, processing, storage, retrieval and dissemination of recorded information, the fast 

developing information technologies have showered almost every areas of application including 

libraries. In case of libraries, these are good use in the following environments. 

a) Library Management: Library management includes the following activities which will certainly 

be geared up by the use of these fast IT developments: Classification, Cataloguing, Indexing, 

Database creation, Database Indexing. 

b) Library Automation: Library automation is the concept of reducing the human intervention in all 

the library services so that any user can receive the desired information with the maximum comfort 

and at the lowest cost. Major areas of the automation can be classified into two  organization o f all 

library databases and all housekeeping operations of library. 

c) Library Networking: Library networking means a group of Libraries and information Centers are 

interconnected for some common pattern or design for information exchange and communication with 

a view to improve efficiency. 

d) Audio-Video Technology: It includes photography, microfilms, microfiches, audio and tapes, 

printing, optical disk etc. 

e) Technical Communication: Technical Communication consisting of technical writing, editing, 

publishing, DTP systems etc. 

What is Information and Communication Technology (ICT)? 

Information and communications technology or information and communication technology (ICT), is 

often used as an extended synonym for information technology (IT), but is a more specific term that 

stresses the role of unified communications and the integration of telecommunications (telephone 

lines and wireless signals), computers as well as necessary software middleware, storage, and audio-

visual systems, which enable users to access, store, transmit, and manipulate information. 

What is Library? 

A library is a service institution. It is a store house of information which is represented in the form of 

books, periodicals, newspapers, manuscripts, films, maps, prints, documents, microform, CDs, 

cassettes, videotapes, DVDs, Blue-ray Discs, e-books, audio books, databases, and other formats. 

These collection of sources of information and similar resources, made accessible to a defined 

community or parent body for reference or borrowing.
 
It provides access to material which is 

available in physical or digital form. It is the primary duty of library to organize its resources which is 

Information 

 

Networking & Mass 

Software 

Data Computers 
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helpful to those who use. It means that the arrangement of library resources should be in easy and 

convenient. 

There are many services offered by the library such as: Books Lending service, Document Delivery 

Service, Inter-Library Loan and so on.  

Application of Information Communication Technology in Libraries 

Information Communication Technology is very useful for libraries in creating databases of their own 

and meeting them available to users through networks. It also enables libraries to provide effective 

and efficient services. Most of the library operations like book acquisition, circulation, office 

management, information services, etc. 

A) Computer Technology 

Computers are now extensively used in the library operations and has great impact in the management 

of libraries and information centers. Computer technology can be used in various fields of library 

activities. Some of the areas where computer application takes place are: 

1. Information Resource Building: 

Acquisition of books, monographs, audio-visual, electronic materials such as CD-ROM, maps and so 

on. There are some specific functions of an acquisition process. (Suggestion, recommendations and 

selection of library collection.) 

 Duplication checking/library holding checking. 

 An vender selection. 

Preparation of order/cancellation of order lists with terms and conditions of the supply. 

Checking of overdue orders. 

Record of items on order. 

Record of received and non-received items and receipt to the vender. 

Items verification with order file and invoice. 

Inspection of items by the concerned department. 

Prepare for payment after accessioning. 

Preparation budget and maintain accounts and statistics subject wise etc. 

Final report. (Items/subjects wise/chronologically/booksellers reported etc.) 

2. Data Entry: 

Database is required for each: 

Books. 

Clients/Members. 

Serials. 

Audio-visuals. 

CD-ROMS, Floppies. 

Gifted items. 

Maps, Reports etc. 

3. Classification and Cataloguing: 

Catalogue card production. 

On-line cataloguing. 

Duplication checking of catalogue cards. 

Production of duplicate catalogue cards. 

Preparation of authority file subject heading list. 

Shorting, checking and filing of catalogue cards. 

Automatic generation of added entries (author, title, series etc). 

Generation of monthly accession list. 
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Developing centralized and on-line cataloguing. 

4. Circulation Control: 

Registration/cancellation and make time for membership. 

Issue, return, renew, reservation of documents and produce the slip for proof. 

Charges for late, lost book, binding and production of penalty slip. 

Maintenance of circulation statistics. 

Inter library loan. 

Use of bar code system. 

Report/statistics of circulation. 

5. Serial Control: 

Input essential serials data. 

Order list of new serials. 

Mode of payment, prepare for payment 

 Receipt and updating the records. 

 Receipt to vendors or publishers. 

 Preparing the list of present holdings, additions, missing, cancelled serials chronologically, subject-

wise, etc. 

 Renewal and cancellation of present subscriptions. 

 Sending reminders and follow-up of missing issues. 

 Binding control. 

 Accession register of bound serials. 

 Prepare budget and maintain accounts/statistics - subject wise, binding etc. 

6. Documentation and allied services: 

 Indexing and abstracting of micro and macro documents. 

 Thesaurus construction. 

 Compilation of union catalogue. 

 Bibliographical control. 

 Current Awareness Services.(CAS) 

 Literature search. 

 Selective Dissemination of Information.(SDI) 

 Newspaper clippings. 

7. Information Retrieval: 

 Database creation and maintenance, interactive searching, saving of in house as well as external 

databases. 

 Search and print outs of queries against specified requirement. 

 Information about the books (issued, reserved, lost, overdue, weed out), member-ship, inter library 

loan, penalty charges, periodicals, newspaper clippings, reports etc. 

 According alphabetically, chronologically, subject-wise, members wise, keywords with each 

particular such as accession no-wise, title, author, call number, edition etc. 

B) Communication Technology 

Communication is the process of transforming information from an information source to a 

destination. Communication, the exchange of information and the transmission is very essence in a 

social system or in an organization. Dictionary meaning of communication is news or the act of 

making oneself understand the means of sending information between one place to another. In 

modern days, various means of communicating the information came into existence. There is a need 
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to communicate information effectively, efficiently and timely by applying modern technologies such 

as communication technology. The major areas of communication technology are: 

1. Audio-visual technology 

2. Fax 

3. Telex 

4. E-mail 

5. Video text 

6. Tele text 

7. Online search 

8. Tele conference 

9. Voice Mail Box 

10. Satellite Technology 

11. Cellular telephones 

12. Internet 

13. Intranet 

14. Extranet 

15. CD-ROM 

16. DVD 

Conclusion 

ICT has changed library services in all over the world. Current era is considered as a digital era. Most 

of the information are in digital format. With the help of ICT libraries can perform its functions more 

effectively, and the it can provide more accurate and up-to-date information as per user‘s need. Some 

libraries are interconnected with each other, they are exchanging their information with member 

library. Using ICT tools in the libraries leads to high speed satisfaction of user‘s need, and libraries 

can provide it‘s services with more assurance.      
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LIBRARY PROVIDES ACDAMIC AS WELL AS SOCIAL REFERNCE SERVICE 

 

Prof. Muneshwar G. D., Librarian, V.N.College, Murud - Janjira Dist., Raigad 

 

INTRODUCTION :- 

In a Sense, the Student‘s  smile is a direct Consequence of the American‘s with Disabilities 

Act.  1990. Among its finding & Stated that ― censers data, national  polls & other studies have 

documented  that people with disabilities as group accept an inferior Staten in our society and are 

severally disadvantages Socially Vocationally, Economically & educationally . 

The purpose of this Act is ― to provide a clear & comprehensive national mandate for  the  

elimination of discrimination against individuals with disabilities, ― to preside enforceable  Standard 

age vast   with discrimination.‖The major areas of discrimination faced day to day by people with 

Since the AOA prohibits discrimination in public entities and public accommodation & Services 

operated by private entities its relates directly to public & private libraries. 

Dr. S.R. Ranganathan 

Def.  : - Reference service ―Establishing Contact between Reader & Book by personal service.   

 Digital Reference Service : - Digital reference to service by which library reference service in 

conducted online and reference transaction is a computer – mediated communication forms of digital 

reference. 

- Email 

- Web form 

- Chat using Commercial Application 

- Chat using Instant Massaging 

TRANSLATION SERVICE :-   

 Translation is the comprehension  of the meaning of the subsequent production of an 

equivalent  text like wise  called a ― translation‖  that communicates the same message in another 

language. 

REFERENCE SERVICE:-  

 Research  is largely a matter of combining knowledge of sources techniques, knowledge of 

Sources  and persistence. Research initiating inquiries will want to be aware of Specialized 

encyclopedias and state- of- the- art review  articles and then of the several techniques that can be 

used to find more in- depth information. 

REFERENCE SOURGES:-  

Encyclopedia :-  

 Here the specialist Sets devoted to particular subject areas are at ten more useful that the 

Gridley Known general set purpose of an encyclopedia    is to summarized knowledge and provide a 

starting point for more extensive research. 

Index & Abstracts :-  

 These Serve to get you to the journal  articles & research         reports  an your  Subject . 

Computer Database:-  

 These often Contain  the Same information as conventional  indexes & Abstracts.   

Bibliographies : - These list publication of a particular subject. 

Guide to the literature : - These often provide a connected expository overview of the literature. 

Review Articles : - State – of – the – art reviews are some what like encyclopedia   
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Directories : - There serve to lead you to people organization or institution that are interested in a 

knowledgeable about particular subject. 

Year Book : - There provide reviews and arrestments of the most recent years development in a 

field. 

Hard Book & Almanacs : - There serve as compendia of a variety of miscellaneous 

information. 

Newsletters and loose- leaf services : - These provide daily and weekly updates of information in 

rapidly changing fields. 

Needs Of Reference Service :-     

      -  Initiation of new comers. 

      -  To help Research Scholars. 

      -  To Serve Passive Clientele. 

      -  To help Absentee Enquirer. 

Importance of  Reference Service :  

 Providing accurate, efficient and in dividend reference assistance to all clients in courteous and 

encouraging manners.  providing structure and a positive learning experience for student to aid them 

in the development of information literacy skills. Providing equitable reference assistance to all diets 

in time frame to their needs.     Providing appropriate level of service to all clients.      

Conclusion : -  

Reference is likely to alert you to the existence of so many good serves that, right there, you may start 

allowing yourself to ask question you never through could be answered. Need of the library were are 

constantly changing in repairs to societal changing the talk of reference libraries in the present & 

future is to help users meet their needs by consistently improving and finding better way to provide. 

Reference :- 

Deshmukh Shamkant J. : Digital libraries and modern Era,Ancient publication House, Delhi, 2013. 

Meshram Jayant S.  :Current Trends in library servicers: Chandralak Prakashak, Kanpur, 2014. 

www.academic.edu. 

https://www.slideshare.net.  
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WHEEL CHAIR CONTROL USING FLEX SENSOR 

 

Ass. Prof. AyeshaPenkar, Madiha Jamadar(F.Y.Bsc), Anjuman Islam Janjira Degree College of 

science, Murud,Maharashtra 

Miss. Madiha Jamadar, students, Anjuman Islam Janjira Degree College of science, 

Murud,Maharashtra 

 

Abstract 

For the people with physical disability , sickness or injury in their legs, wheelchairs are designed to 

ease their mobility and to provide them with proper moving technology. This paper describes an 

intelligent motorized wheelchair for physically handicapped people using flex sensor technology.It is 

useful for physically disabled person with his hand movement with the help of hand gesture 

recognition.In this proposed model dc motors are used to moving the wheelchair. The sensor is used 

to control the direction of wheel chair as left ,right,forward and reverse.FLEX SENSOR produces 

analog signal i.e its resistance increases or decreases depending on the direction of bend which is 

given to the arduinouno, the arduinouno  converts three analog signals into digital. Depending on the 

angle and direction of bend corresponding values are calculated by arduinouno and the motor moves 

in the desired direction. 

Introduction: 

Driving a wheel chair in domestic environment isa difficult task even for normal people and becomes  

even more difficult for the people with arms or hand impairments .People with physical disabilities 

every time find it complicated to navigate through their house without the assistance of someone.The 

proposed project  is useful for the patients where they can move their wheelchair in their own 

directions, without any third party‘s help or support.This  describes an intelligent motorized 

wheelchair for physically handicapped people using flex sensor technology. 

                   This robotic type  wheel chair allowing the end user to just perform safe movements and 

accomplish some daily life important task.Since motorized wheel chair can move at a fair speed ,it is 

important to control the speed of motor as per the end user requirement.Thus the speed of motor is 

control  using PWM method. The sensor is used to control the direction of wheel chair as left 

,right,forward and reverse. 

 Gesture control wheelchair is divided into two parts: 

 1. Transmitter: the Hand gesture  

2. Receiver: the wheel chair 

 This system consists of three flex sensor . Dc motors are used to moving the wheelchair. The 

hardware part of the system provides main component as Arduino uno which controls and command 

the entire system.  

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION: 

The system consists of Arduino uno,flex sensor,IC L293D,Dc Geared motor and LCD 

display.Common 12v power supply is provided to all circuite which generated by USB wire .All 

devices are interfaced with Arduino uno.We uses port and port pins to interface these devices as per 

requirements.Three Flex Sensor is used as input device to navigate the Automatic wheelchair in 

different directions. FLEX SENSOR produces analog signal i.e, its resistance increases or decreases 

depending on the direction of bend.Resistence of flex sensor is depend upon finger movements.As per 

the movement of the finger,resistance of the flex sensor is changes.This change in resistence gives the 

input to the  L293D IC. Therefore different ADC values are obtained with different touch positions. 

With this command  DC motors driver which in turn rotates the DC motor(wheel).Arduino uno is 

used for taking sensor input and gives process command to the LCD.LCD display is interfaced to the 
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Arduino uno for displaying the command in text format as visual and the mobility of the wheelchair is 

observed. 

Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arduino Uno. 

Arduino Uno is a microcontroller based on the datasheet. It has 14 digital input or output pins of 

which 6 can be 

used as Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) as output, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, an USB 

connection, 

 ICSP header and a reset button. 

 
The Microcontroller simply connected to the computer with a USB cable or a power with an AC to 

DC adapter or battery to get started. Here the purpose of arduino is used to transmit the command 

through the signal. 

Flex Sensor: 

The Flex Sensor is a unique component that changes resistance when bent. An unflexed sensor has a 

nominal resistance of 10,000 ohms (10 K). As the flex sensor is bent the resistance gradually 

increases. When the sensor is bent at 90 degress its resistance will range between 30-40 K ohms. 
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A flex sensor uses carbon on a strip of plastic to act like a variable resistor. The resistance 

changes by flexing the component. The sensor bends in one direction, the more it bends, the 

higher the resistance gets. In simple word ,flex sensor are analogue resistor which works as a 

variable analogue voltage divider 

Motor Driver (L293D IC): 

L293D is a dual H-bridge motor driver integrated circuit (IC).L293D contains two inbuilt H-bridge 

driver circuits. In its common mode of operation, two DC motors can be driven simultaneously, both 

in forward and reverse direction. The motor operations of two motors can be controlled by input logic 

at pins 2 & 7 and 10 & 15. Input logic 00 or 11 will stop the corresponding motor. Logic 01 and 10 

will rotate it in clockwise and anticlockwise directions, respectively. 

 
There are two Enable pins on l293d. Pin 1 and pin 9, for being      able to drive the motor, the pin 1 

and 9 need to be high. For driving the motor with left H-bridge you need to enable pin 1 to high. And 

for right H-Bridge you need to make the pin 9 to high. If anyone of the either pin1 or pin9 goes low 

then the motor in the corresponding section will suspend working. It‘s like a switch. 

Advantages: 

 1.  Minimal effort is needed to control the wheelchair because you use a simple Flex Sensor. 

  2. Easy to move from one place to another place. 

  3. Operating principle is very simple. 

  4. Non-skilled person can also operate this machine. 

Conclusion: 

Recent advancements in technology are making lives easier for everybody.This work is to help the 

disabled person by implementing flex sensor and voice  command based control system for the wheel 

chair and providing alternative method to control the equipment,thereby serving many 

disabilities.Thus the wheel chair understand the signal coming from the control system and reacts 

accordingly.Functional intelligent wheel chair is practical and helpful to people with certain types and 

degree of handicap.Through we are mainly focusing on Flex sensor and voice recognition based 

system interface,more advancements can be done through more research.  
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Abstract  

An attempt has been made to survey of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal fungi associated with Colocasia  

plant  . Rhizosphere soil and roots samples of colocasia plant were collected from two locality of 

mahad area.  Two genera with six  species were reported from above localities. The genus Glomus 

was most common with four  species with two species of Scutellespora were reported . The average 

number of AM propgules per 100 gram soil, was between 50 to 70 the percentage root infection was 

ranging between 20 to 60  percent. 

Keywords : Survey , Arbuscular Mycorrhizal fungi, colocasia . 

INTRODUCTION 

Colocasia  Plant  is one of the vegetable crop . It is grown in various types of soils. The 

Arbuscular Mycorrhizal (AM) fungi play important role as a bio fertilizer for promoting plant growth. 

They also play an important role for uptake and accumulation of phosphorus and other ions like 

Copper, Zinc etc. Mycorrhizal Fungi survive on the root exudates, which contain sugars, amino acids. 

Organic acids, vitamins. Nucleotides etc.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Colocasia Plant  cultivated on two different localities of Mahad area. Dist Raigad at an 

interval of 30 days. These samples were analyzed for presents of Mycorrhizal fungi. The isolation of 

AM propagules was done by wet sieving and decanting method (Gerdemann and Nicolson 1963). The 

percentage root infection was measured by Phillips and hayman's (1970) method. Isolated spores were 

identified by using the Manual of Schench and perez (1990). The no. of propagules was counted 

under trinocular research microscope. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The survey of AM fungi was carried out from two localities of Mahad area. The first soil 

samples were collected at the interval of 30 days from rhizosphere of  Colocasia Plant. 

Two genera Glomus and Scutellispora were found associated with Colocasia Plants. The 

genus Glomus was most abundant with four species two species of Scutellispora. The rhizosphere 

soil from locality -2 had maximum no. of AM propagules 50 to 70  per 100gm of soil in the month of 

June minimum number of AM propogules and  in the month of January Maximum Number of AM 

propogules. Locality 2 had maximum percentage of root infection was 60% & minimum was 20%. 

Table No. 1 Arbuscular Mycorrhizal fungi reported from soil. 

Sr.No. AM Fungi Locality-1 Locality-2 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

Glomus albidum 

Glomus boreale 

Glomus convolutum 

Glomus  fasciculatum 

Scutellospora arenicola 

Scutellospora pellucida 

+ 

- 

+ 

- 

+ 

+ 

 

+ 

- 

- 

+ 

- 

+ 

+Present- Absent 
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Table No. 2 Number of propagules per 100 gm of soil and percentage root infection. 

Sr. No Month Locality-1 

No.of Prpa. 

Locality-1 

% root infe 

Locality-2 

No.of Prpa. 

Locality-2 

% root infe 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

June-17 

July-17 

Aug-17 

Sept -17 

Oct-17 

Nov-17 

Dec-17 

Jan-18 

52 

55 

57 

60 

62 

64 

66 

69 

20% 

20% 

30% 

30% 

40% 

50% 

50% 

60% 

54 

57 

59 

62 

65 

67 

69 

70 

20% 

20% 

30% 

35% 

40% 

50% 

50% 

60% 
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Abstract     

Zinc sulphide films were deposited on non-conducting glass substrates by dip method. The resultant 

films were annealed upto 473 K temperature. The X-ray diffraction spectra showed that zinc sulphide 

thin films are polycrystalline. As deposited sample shows hexagonal phase whereas sample annealed 

at 423 and 473 K shows hexagonal and cubic mixed phase. The grain size and microstrain were 

calculated and correlated with annealing temperature.  

1. Introduction 

 Zinc sulphide (ZnS) belongs to the II-VI family of semiconducting material receiving ever-

increasing attentions due to its wide variety of applications [1]. It is an excellent host material for 

electroluminescent phosphors and is being commercially used for electroluminescent displays [2]. It 

can be used for fabrication of optoelectronic devices such as blue light-emitting diodes, electro-optic 

modulator, optical coating, photoconductor and especially photovoltaic devices. It is also used an n-

type window layer for thin film heterojunction solar cells. ZnS/Cu (In, Ga) Se2 photovoltaic cells have 

shown an efficiency of 17.2% [3-6]. 

 Thermal treatment is necessary for fabrication process of several kinds of opto-electronic 

devices. The role of thermal annealing process is very important in achieving high performance 

devices. Therefore, studies of annealing effect on the surface, the structure and optical properties play 

a very important role in enhancing device efficiency [7]. 

 The aim of this work is to examine change in the properties of ZnS films deposited on glass 

substrate as a function of annealing temperature.  

2. Experimental details 

In actual experimentation, 20 mL (0.2 M) zinc sulfate heptahydrate solution was taken in 100 

mL beaker. 2.5 mL (1M) succinic acid, 25 mL (2.8 M) ammonia, 25 mL (2 %) hydrazine hydrate and 

20 mL (0.2 M) thiourea were added in the same reaction bath.  The pH of the reactive mixture is 

10.70. The temperature of the bath was maintained at 278 K using ice bath. Individual solutions were 

cooled at 278 K and mixed to avoid precipitation. The solution was stirred vigorously before dipping 

non-conducting glass substrates. The substrates kept vertically slightly tilted in a reactive bath. The 

temperature of the bath was then allowed to increases up to 298 K very slowly. After 9 hours, the 

slides were removed washed several times with double distilled water. The film was dried naturally 

preserved in dark desiccators over anhydrous CaCl2. The films were annealed at 348K, 423K and 

473K for 3 hours. 

3 Results and Discussions 

3.1 XRD Studies 

 The crystallographic study of as grown as well as annealed at zinc sulphide thin films was 

examined by X-ray diffractometer. The XRD patterns are shown in Fig. 1. Zinc sulphide can be 

grown with either hexagonal, wurtzite type structure (JCPDS 39-136) or the cubic zinc blende type 

structure (JCPDS 77-2100).  As deposited films shows poor crystallinity with hexagonal phase. The 

XRD pattern of as deposited film shows the highest intensity peak at d = 3.159 Å (008). Along with 

(008) plane, (110) and (118) planes were observed. Annealing of film at 348K increases the intensity 
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of the above. Annealing of film at 423K and 473K, mixture of hexagonal and cubic phases is 

observed. It introduces further peaks at d = 2.707 Å (200) of cubic phase.  The diffused background is 

due to amorphous glass substrate and also to some amorphous phase present in zinc sulphide thin 

films. The peak intensity increases with increase in temperature. No impurities were detected in XRD 

pattern. The peak intensity increases with increase in temperature. 

The annealed film shows increase in crystallite size due to annealing. The crystallite size (D) 

is calculated using Debye-Scherrer formula [8]. The average crystallite size was calculated by 

resolving the highest intensity peak. It is found that crystallite size increases from 55 to 98 nm as the 

annealing temperature increases upto 473K. The origin of the strain is related to lattice misfit who 

depends upon the deposition conditions. The microstrain (ε) developed in the films were calculated 

from the equation; 

ε = βcosθ/4--------------1.1 

 As the annealing temperature increases, the microstrain decreases from 3.06x10
-3

 to 1.05x10
-

3
. This is due to the predominant recrystallization process in the polycrystalline thin films and due to 

the movement of interstitial zinc atoms from inside the crystallites to its grain boundary which 

dissipate and lead to a reduction in the lattice imperfection [9-10]. 
 

 
Fig. 1: XRD pattern of annealed zinc sulphide thin film. 

a) as deposited 

b) annealed at 348 K 

c) annealed at 423 K 

d) annealed at 473 K zinc sulphide thin film. 
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Abstract 

The Sixth Sense also known as ‗A Clairvoyance (Extrasensory) Perception‘ has emerged as ‗The Sixth 

Sense Technology‘ in the past few years. Human beings have evolved over millions of years to sense 

the world that exists around us with the help of our five natural senses which is used to perceive the 

information whenever we come across a thing, a person or a place. That information helps us to make 

judgments and instigate the appropriate action which is required to be taken. This paper focuses on a 

wearable gestural interface (a device) consisting the idea of the same above mentioned Sixth Sense 

Technology that links the informational and data-oriented knowledge not cognoscible naturally by the 

five senses from the physical world around us, with the digital information and allows us to use our 

natural hand gestures to communicate with the digital information, comprising of various 

applications along with different kinds of components, making the information available on our 

finger-tips at lightning speed.  

INTRODUCTION  

―Sixth Sense Technology‖, it is the newest jargon that has proclaimed its presence in the technical 

arena. This technology which has emerged has its relation to the power of these six senses. Our 

ordinary computers will soon be able to sense different feelings accumulated in the surroundings. It 

frees information from its confines by seamlessly integrating it with reality, and thus making the 

entire world your computer. 

 
It‘s a wearable gestural device that can turn any surface into a touch screen for computing, controlled 

by simple hand gestures. The device, consisting of components like LED projector, cell phone, 

camera, mirror and some different coloured tapes to get the gestures recognized, are connected 

together through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi with each other. The technology is mainly based on hand pattern 
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recognition, image capturing, processing and manipulation, etc. The software of the technology uses 

the captured video stream, which is captured by the camera, and also tracks the location of the tips of 

the colored markers rolled on fingers to recognize the gestures by using computer vision techniques. 

This paper makes us cognizant how the sixth sense technology provides an integration of the digital 

world with the real world by vanquishing the five natural senses. 

 HISTORY OF SIXTH SENSE TECHNOLOGY 

Idea behind this marvellous technology was started late in 1990‘s by Steve Mann at MIT who actually 

proposed first wearable computer. Initially it was proposed as a head worn projector and camera back 

in 1994, thereafter he developed it and proposed it as a neck worn projector and camera in 1998. It 

was further developed and prototyped by PranavMistry, a PhD student in the Fluid Interfaces Group 

at MIT lab a as part of his research curriculum. But, we can still consider Steve Mann as the ―father of 

emergence Sixth Sense‖ technology. The first archetype of the sixth sense developed by PranavMistry 

was very much bigger and was not a functional model so they came out with a modified neck worn 

type device which was like a pendant.  

The first article by Arjun KR says that they started working with a big projector mounted on a helmet 

but that proved cumbersome if someone was projecting data onto a wall and then turned to speak with 

a friend then data will project on friend‘s face thus he switched up with a smaller projector and 

created the pendant prototype to be worn around the neck. The archetype was built from an ordinary 

webcam and a battery-powered 3M projector, with an attached mirror and all connected to an internet-

enabled mobile phone here.  

He says that the movies ―Robocop‖ and ―Minority Report‖ gave him the inspiration to create his view 

of a world where computers and other digital devices enhance people‘s enjoyment of the physical 

world and not dominated by computers, digital information and human robots. 

WORKING WITH SIXTH SENSE TECHNOLOGY 

 

 
The device consist of components like a camera, a mirror and a projector connected wirelessly to a 

Bluetooth smart phone that can slip comfortably into one‘s pocket. The camera recognizes 

individuals, images, pictures, gestures one makes with their hands with the help of the coloured 

markers. The data caught by the camera is then analysed by a software program and tracks down the 

location of the markers with the help of single vision technique. This software recognizes 3 kinds of 

gestures: - Multi-touch, freehand and iconic.  
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Information is then processed by the smartphone after which the downward- facing projector projects 

the output image on to the mirror which in turn reflects image on to the desired surface. Thus, digital 

information is freed from its confines and placed in the physical world. 

VARIOUS APPLICATIONS 

The various applications of Sixth Sense exhibiting the efficiency, viability and flaccidity of the 

system are:  

oMake a Call by just bringing the hand in front of the device and dialling it on a virtual keypad on 

your palms.  

oGet Flight Updates by getting the details of flight timings.  

oThe Map application that allows the user to navigate a nearby map.  

o3D Drawing Application lets the user draw on any surface by tracking the tips movements of the 

user‘s index finger.  

oThe Clock lets the user to just draw a gesture a circle on his wrist and showcases a clock on his 

wrist.  

oMotion Capture lets you capture photos using fingers and allows to share it with people.  

oVideo Newspapers allows the user to retrieve the latest related stories or interview videos streamed 

from internet.  

oBook Information lets the user get the details of the book such as ratings, next page preview and 

some other additional information. Likewise, for some other products  as well 

CHALLENGES 

A) Software Limitations includes dependency on Microsoft code libraries; image processing 

challenges and accurate positioning along with timing difficulties with synchronization are the main 

obstacles before implementation.  

B) Implementation Limitations includes conversion into a final product as no live demos are given, 

only recorded videos of the application are available.  

C) Security and Privacy Issues includes hacking information from Facebook, taking pictures in 

public, obtaining information about a total stranger in public due to the face recognition algorithm of 

the device as some of the many security issues that can occur.  

D) Health and Safety Concerns such as brightness of projector on user's eyes; safety concerns with 

regards to wearing the device while driving are the main ones.  

E) Away from Reality detaches the user from reality and pulls them away from the feel of the 

physical touch.  

WHY SIXTH SENSE? (ADVANTAGES) 

The digital information and its objects are integrated into the physical world with the help of the Sixth 

sense interface, hereby making the entire world as our own computer.  

 Sixth Sense makes machines like computers to adapt to human needs and not the other way round.  

 Apart from hand gestures that are used to communicate with digital information, Multi-touch and 

multi-user interaction is also supported.  

 Data from machine is directly accessed into real time. It is an open source, cost effective idea that 

can be minded anywhere.  

 All the relevant information is provided by the gesture controlled wearable computing device that 

manipulates any surface into a display.  

 It is portable.  

 Easy to carry as it can be worn on our neck.  

 Even a novice with little or no knowledge of mouse and computer can use this device.  

 Need to carry a camera no longer persist.  
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 The total cost invested for the making of the sixth sense technology proto type is exceptionally low. 

A basic sixth sense device sums up to approximately $350.  

LATEST ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES PROPOSED 

1. LASER 3D PROJECTOR  

Currently, in latest version of the interface the projector used is not very efficient. The batteries of the 

projector used lasts only for 3 hours, as reported by an article. Also, as the device is been worn by the 

user, eventually it leads to a lot of focus problems. 

So to overcome these problems we can use laser projector with a laser diode inside capable of 

projecting on any surface. Technically the interesting thing about laser projector is that it never goes 

out of focus. Since the application suggested in the interface requires user to wear projector on their 

body, a laser projector becomes more advantageous as it does not requires to adjust focus.  

2. NEW CONCEPT OF SIXTH SENSE GLASS  

There are some loopholes in present sixth sense design and that is there is no privacy when you are 

browsing your data. In this concept we can use laser filter glass having an interface between digital 

and real world. This glass has gesture recognition infrared camera, infrared 3D laser projector and 2 

lasers fitted at both the ends of the glass and also acts as a small display and normal projector at 

centre. Concept of privacy is maintained. Display is made up of optical glass and have a prism layer 

and a mini projector which will directly project on optical nerve of eye making it seem as if your eye 

is projecting information. 

 
It will also include microphone which is used for sound recording and browsing of data using voice. 

This glass will connect with computing device with the help of Bluetooth and the glass will work on 

battery. Using this glass we can click photos, record video, browse data, check for direction, send 

message verbally, dial a call by just uttering their name, send message if number are saved or else you 

can simply dial the number in air.  

Assuming that we are using Infrared projector, the projected things can only be seen through laser 

filter glasses which will protect the privacy of the user. In case of using normal projector the projector 

will project the information on surface which will be visible to other person. Using 3D infrared laser 

one can interact with 3D objects and changes can be made just like a 3D workspace. Small display in 
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front of the glass will display the photos; messages etc. Whilst the user can interact with it. Laser will 

detect the gesture and accordingly pass the signal to computing devices.  

There will also be an application in computing device if user is in private browsing mode. Thus the 

augmented reality have gone into a different dimension where it can also be used as a night vision 

device and can be used by militaries. Apart from it, it can also act as a fifth sense for the disable 

people. Thus not only economically but it can also be used for well-being of humans. 

 

 
ENHANCEMENTS 

Searching the alternative for the colour markers would be another asset of this device. Kinect and The 

Leap have shown that it is possible. Enhancing the device to be practiced in various fields like 

gaming, education systems, entertainment fields will generate wide range of customer. Extra speaker 

can be added or mobile computing device with inbuilt speaker can be used to prepare this device. This 

allows developers to develop an application that can translate the gesture into sound. Integrating 

camera and projector in the mobile computing device would be an infallible idea as the devices like 

The Leap, Kinect have inbuilt sensors to recognize the gesture which could solve the limitation of 

camera algorithm, if the camera is been replaced by any one of these devices.  

The Leap is a device that tracks movement of both hands and all 10 fingers through an open space 

between a user and user‘s computing device. It operates using LED lights and camera sensors. The 

software detects user‘s hands and fingers and translates the data into information for the device (Leap 

Motion 2013.)  

The suggestion for the enhancement of the device would be first to finish porting the code in JAVA 

and to adjust it for Android also. Eventually, phones with projector can be used with little 

modifications like adding The Leap just below the camera section and adding the mirror right below 

the projector. After the modification, shaping the device as wearable is not really a problem. This 

modification provides multiple options to the users. They can use the phone by touching the front 

screen or use it by gestures and images by operating it from back side. By adding speech integrated 

circuit, the device can be built useful for the users with disabilities.  

FUTURE (SUGGESTED) ENHANCEMENTS 

To get rid of colour markers and hand use, easily used by voice recognition.  

o Interactive advertisement.  

o Sixth sense with holographic visualizes the better world.  

o True 3D print media.  

o 3D visualization and gesture tracking.  

o Camera can act as an eye for blind people as a fifth sense for them.  
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o It is almost like setting up a digital system into our body and making use of it.  

o In the given concept, the computing device has inbuilt microphone and speakers in it so the user can 

use that feature to connect to the external devices as well.  

CURRENT STATUS 

Despite of its wide press coverage in 2009, no commercial product of the Sixth Sense technology had 

been achieved. Also in September 2013, the open source code which was published has not been 

updated since October 2012 and the Java development branch of the project was similarly stalled. 

With many users encountering difficulties compiling and running the source code, the technology 

itself has not spread as widely as its media coverage. PranavMistry hinted at several reasons for not 

able to deliver the technology so far, including the need to incorporate newer hardware‘s and to 

remove the dependencies on proprietary Microsoft code libraries. 

FUTURE SCOPE 

Further development in this technology will lead to evolvement of new markets. Hardware used in the 

current technology can be perfected as it plays an important role in this technology by interacting with 

the user.  

 Security of the current technology can further be improved and more accuracy could be aimed.  

 Enhancements could be made so that visually impaired people can use this technology.  

 The current technology is a little bulky to carry around, so few improvements can make it user 

friendly.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The insightful use of gesture movement and speech integrated circuits has made sixth sense 

technology a progressive and developing innovative idea. It provides us a smooth access to 

information that may help us to make crucial decisions. The ultimate power of Sixth Sense lies within 

the potential it holds is to connect Internet with the real world and superimposing the data on the real-

world itself. Although upcoming technologies like 5 pen PC technology allow us to carry computers 

alongside with us in our pockets, a link between the digital devices we can carry and its interactions 

with real world, also our speech, has not yet been found. The masterstroke here is that Sixth Sense 

identifies the objects around oneself, lets us access the information in the way we want and displays 

that information as well, all this in the most simplest of the ways. Felicitous awareness of this 

technology will point to even further development and use of this technology, which in-turn will aid 

in obtaining information and operating any type of function practically at any time, simply by using 

gestures and commands. 
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Abstract 

The Open Systems Interconnection model (OSI model) is a product of the Open 

SystemsInterconnection effort at the International Organization for Standardization. It is a way of 

sub-dividing a communications system into smaller parts called layers. A layer is a collection of 

conceptually similar functions that provide services to the layer above it and receives services from 

the layer below it. On each layer an instance provides services to the instances at the layer above and 

requests service from the layer below. For example, a layer that provides error-free communications 

across a network provides the path needed by applications above it, while it calls the next lower. 

Introduction 

The Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model is a framework for defining the conventions 

and tasks required for network systems to communicate with one another. The work on the OSI 

model began in the late 1970s, mostly independently, by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) and the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee or 

CCITT (which comes from the translation of the title in French). CCITT has been succeeded by the 

Telecommunications Standardization Sector of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU-

TS). In 1983 the work of the two organizations was combined, and a single document describing the 

reference model for Open Systems Interconnection was produced. The term ―open systems‖ refers to 

the fact that the specifications are publicly available toeveryone. The purpose of the OSI model was 

to assist vendors and communications software developers to produce interoperable network systems. 

Although the OSI model was designed to replace all previous computer communications standards, it 

is no longer viewed as such a replacement. Rather, the OSI model has succeeded as a tool for 

describing and defining how heterogeneous network systems communicate. 

I. HISTORY 

Work on a layered model of network architecture was started and the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) began to develop its OSI framework architecture. OSI had two major 

components: an abstract model of networking, called the Basic Reference Model or seven-layer 

model, and a set of specific protocols. 

The concept of a seven-layer model was provided by the work of Charles Bachman, Honeywell 

Information Services. Various aspects of OSI design evolved from experiences with the ARPANET, 

the fledgling Internet, NPLNET, EIN, CYCLADES network and the work in IFIP WG6.1. The new 

design was documented in ISO 7498 and its various addenda. In this model, a networking system was 

divided into layers. Within each layer, one or more entities implement its functionality. Each entity 

interacted directly only with the layer immediately beneath it, and provided facilities for use by the 

layer above it.Protocols enabled an entity in one host to interact with a corresponding entity at the 

same layer in another host. Service definitions abstractly described the functionality provided to an 

(N)-layer by an (N-1) layer, where N was one of the seven layers of protocols operating in the local 

host. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF OSI LAYERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Layer 1: physical layer 

The physical layer has the following major functions: 

[A]. it defines the electrical and physical specifications of the data connection. It defines the 

relationship between a device and a physical transmission medium (e.g., a copper or fiber optical 

cable). This includes the layout of pins, voltages, line impedance, cable specifications, signal timing, 

hubs, repeaters, network adapters, host bus adapters (HBA used in storage) and more. 

[B]. It defines the protocol to establish and terminate a connection between two directly connected 

nodes over a communications medium. 

[C]. it may define the protocol for flow control. 

[D]. it defines a protocol for the provision of a (not necessarily reliable) connection between two 

directly connected nodes, and the modulation or conversion between the representation of digital data 

in user equipment and the corresponding signals transmitted over the physical communications 

channel. This channel can involve physical cabling (such as copper and optical fiber) or a wireless 

radio link. 

The physical layer of Parallel SCSI operates in this layer, as do the physical layers of Ethernet and 

other local-area networks, such as Token Ring, FDDI, ITU-T G.hn, and IEEE 802.11, as well as 

personal area networks such as Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4. 

Layer 2: Data Link Layer 

The data link layer provides reliable transmission of data (frames) between adjacent nodes, built on 

top of a raw and unreliable bit transmission service provided by the physical layer. To achieve this, 

the data link layer performs error detection and control, usually implemented with a Cyclic 
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Redundancy Check (CRC). Note that the data link layer provides reliable transmission service over a 

single link connecting two systems. If the two end systems that communicate are not directly 

connected, then their communication will go through multiple data links, each operating 

independently. In this case, it is the responsibility of higher layers to provide reliable end-to-end 

transmission. Bridges, which connect two similar or dissimilar local area network segments, operate 

at this layer. Some well-known protocols for the data link layer include High-level Data Link Control 

(HDLC), LAN drivers and access methods such as Ethernet and Token Ring, and the LAP-D protocol 

in ISDN networks. 

Layer 3: Network Layer 

While the data link layer deals with the method in which the physical layer is used to transfer data, the 

network layer deals with organizing that data for transfer and reassembly. In short, the main function 

of this layer is Path determination and logical Addressing. This layer provides logical addresses to the 

packets received which in turn helps them to find their path. 

―The network layer provides the functional and procedural means of transferring variable length data 

sequences (called datagrams) from one node to another connected to the same network. A network is 

a medium to which many nodes can be connected, on which every node has an address and which 

permits nodes connected to it to transfer messages to other nodes connected to it by merely providing 

the content of a message and the address of the destination node and letting thenetwork find the way 

to deliver ("route") the message to the destination node. In addition to message routing, the network 

may (or may not) implement message delivery by splitting the message into several fragments, 

delivering each fragment by a separate route and reassembling the fragments, report delivery errors, 

etc.‖ 

Layer 4: Transport Layer 

The transport level provides end-to-end communication between processes executing on different 

machines. Although the services provided by a transport protocol are similar to those provided by a 

data link layer protocol, there are several important differences between the transport and lower 

layers: 

[A]. User Oriented: Application programmers interact directly with the transport layer, and from 

the programmersperspective, the transport layer is the ``network''. Thus, the transport layer should 

be oriented more towards user services than simply reflect what the underlying layers happen to 

provide. (Similar to the beautification principle in operating systems.) 

[B]. Negotiation of Quality and Type of Services: The user and transport protocol may need to 

negotiate as to the quality ortype of service to be provided. Examples? A user may want to negotiate 

such options as: throughput, delay, protection, priority, reliability, etc. 

[C]. Guarantee Service: The transport layer may have to overcome service deficiencies of the 

lower layers (e.g. providingreliable service over an unreliable network layer). 

[D]. Addressing becomes a significant issue: That is, now the user must deal with it; before it 

was buried in lower levels. 

Two solutions: 

Use well-known addresses that rarely if ever change, allowing programs to ``wire in'' addresses. For 

what types of service does this work? While this works for services that are well established (e.g., 

mail, or telnet), it doesn't allow a user to easily experiment with new services. 

Use a name server. Servers register services with the name server, which clients contact to find the 

transport address of a given service. 
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In both cases, we need a mechanism for mapping high-level service names into low-level encoding 

that can be used within packet headers of the network protocols. In its general 

Form, the problem is quite complex. One simplification is to break the problem into two parts: have 

transport addresses be a combination of machine address and local process on that machine. 

[A]. Storage capacity of the subnet: Assumptions valid at the data link layer do not necessarily 

hold at the transport Layer.Specifically, the subnet may buffer messages for a potentially long time, 

and an ``old'' packet may arrive at a destination at unexpected times. 

[B]. We need a dynamic flow control mechanism: The data link layer solution of reallocating 

buffers is inappropriatebecause a machine may have hundreds of connections sharing a single 

physical link. In addition, appropriate settings for the flow control parameters depend on the 

communicating end points (e.g., Cray supercomputers vs. PCs), not on the protocol used. 

[C]. Don't send data unless there is room: Also, the network layer/data link layer solution of 

simply not acknowledgingframes for which the receiver has no space is unacceptable. Why? In the 

data link case, the line is not being used for anything else; thus retransmissions are inexpensive. At 

the transport level, end-to-end retransmissions are needed, which wastes resources by sending the 

same packet over the same links multiple times. If the receiver has no buffer space, the sender should 

be prevented from sending data. 

[D]. Deal with congestion control: In connectionless Internets, transport protocols must exercise 

congestion control. Whenthe network becomes congested, they must reduce rate at which they insert 

packets into the subnet, because the subnet has no way to prevent itself from becoming overloaded. 

[E]. Connection establishment: Transport level protocols go through three phases: establishing, 

using, and terminating aconnection. For data gram-oriented protocols, opening a connection simply 

allocates and initializes data structures in the operating system kernel. 

Connection oriented protocols often exchanges messages that negotiate options with the remote peer 

at the time a connection are opened. Establishing a connection may be tricky because of the 

possibility of old or duplicate packets. 

Finally, although not as difficult as establishing a connection, terminating a connection presents 

subtleties too. For instance, both ends of the connection must be sure that all the data in their queues 

have been delivered to the remote application. 

Layer 5: Session Layer 

The session layer permits two parties to hold ongoing communications called a session across a 

network. The applications on either end of the session can exchange data or send packets to another 

for as long as the session lasts. The session layer handles session setup, data or message exchanges, 

and tears down when the session ends. It also monitors session identification so only designated 

parties can participate and security services to control access to session information. A session can be 

used to allow a user to log into a remote time-sharing system or transfer a file between two machines. 

The session layer has the option of providing one-or-two-way communication called dialogue control. 

Sessions can allow traffic to go in both directions at the same time, or in only one direction at a time. 

Token management may be used to prevent both sides from attempting the same operation at the 

same time. To manage these activities, the session layer provides tokens that can be exchanged. Only 

the side holding the token is permitted to perform the critical operation. Another session service is 

synchronization. Consider the problems that occur when transferring a file between two machines and 

the system crashes not being able to complete the transfer. This process must be restarted from the 

beginning. To avoid this problem, the session layer provides a way to insert checkpoints into the data 

stream, so that after a crash, only the data after the last checkpoint has to be repeated. It accepts the 
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data from presentation layer and provides services to it and accepts the services of the transport layer. 

The name of data unit in the session layer is SPDU (Session Protocol Data Unit) or sessions. 

Therefore session layer functionality includes: 

1. Virtual connection between application entities 

2. Synchronization of data flow 

3. Creation of dialog units 

4. Connection parameter negotiations 

5. Partitioning of services into functional groups. 

6. Acknowledgments of data received during a session 

7. Retransmission of data if it is not received by a device 

Layer 6: Presentation Layer 

The presentation layer formats the data to be presented to the application layer. It can be viewed as 

the translator for the network. This layer may translate data from a format used by the application 

layer into a common format at the sending station, and then translate the common format to a format 

known to the application layer at the receiving station. The presentation layer provides: 

1. Character code translation: for example, ASCII to EBCDIC. 

2. Data conversion: bit order, CR-CR/LF, integer-floating point, and so on. 

3. Data compression: reduces the number of bits that need to be transmitted on the network. 

4. Data encryption: encrypt data for security purposes. For example, password encryption. 

Layer 7: Application Layer 

This is the level that the user often interacts with. This is where data turns into websites, chat 

programs and so on. Many protocols run at this layer, such as DNS, FTP, HTTP, HTTPS, NFS, 

POP3, SMTP, and SSH. 

―This layer supports application and end-user processes. Communication partners are identified, 

quality of service is identified, user authentication and privacy are considered, and any constraints on 

data syntax are identified. Everything at this layer is application-specific. This layer provides 

application services for file transfers, e-mail, and other network software services.‖ 

III. BENEFITS OF THE OSI MODEL 

―By separating the network communications into logical smaller pieces, the OSI model simplifies 

how network protocols are designed. The OSI model was designed to ensure different types of 

equipment (such as network adapters, hubs, and routers) would all be compatible even if built by 

different manufacturers.‖ 

The OSI model has many benefits which include: 

a. Compatibility: The OSI model can fit to any compatible software/hardware from different users in 

other parts of theworld. As software/hardware differs among various users so OSI is a model that is 

compatible to all. 

b. Easy Troubleshooting: Since each layer in an OSI is independent of each other so it makes it 

easier to detect and solveall errors prevailing in it. 

c. Easy Understanding Nature: OSI model is very interactive and even guides us to know what a 

Model is, how itoperates, and common methodologies, how new technologies are developed in 

existing networks. 

d. Security: OSI model have functionality for Encryption and Decryption which has a major 

contribution for securitypurpose. This makes it Reliable. 

E. Add Multiple Network Models: The OSI model is designed in such a way that user can further 

extend. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have tried to explain what exactly an OSI reference model is, why it is used and 

contribution of various researchers in this reference. OSI is basically an architecture which only gives 

us an idea how packets transfer over the network during any communication. OSI enhancements are 

done time to time for developing new technologies. Scheidell et al., proposed three different layers in 

his paper for improvising security in any network. Future implementation in OSI will lead to 

enhancement in security and many other fields. 
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izLrkfod % 

txkrhy loZp fodflr vkf.k fodlu‛khy ns‛kkr nkfjnz;kus xaHkhj Lo:Ik /kkj.k dsys vkgs- ;kr 

fodflr ns‛kkis{kk fodlu‛khy ns‛kkrhy nkfjnz;kph leL;k vfr‛k; xaHkhj Lo:ikph vkgs- 

Lokra«;izkIrhuarj Hkkjrkus feJ vFkZO;oLFkspk ekxZ vafxdkjyk lu 1951 iklwu Hkkjrkus vkfFkZd 

fodklklkBh fu;kstukpk voyac d:ugh feJ vFkZO;oLFksr lk/kulkeqxzzhP;k ekydh gDdkP;k 
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ladYiuk] dkj.ks] o ifj.kkekpk vH;kl dj.;kr vkyk vkgs-  

nkfjnz;kpk vFkZ ( Meaning  of Poverty) 
  dks.kR;kgh ladYiuspk vFkZ ns‛kijRos] dkGijRos] o O;Drh ijRos cnyr vlrks g;k 

dkj.kkeqGs nkfjnz; ;k ladYiusph loZekU; gksbZy v‛kh ,dp O;k[;k dj.ks dBh.k vkgs- ;k 

ladYiusP;k egRokP;k O;k[;k iq<hyizek.ks- 

1- fu;kstu eaMG % 

^^xzkeh.k Hkkxkr njMksbZ 2400 dWyjht vkf.k ukxjh Hkkxkr fdeku 2100 dWyjhtpk mi;ksx  

ts dqVqac @O;Drh ?ksÅ ‚kdr ukghr R;kauk nkfjnz; js’ks[kkyhy dqVwac Eg.krkr^^-  

2- tkxfrd fodkl vgoky ( 2000-01) uqlkj % 

^^lqfLFkrhiklwu oafpr vl.ks Eg.kts nkfjnz; gks;^^- 

3- MkW-lqHkk’k dne ;kaP;k ers % 

^^eqyHkwr xjTkk Hkkxfo.;kP;k dqVwackP;k @ O;DrhaP;k vleFkZrsl nkfjnz;  Eg.krkr^^- 

4- loZlkekU; O;k[;k % 

^^eqyHkwr xjTkk ¼ vUu] oL=] fuokjk½ Hkkxfo.;kPkk  vHkko Eg.kts nkfjnz; gks; ^^ - 

nkfjnz;kP;k ladYiuk ( Concept of Poverty) 
 nkfjnz; ;k ladYiusps nksu Hkkxkr foHkktu dj.;kr vkys vkgs- Hkkjrkr ;k ladYiuspk laca/k 

fdeku m’ekadk‛kh tksMyk vkgs- Hkkjrh; fu;kstu vk;ksxkus nkfjnz js’kk fuf‛pr dj.;klkBh ,d rK 

lferh fu;qDrh dsyh ( Task force on minimum needs and effective consumption 

on demand )  ;k lferhP;k vgokykuqlkj Hkkjrkrhy xzkeh.k Hkkxkr ,dk O;Drhyk 2400 

m’ekadkph vkf.k ‚kgjh Hkkxkr 2100 m’ekadkph xjt vlrs ;k is{kk deh T;kauk m’ekad feGrkr 

R;kauk nkfjnz; js’ks[kkyhy eku.;kr ;srs nkfjnz;kP;k nksUgh ladYiusps fo‛ys’k.k [kkyhy izek.ks-  

fujis{k nkfjnz; ( Absolute Poverty) 

mailto:�matoshreeanusaya@gmail.com
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     ns‛kkrhy izR;sd O;Drhyk tx.;klkBh fdeku dkgh eqyHkwr xks’Vh feGfo.ks vko‛;d 

vlrs ;k dkgh eqyHkwr xks’Vh izR;sdkyk fdeku fdrh feGkY;k ikfgtsr rs Bjfoys tkrs R;kis{kk T;k 

yksdkauk ;k xks’Vh deh feGrkr rs yksd fujis{k nkfjnz;kr vkgsr- vls EgVys tkrs vki.kkl ;k 

ladYiusph loZlk/kkj.k O;k[;k iq<hyizek.ks djrk ;sbZy "fdeku vko‛;d xjtk Hkkxfo.;kph {kerk 

ul.ks Eg.kts fujis{k nkfjnz; gks;-' 

 

lkis{k ( Relative Poverty) 
 O;DrhP;k mRiUukph rqyuk dsY;kuarj lkis{k nkfjnz;kph dYiuk ;sÅ ‚kdrs O;DrhP;k 

mRiUUkkrhy fo’kerk T;k nkfjnz;kP;k lkgk;kus Li’V gksrs R;k nkfjnz;kl lkis{k nkfjnz; Eg.krkr- 

lkis{k nkfjnz; txkrhy vesfjdk o brj oSHko laiUu fodf‛kr ns‛kkrgh vk<Gwu ;srs ;k ladYiusph 

O;k[;k vki.kkal iq<hyizek.ks djrk ;sbZy  ^lektkP;k viHkksxkrhy fdaok mRiUUkkrhy varj Eg.kts 

lkis{k nkfjnz; gks;^- 

nkfjnz;kps dkj.ks ( Causes of Poverty) 
Hkkjrh; fu;kstu eaMGkus O;Dr dsysY;k vkfFkZd ekxklysi.k o mRiUukrhy fo’kerk ;k nksu 

izeq[k dkj.kk O;frfjDr vusd dkj.ks nkfjnz;kP;k nq’Vpdzkl dkj.khHkwr vkgsr- iSdh egRokps dkj.ks 

iq<hyizek.ks 

1- ijdh; jktoVhps lkezkT; % 

lu 1947 Ik;ZarP;k bfrgklko:u vls Li’V gksrs dh] Hkkjrkoj vusd ns‛kkrhy jktkauh vkØe.k 

d:u Hkkjrkph izpaM izek.kkr ywV dsyh- eksxykauh Hkkjrkoj 450 Ok’ksZ jkT; dsys rj baxztkuh 

toGikl 350 o’kZ jkT; dsys- baxztkauh ‚ksrhP;k fodklkdMs nqyZ{k d:u Hkkjrkrhy gLrdyk o 

dqVhj m|ksx can ikMys fofo/k i/nrhus Hkkjrkrhy lk/kulkeqxzhph Hk;kud yqV dsyh R;keqGs HkkaMoy 

fufeZrh Ogk;yk ikfgys rso<h >kyh ukgh- ifj.kker% Lokra«; izkIrhuarj ikfgts rso<;k izek.kkr 

mRiknukps lk/ku izkIr gksÅ ‚kdys ukgh R;keqGs ns‛kkrhy nkfjnz;kr izpaM ok< >kyh- 

2- ok<rh yksdla[;k % 

Hkkjrkph yksdla[;k tyn xrhus ok<r vkgs ;k ok<R;k yksdla[;syk mRiknd Lo:ikpk jkstxkj 

miyC/k gksr ukgh R;keqGs vla[; yksd nkfjnz;kr ftou txr vkgsr- Eg.ktsp ok<rh yksdla[;k 

nkfjnz;kps egRokps dkj.k vkgs- 

3- ok<rh csdkjh % 

vkfFkZd fodklkP;k njkis{kk yksdla[;k ok<hpk nj tkLr vlY;keqGs csdkjhr ok< gksr vkgs- csdkjhr 

ok< >kY;keqGs nkfjnz;kps egRokps dkj.k vkgs- 

4- vkfFkZd fo’kerk % 

Lokra«;kuarj Hkkjrkus feJ vFkZO;oLFkspk fLodkj dsyk vkf.k feJ vFkZO;oLFksrhy lk/ku lkeqxzhP;k 

vkfFkZd fo’kersph njh ok<rp xsyh R;keqGs nkfjnz;kps izek.k izpaM ok<ys vkgs- 

5- vYi mRikndrk % 

Hkkjrh; Jfedkaph o ‚ksrhph mRikndrk [kqip deh vkgs- Jfed o ‚ksrhph mRikndrk deh vlY;kl 

vusd dkj.ks dkj.khHkwr vkgsr tls fuRd`’V vkgkj] f‛k{k.k izf‛k{k.kkpk vHkko] ijaijkxr ‚ksrh i/nrh ] 

tyflapukP;k viqÚ;k lksbZ o HkkaMoykpk vHkko b-dkj.kkeqGs Jfedkl Je dj.ks o mRikndkl 
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mRiknu dj.ks ijoMr ukgh- ifj.kker% nkfjnz;kP;k n`’VpØkrwu R;keqGs ‚ksrdjh ckgsj iMw ‚kdr 

ukgh- 

6-  HkkaMoy fufeZrhpk deh nj % 

Hkkjrh; Jfedkapkh o ‚ksrhph mRikndrk [kqip deh vkgs- Jfed o ‘ksrhph mRikndrk deh 

vlY;keqGs xqaro.kqdhps izek.kgh deh vkgs- vYixqaro.kqdheqGs mRiknu o jkstxkjkP;k la/kh miyC/k 

gksr ukghr ifj.kker% nkfjnz;kr Hkj iMrs- 

7-  vkS|ksfxdj.kph ean xrh % 

HkkaMoykP;k o dq‛ky dkexkjkP;k derjrseqGs vkS|ksfxdj.kkph xrh ean Lo:ikph vkgs-

vkS|ksfxdj.kkP;k vHkkokeqGs jkstxkjkP;k  la/kh miyC/k gksr ukghr o nkfjnz;kr Hkj iMrs- 

8-  Ikzknsf‛kd vlerksy % 

Hkkjrkr izknsf‛kd vlerksy eksB;k izek.kkr vkgs- ,dhdMs iatkc] gfj;k.kk] i- caxky b- jkT;kaPkk 

fodkl rqyukRed n’̀V;k  tyn >kyk vkgs- R;keqGs ;k jkT;kr nkfjnz;kps izek.k deh vkgs- rj 

nqljhdMs mRrjizns‛k] fcgkj] vksfjlk] vklke] e/;izns‛k vkf.k iwosZdMhy jkT;kapk vkfFkZd fodkl 

rqyukRed n`’V;k deh >kY;kus ;k jkT;krhy nkfjnz;kps izek.k tkLr vkgs- FkksMD;kr lkaxk;ps 

Eg.kts izknsf‛kd vlerksy gk nkfjnz;kl dkj.khHkwr vkgs- 

9- v;ksX; f‛k{k.k i/nrh % 

Hkkjrkph f‛k{k.k i/nrh nks’k;qDr vkgs- Lokra«;iwoZ dkGkr baxztkauh lq: dsysyh f‛k{k.k i/nrh 

v|kikorks t‛khP;k r‛kh lq: vkgs R;keqGs l/;kP;k f‛k{k.k i/nrhr csdkj fufeZrhP;k dkj[kkU;kps 

Lo:Ik izkIr >kys vkgs- ;k dkj[kkU;krwu ckgsj iM.kkjk ;qod ,dhdMs dq‛ky dkexkj Eg.kqu dke 

d: ‚kdr ukgh rj nqljhdMs fud`’V ntkZps dke dj.;kl r;kj gksr ukgh- R;keqGs nkfjnz;kl xrh 

izkIr >kyh vkgs- 

10-  Hkko ok< % 

ns‛kkrhy pyu iqjoB;kr lkrR;kus ok< gksr vlY;keqGs ns‛kkph [kjsnh ‚kDrh deh gksr vkgs R;keqGs 

thouekukph ikrGh ok<fo.ks yksdkauk dBh.k tkr vkgs- thou vko‛;d oLrwP;k fdaerh lkrR;kus 

ok<r vlY;keqGs vYi njMksbZ mRiUu vl.kkÚ;k xVkr gkyk[khps thou txkos ykxr vlY;keqGs 

nkfjnz;kr Hkj iMr vkgs- 

11-  uSlfxZd lk/ku lkeqxzhpk viwjk okij % 

ns‛kkP;k uSlfxZd lk/ku lkeqxzhr [kfuts] taxylaiRrh]Hkweh] vkS|ksfxd ‚kDrh lk/kus b-pk lekos‛k 

gksrks- HkkaMoykpk vHkko] ra«kKkukpk vHkko o brj fofo/k dkj.kkeqGs uSlxhZd lk/kulkexzhpk o 

mRiUu lk/kukapk iqjsiqj okij gksÅ ‚kdr ukgh- ifj.kker% jk’Vªh; mRiUukr ikfgts rso<;k izek.kkr 

ok< gksr ukgh R;keqGs njMksbZ mRiUUk deh gksÅu nkfjnz; tUekyk ;srs-  

12- brj dkj.ks % 

ojhy vkfFkZd dkj.kkO;frfjDRk nkfjnz;kl lkekftd] lkaLd`frd o /kkfeZd :<h] ijaijk 

ns[khy nkfjnz;kr Hkj ikMr vkgs- tls l.k] mRlo] ozroSdY;] fuj{kjrk] la;qDr dqVqac i/nrh b-

izo`RrheqGs fodklkP;k ekxkZr vMFkGk fuekZ.k gksÅu nkfjnz;kP;k jksiV;kyk [krik.kh feGr vkgs- 

nkfjnz;kps Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFksoj gks.kkjs ifj.kke % 

Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk nkfjnz;kP;k n`’V pØkr vMdY;keqGs vFkZO;oLFksrhy fofo/k ?kVdkaoj ;k 

ladYiusps foijhr ifj.kke gksr vkgsr- ;k ifj.kkekps fo‛ys’k.k [kkyhy izek.ks  
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1- mRiknu ok<hojhy ifj.kke % 

nkfjnz;keqGs vUu] oL«k] fuokjk ;k eqyHkwr xjtk d‛kk Hkkxork ;srhy gk ;{k iz‛u vlysY;k 

tursdMwu mRiknu ok<hph vis{kk dj.ks fdrir ;ksX; vkgs ;keqGs ok<fo.;kP;k ,soth ?kVr vlwu 

mRiknu ok<hoj nkfjnz;kpk foijhr ifj.kke gksr vkgs- 

2-  jkstxkjkojhy ifj.kke % 

lk/ku lkeqxzhpk viqjk okij] HkkaMoykpk vHkko uo ufou ra«kKkukpk vHkko b- dkj.kkeqGs nkfjnz;kpk 

jkstxkjkoj izfrdwy ifj.kke gksr vkgs- R;keqGs ns‛kkP;k fodklkph xrh [kqaVyh vkgs- 

3- mRiUu ok<hoj ifj.kke % 

yksdla[;k ok<hcjkscj fodklkr ok< gksr ulY;keqGs csdkjhr ok< gksÅu mRiknu o mRiUukr ?kV 

gksr vkgs- mRiUukrhy ?kVheqGs nkfjnz;kr ok<] nkfjnz;krhy ok<heqGs fodklkP;k vHkko vls pØ 

fuekZ.k gksÅu mRiUu ok<hoj nkfjnz;kpk foijhr ifj.kke gksr vkgs- 

4- cprhoj ifj.kke % 

eqyHkwr xjtk Hkkxork ;sr ukgh frFks cprhpk iz‛up mn~Hkor ukgh ifj.kker% mRiknu o  

mRiUukr ?kV gksÅu nkfjnz;kpk cprhoj foijhr ifj.kke gksrks- 

5- xqaro.kqdhojhy ifj.kke % 

nkfjnz;kpk xqaro.kqdhoj foijhr ifj.kke gksr vkgs- nkfjnz;] csdkjh] o vkfFkZd fo’kerseqGs mRiknu] 

mRIkUu o jkstxkj fufeZrhl f[kG clyh vkgs- ifj.kker% ns‛kkph vkfFkZd izxrh [kqaVyh vkgs- 

v‛kk izdkjs nkfjnz;kps mRiknu] mRiUu] jkstxkj] cpr o xqaro.kqdhoj foijhr ifj.kke gksr 

vlY;keqGs ns‛kkyk egklRrk cufo.;kps LoIu v/kqjs jkgr vkgs- 

lkjkaSk % ( Abstract ) 
  Hkkjrkus ra«kKkukr eksBh >si ?ksÅu gfjr Økarhiklwu eaxG ;kukIk;Zarpk txkyk 

FkDd dj.kkjk izokl d:ugh Hkkjrkyk nkfjnz;klkj[;k leL;sps Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFksrwu lewG 

mPpkVu dj.;kr ek= v|kiikosrks ;‛k izkIr >kysys ukgh ;kyk vusd dkj.ks dkj.khHkwr vkgsr-tls 

dkG;k iS‛kkps izek.k] nkfjnz; fuewZyu ;kstusrhy Hkz’Vkpkj] uSlfxZd lk/kulkeqxzhpk viqjk okij b- 

dkj.kkaeqGs nkfjnz;kr ?kV gks.;k,soth ok< gksr vkgs- Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFksrhy nkfjnz;kps lewG 

mPpkVu djk;ps vlsy rj d̀f’k {ks=kpk fodkl d#u ‚ksrd&;kaP;k vkRegR;sps lewG mPpkVu 

dj.ks xjtsps vkgs rlsp Hkkjrkus ra=Kkukr map Hkjkjh ?ksowu uohu fi<h baVjusV‛kh tksMwu jkstxkj 

miyC/k d#u fnyk rj Hkkjrh; ;qok fi<h Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFksrhy nkfjnz;kps lewG mPpkVu d#u 

Hkkjrkpsp uOgs rj txkps HkfoRkO; ?kMow ‚kdrs- 

lanHkZ % ( Reference ) 
1- izk-ch-th-[kVkG % Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] iz‛kkar ifCyds‛ku tGxkao- 

2- izk-jk;[ksydj @ nketh % Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] fo|k cqDl ifCyds‛klZ vkSjaxiqjk] vkSjaxkckn- 

3- izk-Mh-vkj-txrki@MkW- eaxyk taxys @izk-lkS-furk ok.kh@ izk- MkW- Mh -th- ikVhy % Hkkjrh; 

vFkZO;oLFkk ,d ǹ’Vh{ksi] iz‛kkar ifCyds‛kUk tGxkao- 

4-  izk-,u-,e  % Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] iz‛kkar ifCyds‛ku tGxkao- 

5- MkW- Jh/kj ns‛kikaMs @ MkW- fouk;d ns‛kikaMs % Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk  % ¼laØe.k vkf.k fodkl]½] 

fgeky;k ifCyds‛ku gkÅl fxjxkao eqacbZ 

6- Ikzk-,l-,p vVªkoydj %  Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk] ‚ksB ifCyds‛ku oMkGk eqacbZ  400   001 

7- www.poverties . org/ poverty. In 

8- nSfud yksdlRrk o egkjk’Vª VkbZEl 
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 Abstract 

This paper is a mere attempt to present a glimpse of meaning of ICT, its importance & its mandatory 

need for education, which is indispensable.ICT stands for INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION 

TECHNOLOGY .These technologies include:1)Computers    

              2) The Internet   

              3) Broadcasting technologies (radio and Telephone) 

              4) Telephony 

 One of the many challenges facing developing countries today is that of preparing their societies and 

governments for globalization and the information and communication revolution. Policy-makers, 

educationists, non-governmental organizations, academics, and ordinary citizens are increasingly 

concerned with the need to make their societies competitive in the emergent information economy. 

Globalization and innovations in technology have led to an increased use of ICTs in all sectors - and 

education is no exception. Uses of ICTs in education are widespread and are continually growing 

worldwide. It is generally believed that ICTs can empower teachers and learners, making significant 

contributions to learning and achievement. Of the teachers interviewed on the effectiveness of ICT in 

education majority of them felt that introduction and use of ICT adequately will be extremely effective 

in children‘s learning and achievement. However, current research on the impacts of ICTs on student 

achievement yields few conclusive statements, pros or con, about the use of ICTs in education. Studies 

have shown that even in the most advanced schools in industrialized countries, ICTs are generally not 

considered central to the teaching and learning process. However, there appears to be a mismatch 

between methods used to measure effects and the type of learning promoted. Standardized testing, for 

example, tends to measure the results of traditional teaching practices, rather than new knowledge 

and skills related to the use of ICTs. It is clear that more research needs to be conducted to 

understand the complex links between ICTs, learning, and achievement. 

Introduction  

To accurately understand the importance of ICT in Education there is need to actually understand the 

meaning of ICT.ICTs stand for information and communication technologies and are defined, for the 

purposes of this primer, as a ―diverse set of technological tools and resources used to communicate, 

and to create, disseminate, store, and manage information.‖ ICT permeates the business environment, 

it underpins the success of modern corporations, and it provides governments with an efficient 

infrastructure. At the same time, ICT adds value to the processes of learning, and in the organization 

and management of learning institutions. The Internet is a driving force for much development and 

innovation in both developed and developing countries. Countries must be able to benefit from 

technological developments. To be able to do so, a cadre of professionals has to be educated with 

sound ICT backgrounds, independent of specific computer platforms or software environments. 

Technological developments lead to changes in work and changes in the organization of work, and 

required competencies are therefore changing. Gaining in importance are the following competencies: 

 critical thinking,  

 generalist (broad) competencies, 

 ICT competencies enabling expert work, 
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 Importance Of ICT In Education making, 

 handling of dynamic situations,  

 working as a member of a team 

 Communicating effectively.  

In recent years there has been a groundswell of interest in how computers and the Internet can best be 

harnessed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of education at all levels and in both formal and 

nonformal settings. But ICTs are more than just these technologies; older technologies such as the 

telephone, radio and television, although now given less attention, have a longer and richer history as 

instructional tools. For instance, radio and television have for over forty years been used for open and 

distance learning, although print remains the cheapest, most accessible and therefore most dominant 

delivery mechanism in both developed and developing countries. 

The followings are the aim and objectives of ICT implementation in education: 1) To implement the 

principle of life-long learning / education. 2) To increase a variety of educational services and 

medium / method. 3) To promote equal opportunities to obtain education and information. 4) To 

develop a system of collecting and disseminating educational information. 5) To promote technology 

literacy of all citizens, especially for students. 6) To develop distance education with national 

contents. 7) To promote the culture of learning at school (development of learning skills, expansion of 

optional education, open source of education, etc.) 8) To promote the culture of learning at school 

(development of learning skills, expansion of optional education, open source of education, etc 

ICT and Teacher Training  

a) Teachers are no longer dispensers of knowledge but proactive facilitators.  

b) Redefining the role of the teacher in the new information age.  

c) The quality of teachers as a predictor of student learning therefore the importance of teacher 

training is heightened- in this light what is the role of ICT as a tool facilitating teacher training 

Vikramshila Education Resource Society Shikshak Sammelan 2009, ICT for Quality Education. 

 d) Bringing teachers to ICT rather than taking ICT to teachers- relevance in developing nations.  

Many teachers are reluctant to use ICTs, especially computers and the internet. Some of the reasons 

for this reluctance include: poor software design, Skepticism about the effectiveness of computers in 

improving learning outcomes, lack of administrative support, Increased time and effort needed to 

learn the technology and how to use it for teaching, The fear of losing their authority in the classroom 

as it becomes more learner-centered. 

Conclusion  

Therefore this paper is an attempt to present the important issues that must be addressed by both 

preservice teacher‗s education and in-service teacher professional development programs if schools 

and other educational institutions are to fully exploit the potential of computers and the Internet as 

educational tools. In terms of using internet and other ICT as a resource for lesson preparation, most 

of the teachers interviewed, admitted to never or rarely using it, while very few used the internet to 

gather information sporadically or regularly. The teachers particularly felt that they had both access 

and training inadequacy and hence were unable to utilize internet and other facilities. More teachers 

were comfortable however, with using computers as an individual than as a teacher. A positive find is 

that all those teachers who are not well versed with the computer and other technology, expressed 

keen interest in undergoing training for the same. They felt that if trained, they would be in a position 

to make use of resources available in the school. 
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IMPACT OF GOODS AND SERVICES TAX  
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Abstract 

The word tax is derived from the Latin word ‗taxare‘ meaning to estimate. Tax policies play an 

important role on the economy through their impact on both efficiency and equity. 85 percent of the 

revenue of state governments is generated from the indirect taxes on goods and services and sales tax 

alone accounts for 61% of the total revenue. Introduction of state level value added tax in 2005 led to 

uniform tax rates and eliminated cascading tax rates but it is still a step towards more comprehensive 

reforms as that of GST. More than 150 countries have implemented GST so far. It would be 

interesting to understand why this proposed GST regime may hamper the growth and development of 

the country. The proposed GST structure is likely to succeed only if the country has a strong IT 

network. It is a well-known fact that India is still in the budding state as far as internet connectivity is 

concerned. 

Keywords: Indian Economy, Economic growth, International market, communication E-commerce, 

business, Advantages of GST, Type, GST Rates, Process and GST Bill. 

Introduction: The Goods and services tax was launched at midnight on 1
st
 July, 2017 by the Former 

president of India, Pranab Mukherjee and the Prime Minister of India Narendra modi  GST is a kind 

of tax imposed on sale, manufacturing and usage of goods and services. Goods and Services Tax is 

applied on services and goods at a national level with a purpose of achieving overall economic 

growth. The GST tax more than 150 countries have implemented in the world. An idea of GST in 

India was mooted by Vajpayee government in 2000.  The constitutional amendment passed by the 

Loksabha on 6
th
 May, 2015 but and is yet to be ratified by the Rajyasabha.GST is a comprehensive 

tax levy on manufacturing of goods and services at a national level. 

      The GST Tax Bill, also referred to as the constitution (122 Amendment) Bill, 2014.  GST will be 

an indirect tax at all the stages of production to bring about uniformly in the system. On bringing GST 

into practice would be merger of Central and State taxes into a single tax payment. It would also 

enhance the position of India in both domestic as well as international market.    Communication is 

considered to be necessity and one cannot without communication.  Country Australia France Canada 

Germany Japan Singapore Sweden New Zealand GST 10% 19.6% 5% 19% 5% 7% 25% 5%, There is 

GST or VAT, which means taxes for goods and services in more than 150 countries GST  The 

proposed regime seems to ignore the emerging sector of e-commerce. GST will be a good reason to 

achieve the goal of simplifying India's indirect tax regime to eliminate cascading effects in the supply 

chain to the level of the final consumer only when all these indirect taxes are fully included in the 

GST.  

What is GST? : GST stands for Goods and Services Tax. It is a kind of tax imposed on sale, 

manufacturing and usage of goods and services. Goods and Services Tax is applied on services and 

goods at a national level with a purpose of achieving overall economic growth. GST is particularly 

designed to replace the indirect taxes imposed on goods and services by the Centre and States. 

Definition (GST): Goods and Services Tax can be defined as a kind of Value Added Tax imposed by 

on various goods and services by different countries. The tax charged on goods and services may 

differ from country to country. Goods and services tax is imposed to collect revenues for the 

government. This tax is paid by the consumers of goods and services and collected and forwarded to 

the government by the business entities. 
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How GST Works? : GST proposes to abolish the varying levels of taxation between States, and 

consider the country as a single whole organism when it comes to taxes on goods and services instead 

of as a segmented creature. All the sundry taxes will be clubbed into just 2 levels – Central GST and 

State GST.  

      The consumer who buys the product will have to pay only the GST charged by the last dealer in 

the supply chain, as everyone else would have the opportunity to set-off the taxes paid at the previous 

stages. GST will also prevent multiple taxes occurring on certain goods and ensure transparency with 

regards to the rate of taxation and the total amount that goes to the government as taxes on a product. 

Currently, a consumer is not aware of the total amount of taxes s/he pays for a product, apart from 

VAT which is mentioned on the bill. 

      Here‘s a list of taxes that the GST will likely replace: Service Tax , Cess and surcharges related to 

supply of goods or services, Central Excise Duty, Excise Duties on medicinal and toilet preparations, 

Additional Excise Duties on textiles and textile products, Additional Excise Duties on goods of 

special importance. The rates being discussed as of now hover around 18%, which may be higher than 

the current system for certain goods and services. 

Goods and Services Tax origin in India: In India, the Goods and Services Tax Bill was officially 

introduced in 2014 as The Constitution (One Hundred and Twenty-Second Amendment) Bill, 2014. 

The GST Bill in India proposes the implementation of nationwide Value Added Tax on sale, 

manufacturing and the use of different goods and services. The Goods and Services Tax act is 

expected to be operative in India from April, 2016. Arun Jaitley - the Finance Minister of India 

announced The Constitution (122
nd

 Amendment) Bill, 2014 or the Goods and Services Tax in 

LokSabha on 19 December 2014. The Parliament passed the bill on 6
th 

May, 2015, after it received 

352 votes for and 37 against it. 

Current Taxation System: GST is a kind of indirect tax. Currently, Indian consumers have to pay 

indirect tax on goods and services such as Value Added Tax, Service Tax, Excise Duty, Customs 

Duty, etc. Under the current system, each State has a right to levy their own tax on the goods coming 

into their dominion for sale and consumption, while the Centre levies taxes on manufacture of the 

goods. All these direct taxes levied on the traders are passed down to the consumer. 

The taxes levied by the State and Central Governments are given in the table below: 

Central Government State Government Local Administration 

Excise duty or Centre VAT 

service Tax, Income-Tax, 

Custom Duty, Central sales 

Tax. 

Value Added Tax, Sales Tax, 

Entertainment Tax, Stamp Duty, 

Road Toll , Luxury Tax, Octroi 

Entry Tax. 

Property Tax 

      Of these, excise duty/Central Vat, customs duty, service tax, central and state sales tax, VAT, 

Octroi, entry tax, road toll, luxury tax and entertainment tax are applicable to goods and services. 

The current system is burdened with multiple taxation on the same object no way to offset.  The taxes 

already paid at each stage of production-retailing-consumption. If Central Vat and service tax are paid 

at the manufacturing level, these can be offset against future payments, but none of the other taxes 

paid at any stage can be reclaimed. 

Advantages of GST: 

1. This is a federal law, which means that the states will no longer have the right to make new laws 

on taxation towards goods and services. 

2.  It simplifies the tax system and makes it easier to understand as well as cheaper to implement at 

various levels. 
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3. Tax evasion at various stages will be eliminated as tax offsets can be collected only if taxes have 

been paid originally.  

4. It will be cheaper to buy input goods and services for production from other states. 

5. The current supply and distribution chain may undergo a change with a change in taxation system 

that does away with excise and customs duties. 

6. The consumer will get the end-product at cheaper rates because of elimination of multiple taxes 

and the tax cascade. 

7. As of now, petroleum and petroleum products have been kept out of the GST regime until further 

notice. 

8. Sale of newspapers and advertisements are also likely to fall under the GST regime, allowing the 

government to increase its revenue considerably. 

9. While there will be central GST and state GST, the tax applicable on goods and services being 

exported and imported between states in India would fall under an Integrated GST (GST) system 

in order to avoid conflict of dominion. 

10.  Prices of goods are expected to reduce in the long run as the benefits of less tax burden would     

be passed on to the consumer. 

Disadvantages of GST: 

1. GST is not good news for all sectors, though. In the current system, many products are exempted 

from taxation. The GST proposes to have minimal exemption list.  

2. GST is not applicable on liquor for human consumption. So alcohol rates will not get any 

advantage of GST. 

3. Stamp duty will not fall under the GST regime and will continue to be imposed by states. 

GST Bill Approval Process: 

     The Constitution Amendment Bill for Goods and Services Tax (GST) was cleared by the 

RajyaSabha on August 3, 2016. This Bill sanctions a modification in the Constitution to allow both 

the Centre and the States to levy goods and services tax. 

The Bill was first introduced in the LokSabha in March 2011 and reports were submitted around it 

regularly. However, in 2014, the Bill lapsed as the LokSabha‘s ongoing term ended. The Bill was 

passed by the LokSabha on May 6, 2015, and further reports were commissioned and presented. 

     After RajyaSabha‘s clearance of the Bill, the LokSabha will ratify the Bill again. At least 15 other 

states also have to support the Bill to go forward with its implementation as an Act. Once the 

ratifications are received, the President will constitute a GST Council comprising the Finance 

Minister, Minister of State in charge of Revenue, Minister in charge of Finance/Taxation, and other 

ministers nominated by states. This Council will make recommendations on the taxes to be absorbed 

and done away with, exemptions to GST and their threshold, laws governing the GST levies, actual 

GST rates and discounts, etc.  

Goods and Services Tax Bill: 

The Goods and Services Tax Bill is officially known as The Constitution (122 Amendment) Bill, 

2014 which is formulated to create a pan-India tax system and end the number of multiple taxes 

charged by the Centre and the States on various goods and services. The key points of the GST bill 

are given below: 

1. It is an indirect, uniform tax that is levied on the goods and services throughout a particular 

country. Several developed countries add tax on sale, manufacture and consumption using single 

comprehensive tax. 
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2. Surcharge on supply of goods, sales, and special ad-on duty of customs, add-on duties of customs 

and excise and central excise duty would be replaced by Central Taxes GST. 

3.  Entertainment tax, entry tax, purchase tax, central sales tax, VAT, etc. would be replaced by 

State Tax GST. 

4. The primary objectives of GST are eliminating the excessive taxation. 

5. The 2014 bill deleted the 2011 bill provision that imposed certain restrictions on the states on 

taxation of the products that are important for inter-state commerce and trade. 

Goods and Services Tax Act: 

      Goods and Services Tax act is one of the most remarkable tax reforms that has taken place  

      in India so far. The GST act, which is also known as The Constitution (One Hundred and   

      Twenty-Second Amendment) Bill, 2014, mainly focuses on changing the Constitution of 

      India. Main features of the Goods and Services tax in India: 

1. The Goods and Services Tax will include Central Indirect taxes such as Excise Duty, Service Tax, 

Special Additional Duty of Customs, Countervailing Duty, Central Surcharges and Cess as long 

as they are related to the supply and consumption of goods and services. 

2. It will also include State Value Added Tax or Sales Tax, Entertainment Tax, (excluding the tax 

charged by the local bodies), Entry and Octroi tax, Central Sales Tax (taxed by the Centre and 

collected by the State Government), Purchase Tax, Luxury tax, Taxes on betting, lottery and State 

Cess and surcharges involved in the supply and consumption of services and goods. 

3. Inclusion of the concept of ‗declared goods of special importance‘ as per the Indian Constitution. 

4. Will levy integrated Goods and Services Tax on inter-State transactions of goods and services. 

5. Will levy additional tax of 1% on supply of goods in inter-State trade which will be collected by 

the Government of India for a period of two years and will be allocated to the states from where 

the supply comes. 

6. Petroleum and petroleum products and alcohol have been kept out of the reach of GST. 

A Goods and Services Tax Council will be created to address the issues relating to goods and 

services tax and give recommendations to the Union and the States on areas such as rates, 

exemption list and threshold limits.  

GST Rates: The GST council in 23
rd

 meeting on November 10, 2017 recommended Widespread 

changes in the  Goods and Services Tax.  The council has decided to keep the highest 28% tax on 

luxury and sinful items as a result 177 items have been shifted to the 18% bracket.  GST on many 

items has also been reduced.  The government has categorized items in five major slabs- 0%, 5%, 

12%, 18% and 28%.  Here is the updated list of goods and services taxed under various  

GST slabs: 1. No tax (0%) Goods :  No tax will be imposed on items like jute, fresh meat, fish          

chicken, eggs, milk, butter milk, curd, natural honey, fresh fruits and vegetables, flour, besan, bread, 

prasad, salt, bindi. Sindoor, stamps, judicial papers, printed books, newspapers, bangles, handloom, 

Bones and horn cores, bone grist, bone meal, etc.; hoof meal, horn meal, jaggery, Salt - all types, 

Kajal, Children's' picture, drawing or  coloring books, Khadi Village Industries stores, Clay idols, 

brooms, etc. 

Services:  Hotels and lodges with tariff below Rs 1,000, grandfathering service have been exempted 

under GST. Rough precious and semi-precious stones will attract GST rate of 0.25 per cent, 

admission to "protected monuments".  0.25%: Rough industrial diamonds including unsorted rough 

diamonds to face 0.25%   instead of 3% GST.  

 5% : Goods -Items such as fish fillet, apparel below Rs 1000, packaged food items, footwear        

below Rs 500, cream, skimmed milk powder, branded paneer, frozen vegetables, coffee, tea, spices, 
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pizza bread, rusk, sabudana, kerosene, coal, medicines, stent, lifeboats, Cashew nut, Cashew nut in 

shell, Raisin, Ice and snow, Bio gas, Insulin, Agarbatti, Kites, Postage or revenue stamps, stamp-post 

marks, first-day covers, Branded food, walnuts, dried tamarind, roasted gram, Dhoop batti, Corduroy 

fabric, saree fall, Paper mache items,Oil cakes, Paper waste or scrap; Real Zari; Cullet or other waste 

or scrap of Glass..  

On January 2018, these items were moved to :  

5% GST Slab : Goods- LPG supply to household domestic consumers by private LPG        

distributors, Tailoring service , Tamarind Kernel Powder , Mehendi paste in cones , Scientific and 

technical instruments , Basketware and wickerwork  Velvet fabric , Cigarette filter rods. 

Services:  All restaurants, restaurants of hotels with room tariff of less than Rs 7,500, Food parcels, 

Textile job work, Transport services (Railways, air transport);  Supply of e-waste. 

  12% : Goods - Apparel above Rs 1000, frozen meat products , butter, cheese, ghee, dry fruits in 

packaged form, animal fat, sausage, fruit juices, Bhutia, namkeen, Ayurvedic medicines, tooth 

powder, agarbatti, colouring books, picture books, umbrella, sewing machine, cell phones, Ketchup & 

Sauces, All diagnostic kits and reagents, Exercise books and note books, Spoons, forks, ladles, 

skimmers, cake servers, fish knives, tongs, Spectacles, corrective, Playing cards, chess board, carom 

board and other board games, like Cotton quilts(quilts exceeding Rs 1000 per piece),Statues, 

statuettes, pedestals,       ceramic articles, porcelain items, ornamental articles, bells, gongs, non-

electric of base metal, animal carving material, synthetic filament yarn, such as nylon, polyester, 

acrylic,  etc; artificial filament yarn.  

8% to 12% tax  shifted (10-11-2017) Condensed milk, Refined sugar and sugar cubes, Pasta,            

Curry paste, mayonnaise and salad dressings, mixed condiments and mixed seasoning, Diabetic food, 

Medicinal grade oxygen, Printing ink, Hand bags and shopping bags of jute and cotton, Hats (knitted 

or crocheted), Parts of specified agricultural, horticultural, forestry, harvesting or threshing 

machinery, Specified parts of sewing machine, Spectacles frames, Furniture wholly made of bamboo 

or cane  

12% GST moved On January 18, 2018 : Goods - Sugar boiled confectionery , Drinking      water 

packed in 20 liter bottles ,Drip Irrigation system  Fertilizer grade Phosphoric acid ,  Bio-diesel , Bio-

pesticides ,Bamboo wood building joinery , Mechanical Sprayer  

Services –  State-run lotteries, Non-AC hotels, business class air ticket, fertilizers, Work contracts. It 

is said that GST would impact negatively on the real estate market. It would add up to 8% to the cost 

of new homes and reduce demand by about 12%. 

18% : Goods -Most items are under this tax slab which include footwear costing more than Rs 500, 

Trademarks, goodwill, software, Biscuits (All categories), flavored refined sugar, pasta, cornflakes, 

pastries and cakes, preserved vegetables, jams, sauces,  soups, ice cream, instant food mixes,, tissues, 

envelopes, tampons, note books, steel products,  printed circuits, camera, speakers, Headgear and 

parts thereof, Aluminum  foil, Electrical Transformer, Rice rubber rolls for paddy de-husking 

machine, Kitchen gas  lighters, Modeling paste for children amusement. 

28% to 18% moved 10-11-2017 Goods - Wire, cables, insulated conductors, electrical insulators, 

electrical plugs, switches, sockets, fuses, relays, electrical connectors, Electrical boards, panels, 

consoles, cabinets etc for electric control distribution, Particle/fiber boards and ply wood. Article of 

wood, wooden frame, paving block ,Furniture, mattress, bedding and similar furnishing, Trunk, 

suitcase, vanity cases, brief cases, travelling bags  and other hand bags, cases ,Detergents, washing 

and cleaning preparations, personald eodorants, bath preparations, perfumery, cosmetic or toilet 
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preparations, room  deodorizer ,Perfumes and toilet waters,  Glass of all kinds and articles thereof 

such as mirror, safety glass, sheets,  

18% slab moved 18-1-2018 : Goods- Second-hand medium and large cars and SUVs  

Bio-fuels powered buses ,The admission to theme parks, water parks etc  Cigarette filter rods Services 

;  Restaurants in hotel premises having room tariff of Rs 7500 and above, telecom services, IT 

services, branded garments and financial services, Outdoor catering . 

28%- Goods -In total 50 luxury and sin products will be taxed at 28% which includes Bidis, 

molasses, pan masala, aerated water, paint, sunscreen, wallpaper, ceramic tiles, water heater, 

dishwasher, weighing machine, washing machine, ATM, vending machines, vacuum cleaner, 

automobiles, motorcycles, aircraft for personal use . Services - Private-run lotteries authorized by the 

states, race club betting, and cinema will attract tax 28 per cent tax slab under GST. 

Current Tax Structure 

Example of Car Existing  GST 

Cost of Manufactures  

Excise + Infrastructure @ 10% 

VAT 12% 

Dealer Invoice 

Dealer Cost (5,00,000+50,000) 

+ Margin @ 10% 

Sale price for Dealer( 5 L+50 T+55 T) 

VAT 12@ 

 

Price to Customer 

Dealers Tax Liability Net VAT/GST 

after set-off (72,600-66,000) 

Saving to Consumer 6,600 @ 1% 

5,00,000 

50,000 

66,000 

6,16,000 

5,50,000 

55,000 

6,05,000 

 

72,600 

6,77,000 

6,600 

  5,00,000 

CGST@11%                     55,000 

SGST@11%                     55,000 

                              6,10,000 

5,00,000 

50,000 

5,50,000 

CGST @11%                    60,500 

SGST @11%                    60,500 

                                       6,71,000  
11,000                   

Impact of GST on the Indian Economy: GST the biggest tax reform in India founded on the notion 

of ―one nation, one market, one tax‖ is finally here. The moment that the Indian government was 

waiting for a decade has finally arrived. The single biggest indirect tax regime has kicked into force, 

dismantling all the inter-state barriers with respect to trade. The GST rollout, with a single stroke, has 

converted India into a unified market of 1.3 billion citizens.  

The rollout has renewed the hope of India‘s fiscal reform program regaining momentum and widening 

the economy. Then again, there are fears of disruption, embedded in what‘s perceived as a rushed 

transition which may not assist the interests of the country. 

Will the hopes triumph over uncertainty would be determined by how our government works towards 

making GST a ―good and simple tax‖. The idea behind implementing GST across the country in 29 

states and 7 Union Territories is that it would offer a win-win situation for everyone. Manufacturers 

and traders would benefit from fewer tax filings, transparent rules, and easy bookkeeping, consumers 

would be paying less for the goods and services, and the government would generate more revenues 

as revenue leaks would be plugged.  

 Conclusion: More than 150 countries have implemented GST. The government of India should study 

the GST regime set up by various countries and also their fallouts before implementing it. At the same 

time, the government should make an attempt to insulate the vast poor population of India against the 

likely inflation due to implementation of GST.  Success of any tax reform policy or managerial 

measures depends on the inherent simplifications of the system, which leads to the high conformity 

with the administrative measures and policies. One of the largest tax reform measures in India The tax 

on goods and services (GST) is ready to consolidate the national economy and promote overall 

growth. 
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Abstract 

LIS education provides skillful training for professionals in the field of library information science. 

Therefore it is very essential for the development of every library and every library professional in the 

world. This article deals with LIS education in India, what is LIS education, development of LIS 

education outside the India, LIS education in India, first course of library science in India, certificate, 

diploma, and training courses in India, post graduate diploma courses in India 

Keywords: LIS education, LIS education in India 

What is LIS education? 

Education is a basic need for every human being in the world. The term ‗education‘ has been 

interpreted by different people in different ways. Some people refer to it as formal schooling or to 

lifelong learning. Some others refer to it as acquisition of knowledge, skills and attitudes. Some say 

that education is nothing, but training of people‘s mind in a particular direction to bring about desired 

changes.  

  ―Education in the narrow sense does not include self culture and the general 

influences of one‘s surroundings, but only those special influences which are consciously and 

designedly brought to bear upon the youngster by the adult persons of the community whether 

through the family, the church or the state.‖        — Thomas Raymont (1906) 

  Libraries are very important for the development and growth of modern society. This 

has been strongly realized. In order to satisfy the needs of the users, libraries must develop proper 

way. In this regard professionals needs education and training. LIS (Library Information Science) 

education means providing education for a professional career in libraries, the word ‗profession‘ 

implies: professionalism, prolonged training, and formal education. This type of education wasn‘t 

always the case however; it developed as the librarian profession did. In fact, the creation of library 

schools had a direct impact on making librarianship a professional career in the first place. 

Development of LIS Education Outside the India:   

The earliest American LIS students were trained under the British apprenticeship system popular in 

the late eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries. With the increasing industrialization of the 1800s, 

however, this very limited and highly specific method of training became inefficient to supply 

librarians for the many new libraries being founded across the US. A new system of training librarians 

had to be found. 

Enter Melville Dewey, who was the most prominent early force in developing librarianship as a 

profession. After his development of the Dewey Decimal System during his tenure at Amherst 

College, Dewey founded and became the first president of the American Library Association (ALA). 

The creation of a professional organization for librarians prompted the creation of the first 

recognizable library schools. After Dewey was established as the head librarian at Columbia 

University, the first library school, the School of Library Economy, was opened in January 1887 with 

two men and seventeen women as its first class. Training took three months, with an internship that 

lasted up to two years. 
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The school was later transferred to the New York State Library in Albany after Columbia trustees 

disagreed with Dewey‘s inclusion of women in his courses. There, Dewey‘s vice director, Mary 

Salome Cutler, added theoretical and cultural aspects of librarianship to what had been a very 

business-focused curriculum. 

The success of this program led to the creation of three additional library schools by 1900: Pratt 

Institute, Drexel University, and the Armour Institute (which became the Library School at the 

University of Illinois in 1897). Each school had its own early contribution to the field: Pratt 

established the first children‘s librarianship specialization, Drexel‘s director published the first major 

texts on reference materials and book selection, and the Armour Institute developed its program into a 

four-year bachelor degree instead of a certificate. By 1919, there were 15 library programs, most of 

which awarded a fifth-year bachelor‘s of library science (BLS) degree after four years of a regular 

baccalaureate. The MLS was only awarded at Albany. Due to tensions between the ALA and the 

schools, the library schools formed their own association, the Association of American Library 

Schools, in 1916. 

After the Carnegie Corporation conducted a review on its libraries and found that they had inadequate 

resources and training, the company commissioned a study on LIS education with particular focus on 

library schools. The 1923 Williamson Report (headed by C.C. Williamson) profoundly influenced the 

direction of LIS education. The report advocated librarian training as not simply training, but a 

professional degree best preceded by a college education. In 1926, the Graduate Library School at the 

University of Chicago created the first doctoral program in ‗library science‘ and by 1950, most library 

schools were offering the MLS. The first school to train African-Americans, the Hampton Institute 

Library School, was established in 1925. It produced some notable graduates, including Virginia Lacy 

Jones, but was closed due to the Depression‘s impact on its resources in 1939. It reopened two years 

later at Atlanta University. 

Concerned that LIS education was not theoretical enough, the ALA Board of Education for 

Librarianship issued standards that required the graduate master‘s degree as the educational standard 

in 1951. It formed the ALA Committee on Accreditation in 1956, and these actions spelled the end of 

other forms of library education besides the graduate schools. 

LIS Education in India: 

In the early 19
th
 Century, young people learned librarianship by working under the more experienced 

practitioners. But, gradually the tasks performed by librarians became more complex and more 

dependent on technology. As a result, the study of library science has moved from the work-setting to 

professional schools in Universities. The first ever library school was started by Melvil Dewey 

in USA in 1887 at Columbia College (now Columbia University). In 1889 the programme moved to 

the New York State Library in Albany when Dewey became the Director there. The success of 

Dewey‘s training program and the publication of Training for Library Service, a book by the 

economist Charles Williamson in 1923, led other universities, institutes of technology, and large 

public libraries to establish their own professional degree programs in library science. 

1. First Course of Library Science in India:  

In India, The first of librarian the Imperial Library (Now National Library) at Calcutta from 1901-06 

in the existence of in service training was initiated by John Macfarlane, as mentioned in some reports. 

In subsequent years, the training programme was opened to the staff of other libraries and even those 

interested in librarianship who deal with books and other documents. 

i) Baroda School: In 1911, Siyaji Rao Gaikwad (1862-1939), the ruler of Baroda state called the 

American librarian Mr. William Allenson Borden (1853-1931), a disciple of Melvil Dewey to create a 
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cadre of men for the newly established libraries in the state library system. In 1912, he initiated the 

first training school in library education in India. In 1913, another training class for working librarians 

of town libraries was started. These classes continued even after the departure of Borden. 

 

2. Certificate, Diploma, and Training Courses in India: 

i) Lahore School: In 1912, the Punjab University called another librarian Mr. Asa Don Dickinson 

(1876–1960) from USA. He started the second educational course of three month duration in library 

science in the year 1915. This happens to be the first university course in India. Mr. Asa Don 

Dickinson later become the Librarian of Panjab University, Lahore (now Pakistan) during 1915–1916. 

ii) Andhra Desa: The Andhra Desa Library Association (founded in 1914) started conducting 

―training classes for the library workers‖ at Vijayawadain 1920. The classes covered a module on 

running adult education classes in addition to library technique. 

iii) Mysore State: In 1920, a course for the training of librarians was conducted at Bangalore under 

the ―program of library development‖ initiated by the then Dewan of Mysore Mr. M. Visweswaraya. 

iv) Madras Library Association: A summer school for college librarians and lecturers in charge of 

college libraries in Madras was held in 1928 and repeated in 1930. The Madras Library Association 

also organized a regular certificate course in library science from 1929. Then in 1931, 

University of Madras took up the training course of MALA in 1931 and started offering the course on 

a regular basis. 

v) Andhra University: Andhra University started a certificate course in 1935, which was later 

abandoned. 

vi) Imperial Library, Calcutta: The Imperial library, Calcutta started a training class under the 

supervision of its librarian Mr. K. M. Asudulah in 1935. It was a full time regular Diploma course in 

librarianship at the Imperial Library, Calcutta (now National Library, Kolkata). It continued till 1946. 

3. Post Graduate Diploma courses in India:  

i) University of Madras: University of Madras, in 1937, introduced a one year Post Graduate Diploma 

course in place of the certificate course of three month duration. This was the first P G Diploma in 

library science in India. 

ii) Banaras Hindu University: The second university to start a post graduate diploma course was 

the Banaras Hindu University in 1942. 

iii) Bombay University: University of Bombay initiated a diploma course similar 

to Banaras Hindu University in 1943. 

iv) Government of India‘s in-Service Training Course: A training course for the staff working in 

various government organizations was started in 1953. This course was recognized as equivalent to 

the university diploma courses. 

4. Degree Courses 

i) Aligarh Muslim University: In 1947, Aligarh Muslim University started B.Lib. Science Course for 

the first time in the country. 

ii) University of Delhi: University of Delhi was the first university to establish a full fledged 

Department of Library Science in 1946. It also instituted the first post diploma degree course in 1948. 

In 1949, the structure was changed. The programme of Master of Library Science was introduced as a 

two year course with the first year leading to Bachelor of Library Science. 

In between 1956-59, six new LIS departments were established at Aligarh Muslim University, 

MS University of Baroda, Nagpur University, Osmania University, Pune University and 

Vikram University. 
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iii) Madras University: In 1960, Madras University replaced its full time one year diploma course to 

B.LibSc. Degree course. By mid 1960, many other universities had fallen in the line 

of university of Madras following the recommendation of Review Committee Report of UGC in 

introducing different degree courses. 

iv) Government Polytechnique for Women: The Government polytechnique for women, 

Ambala, Bangalore, Chandigarh, Delhi, Jullandhur, Rourkela started post matric (class X) diploma 

courses of two years duration in late 1960s. 

v) Documentation Research and Training Centre (DRTC): In 1962, Dr. S. R. Ranganathan established 

Documentation Research and Training Centre at Bangalore. Previously DRTC courses were of 14 

month duration which was later on moved to two years programme. 

vi) Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (INSDOC): INSDOC conducted a short term 

course for Asian Documentalists in 1963. In 1964, it started a one year post graduate course in 

Documentation and Reprography leading to ―Associateship in Documentation and Reprography‖. In 

1977, the programme was renamed as ―Associateship in Information Science (AIS)‖. On September 

30, 2002, INSDOC merged with the National Institute of Science COMmunication (NISCOM) and 

was renamed as National Institute of Science Communication and Information Resources (NISCAIR). 

At present, it is conducting ―Courses in Information Science‖. 

The DRTC and NISCAIR in Delhi concentrate on the training of professionals for special and 

industrial libraries and information centers. Their course contents are biased toward information 

science and technology. The programme of these two institutes is a class apart from other similar 

programmes offered by various institutes. 

In India advanced professional education has remained attached to universities, though there 

are some regional library associations conducting certificate courses of a few months duration and 

women polytechnics offering post-masters two year diplomas in library science to train 

paraprofessionals. At present, about 107 institutions, mostly university colleges and polytechnics, 

have library science education courses. Out of these, the M.Lib.I.Sc. course is being offered by more 

than 75 universities. 

5. Five Year Integrated Course in LIS: In 2010, University of Calcutta introduces five year integrated 

course in Library & Information Science and thus becomes the first university to launch such course 

in LIS domain. The entry qualification for this course was set at Higher Secondary (10+2) in Arts / 

Science or Commerce. Launching of this course will force the learners to choose the LIS by choice 

and not by chance. It will again help the students to grasp and understand the contents for LIS in a 

better and exhaustive way. 

6. Present Status of LIS Education in India: A few departments and associations provide Certificate 

Courses in Library and Information Science (CLIS) and Diploma in Library and Information Science 

(DLIS). The others provide BLISc and MLISc courses. In most of the universities, the prerequisite for 

admission into the Bachelor or Master degree course in Library and Information Science is 10+2+3 

years of education from any faculty (arts, science, commerce etc). The majority of the universities 

generally conduct two separate courses for the Bachelor‘s degree followed by the Master of Library 

and Information Science of one year (or two semesters) duration each. In recent years, some 

institutions have offered two years of integrated courses of four semester duration. The University of 

Calcutta went a step ahead and introduced five years integrated course in LIS with entry qualification 

as 10 +2.  

Specialization: Students in most schools of library and information science have the opportunity to 

develop at least some degree of specialization. Some may take advanced courses in particular library 
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functions, such as reference work, while others may take courses related to a particular type of library, 

such as a course in medical librarianship or public librarianship or academic librarianship. In simple, 

there are many different courses available in LIS. It makes the professionals available to work at all 

levels of library irrespective of type, structure and function. 

 

Conclusion: 

There was initially a technical education that was acquired on the job. Practical work in a library, 

based on good education in schools, was the only way to train librarians. LIS education as a subject 

and has been taught at different level in the universities of the world. LIS education provides skillful 

training for professionals in the field of library information science. Therefore it is very essential for 

the development of every library and every library professional in the world.     
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Abstract 

Any of various biologically active compounds found in plants are known as Phytochemicals. 

Lamiaceae family is known for its aromatic plant species and possess various phytoconstituents. 

Isodon nilgherricus is aromatic plant of Lamiaceae family are annual herb with approximately 1 

meter in height.  This plant is  commonly available and medicinally useful in this geographical area 

and this study would be foundation for understanding the Phytochemical and therapeutically 

effectiveness of these varieties. One of such resources is folk medicines. According to literature the 

leaves of this plant are used against wound by the Kurumba tribes in Nilgiri district ,Tamil Nadu. 

These plant shows medicinal properties against wound healing. In present study preliminary 

Phytochemical analysis was carried out and it shows presence of tannin, alkaloid, sterol ,Saponins . It 

suggest that the Phytochemical  properties for curing wound and possess anti microbial property and 

leads to the isolation of new novel compounds.  

Figure: 00                                References: 16                                               Tables: 01 

KEYWORDS – Phytochemicals, Isodon nilgherricus, Kurumba , Nilgiri 

Introduction- 

Many members of the Lamiaceae family are widely cultivated owing not only there aromatic qualities 

but also their ease of cultivation. Lamiaceae plants are well known for their therapeutic action. This 

may be due to essential oils invariably present in them. Medicinally important plants of Lamiaceae 

include Tulsi, pepper mint, thyme, Coleus, Spearmint and many more.  

Genus Plectranthus which is also belongs to Lamiaceae , constitute about 300 species of herbs and 

shrubs native to tropical region. The most frequently cited use of Plectranthus species is for their 

medicinal properties which accounts for over 85% of all uses(Lukhoba et al 2006). Although the 

genus is known for its rich diversity and medicinal properties.  

Isodon nilgherriucus (Benth) locally known as Sone-gida in Tamil Nadu by Kurumba tribal‘s in 

Nilgiri hills used for its ethno-botanical use and medicinal use for wound healing. the Phytochemical 

analysis refers to the extraction screening and identification of the medicinally active substances 

found in plants. Some of the bioactive compounds that can be derived from the plants are tannins and 

phenlos, flavonoid,alkaloids.  

Material and Methods 

1) Collection of Plant Material - Excursion were carried out to different parts of the study area. 

Plants were collected from the Nilgiri hills, Ooty TamilNadu and identified with the help of floras 

referring to research floras and expert opinions. Herbarium were made and authenticated in the 

Botanical Survey of India, Southern region, Coimbator. The voucher specimen was deposited in 

the Herbarium, BSI, Coimbator (BSI/SRC/5/23/2017/5/1637). 

2) Preparation of Extract –  The collected plant material were brought to the laboratory washed in 

tap water and shed dried for a one week then made into powdered and stored in clean plastic 

container till further use. Powdered material extracted in 5 different solvents like Water ,Ethanol, 

Acetone,Chloroform and Petroleum ether by Soxhlet apparatus and dried material stored and use 

for further experiment. 

3) Preliminary Phytochemical screening - 
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The preliminary phytochemical screening of crude extract were subjected using different solvents 

of Petroleum Ether, Chloroform, Acetone Ethanol and Water for different test for identification of 

phytochemicals as Alkaloid, Carbohydrates,Tannins,Resins,Flavonoids Protein, Amino acids, 

Saponins and Coumarin. 

1) Test for Alkaloids: 

 Wagner‘s Test-  1ml of plant extract 3-5 drops of Wagner‘s reagent is added and formation of 

reddish brown precipitation 

 Mayer‘s Test – 2 to 3ml of filtrate in a test tube followed by addition of Mayer‘s reagent - A 

white precipitate formed. 

 Dragendroff‖s reagent – 2 to 3ml of filtrate was taken in test tube. To this few drops of 

Dragendroff‘s reagent was added. Orange brown precipitate formed. 

2) Test for Carbohydrates 

 Molisch‘s test- 1ml of plant extract + 3 to 4 drops of Molisch‘s reagent is added +1ml of 

concentrated sulphuric acid. Formation of a violet ring indicates the presence of Carbohydates. 

3) Test for glycosides 

 Keller Kiliani Test  - 1ml of extract+2 to 3 drops of ferric Chloride solution + 1ml of glacial 

Acetic acid+1ml of concentrated Sulphuric acid. 

           Formation o brown ring at the junction of two liquids indicates the presence of                          

glycosides. 

4) Test for Flavonoid  

 Alkaline reagent test -5ml of plant extract +3 to 5 drops of 20%NaoH formation of yellow colour 

observed, become colourless on addition of 2 drops of dilute HCl. 

5) Test for Amino acid   

 5ml of plant extract + 2 to 3 drops of Ninhydrin solution was added and kept in boiling water bath 

for 1 to 2 minutes formation of purple colour indicates Amino Acid is present. 

6) Test for proteins 

 Biuret Test – 5ml of plant extract + few drops of 4% NaOH + few drops of 1% CuSO4 

 Millon‘s Test – 5ml of plant extract was taken in test tube + few drops of Millon‘s reagent. The 

solution was boiled – Brick red colour 

7) Test for Tannin and Phenol 

 Ferric Chloride test – 5ml of plant extract + 2 to 3 drops of Ethanol + Shake well +1ml of 

5%Ferric Chloride solution – Deep blue colour 

8) Test or Terpenoid  

 Salkowski‘s test - 5ml of Plant extract +2ml of Chloroform+ 3to 5 drops of concentrated of 

Sulphuric acid  in it - reddish then brown precipitation found. 

9) Test for Quinones- 

 In 5ml of plant extract 3ml of concentrated HCl added yellow precipitation occurred. 

10) Test for Resin- 

 Turbidity observed on addition of 5ml water in 10 ml of plant extract 

11) Test for Coumarin  

5ml of Plant extract of 10%NaOH added in 5ml of plant extract, Yellow colour observed. 

12) .Test for Saponins- 

 Frothing test- 0.5gms of an of an plant extract was taken in test tube and shaken with 5ml of 

distilled water – formation of stale forms indicated the presence of Saponins 
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Observation table 1 

Phytochemical qualitative analysis of Isodon nilgherricus (Benth) plant 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Test Aqueous Ethanol Acetone Chloroform Methanol Ether 

1 Alkaloid  ++ + + + - + 

2 Carbohydrate + + - - - - 

3 Tannins ++ - + - - - 

4 Phenols ++ + + + + + 

4 Proteins ++ ++ - - - - 

5 Sterol ++ _ + + + + 

6 Saponins ++ + - ++ +  

7 Flavonoids ++ + + ++ + + 

8 Glycosides + + ++ ++ - - 

9 Amino acid ++ + + _ _ _ 

10 Quinone _ _ + _ + - 

11 Resin ++ _ + + + - 

12 Coumarin ++ _ + + + _ 

Result and Discussion : 

In the present study, Isodon nilgherricus  shows presence of carbohydrate in aqueous, ethanol, 

solvents only and as it absent in acetone, chloroform,methanol and ether solvent extract. Tannins, 

present only in aqueous and in acetone  solvent extract. Phenol is preent in all solvent extracts. Sterol 

is present in aqueous and acetone solvent extract except ethanol,chloroform solvent extract. On the 

other hand resin and coumarin is present in all solvents except ethanol and methanolic solvent extract. 

Alkaloid is present in all solvent extract except methanolic solvent extract.  This plant contains a 

various phyochemicals as it can be definitely prove the good source  for the treatment of allergy as 

well for antiseptics and other diseases. 

Conclusion : 

The Phytochemical qualitative analysis of Isodon nilgherricus showed positive reaction towards an 

aqueous  extract as most of the phytochemicals was present in it. It is a good source of alkaloid, 

tannin, sterol,saponins,flavonoids, glycosides, resin and coumarin. Alkaloid and tannins are present in 

aqueous and ethanolic solvent extract while absent in acetone, chloroform and in petroleum ether 

solvent extract. 

Acknowledgment: Author is thankful to the Principal and Vice Principal of Ahmednagar College, 

Department of Botany, Ahmednagar for providing required facilities to carry out present research 

work and Principal of Dapoli Urban Bank Senior Science College for their encouragement and 
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Abstract 

Parthenium hysterophorus, members of the Asteraceae family .Itis a noxious weed native of America. 

This weed is spread all over Asia, Africa and Australia. It is considered to be a cause of a spectrum of 

clinical patterns: allergic respiratory problems, contact dermatitis, mutagenicity in human and 

livestock. Its allelophathic nature can drastically reduced the crop production and aggressive 

dominance of this weed threatens biodiversity. In India most of the medicinal plants are badly 

affected by Parthenium. Attempts to control spread of the plant have so far not been successful. First 

occurrence of parthenium in India is believed to be in 1956.However some reports trace its history of 

occurrence about one and half century older than as reported. Among the allelopathic weeds, 

Partheniumhysterophoruslinn.isnow recognized as a cause of serious agricultural problems due to its 

invasion of croplands and subsequent lowering of crop yield. Chemical control, biological control, 

mechanical controls are tried to irradicate this weed. But the success of irradiacaion is very limited. 

Key words:-Parhenium, sesquiterpenelactone, parthenin, allelochemicals. 

Introduction:  Partheniumhysterophorus L. is an aromatic annual and obnoxious invasive herb under 

Asteraceae family, now commonly known as feverfew, Tanacetumparthenium, Chrysanthemum 

parthenium (Parsons and Cuthbertson, 2001; Bhatt et al., 2012). The normal height of this erect plant 

is up to 1 m but under favorable conditions the height may reach up to 2 m having deeply penetrating 

taproot with many finely branched feeding roots and an angular, longitudinally grooved and profusely 

branched hairy stem (Parsons and Cuthbertson, 2001; Bhatt et al., 2012). Allergen containing 8-20 cm 

long and 4-5 cm wide shortly hairy pale green leaves are alternate and rosette that are resemble to 

carrot leaves during initial growth (Parsons and Cuthbertson, 2001; Bhatt et al., 2012). Rising from 

the stem nodes and terminating at about the same height, each head (4-10 mm diameter) of clustered 

flowers bears about 40 tubular male and 5 ligulate female white florets and produces 2 mm long 

flattened black seeds (Parsons andCuthbertson, 2001). Seeds germinate any time of the year under 

wide range of environmental condition. High humidity, high moisture content and temperature around 

25°C are the standard factors for seed germination (Bhatt et al., 2012). A native of tropical America P. 

hysterophorus was introduced during the 1950s into Africa, Asia and Oceania (Labrada et al., 1994). 

Now this species is frequently found on roadsides, railway reserves, stock yards, cultivated fields, 

rundown pastures and vacant lots in China, Taiwan, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, 

Vietnam, Pacific islands, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, South Africa, Somalia, Mozambique, 

Zimbabwe and several countries of South and Central America (Parsons and Cuthbertson, 2001; Bhatt 

et al., 2012). It is included in the Global Invasive Species database of IUCN due to the invasive nature 

(Bhatt et al., 2012). Not only this weed is well thought-out to be a factor of allergic respiratory 

problems, contact dermatitis and mutagenicity in human and livestock but also considered as a 

severely crop production reducing agent due the allopathic nature (Patel, 2011). Thus P. 

hysterophorus is a threat for the biodiversity. 
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Name of the 

compounds 

Structure References 

Canin (C15H18O5; mw 

= 278.31) 

 (Zhou et al., 2011b) 

Charminarone 

(C15H18O5; mw = 

278.31) 

 

(Venkataiah et al., 2003) 

Coronopilin 

(C15H20O4; 

mw = 264.32) 

 

(Zhou et al., 

2011b) 

Parthenin 

(C15H18O4; 

mw = 262.31) 

 

(Zhou et al., 

2011d) 

Parthenolide 

(C15H20O3; 

mw = 248.32) 

 

(Kuhn and 

Winston, 2007; 

Zhou et al., 

2011d) 
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Pathenolide 

(C16H22O2; 

mw = 246.35) 

 

(Kuhn and 

Winston, 2007; 

Zhou et al., 

2011d) 

Materials & Methods  

Aqueous Extract: 

1) Parthenium plants were collected and washed thoroughly withrunning water toremove alldust 

anddirt.  

2) Leaves and stems were chopped with tine blade on the table timely average size of chapped 

leaves ranges from 2 to 5 mm and that of stem is 5 to 10 mm.  

3) 500 ml of distilled water wastaken in the round bottom flask of 1000 ml capacity alongwith 250g 

of chopped material.  

4) The  round  bottom  flask was placed  on heating  mental and  heated at a constant  temperature  

of 80 
0
 C  for 1  hour  by keeping  an air  condenser  on the month  of the round  bottom flask.     

5) After  getting  dark  green color  extract ; it  is filtered  twice  firstly  with cotton filler and  then 

with  filter  paper. Filtrate received was 350 ml. 

6) The extractwas then collected in 500 ml. beaker and evaporated to make it   concentrated. Early 

100 ml. of extract was collected   and kept inanumbercolored bottle. 

POT TESTS 

Instead of field trials activity of Parthenium extract was tested on small scale by using common pot 

tests on ornamental and medicinal plants. Following procedure was adopted for the pot test. 

1. Ten different plants having medicinal properties were grown in 20 earthen pots. Same herbs were 

grown in potA and potB. 

2. The series of 20 pots were prepared. 

3. The solutions of Parthenium extract having concentration from 10 ppm to 90ppm. 

4. To the first pot (A) regular watering was done. 

5. To the second pot (b) besides regular watering, 100 ml of parthenium extract was added. 

6. Regular observations were taken for their growth for 15 days 

Effect of Parthenium extract on the following plants. 

Name of the plant No.of days Effective conc.in ppm 

Achyranthusaspera 25 40 

Cassia tora 25 70 

Solanumxanthocarpum 25 70 

Sphaeranthusindicus 25 50 

Menthaarvensis 25 60 

Ocimumgratisisum 25 - 

Coriander sativum 25 50 

ArgemoneMexicana 25 60 

Trigonellafoenum-graecum 25 70 

Allium sepa 25 80 

The above plants shows effect on growth and marginal burning of leaves at different conc. 

Result and discussion 

 Herbicide  :- The  chemical  used  to skill the weed  or it  suppress weed  growth  is known  as 

herbicides .  

 Bio  herbicides  are the plant  extracts  containing  toxic alkaloids which  kills  herb 

effectively or suppress  the growth  of it. Pure Parthenin as well as extract of different parts of 
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P.hysterophorus shows phytotoxic effects on many aquatic (Pandey 1994,1995,1996) as well as 

terrestrial weeds(Khosala et al.,1990Khosala and Sobati 1981.,Kumari,1990.,Singh et al.,)The 

sesquiterpene lactone Parthenin has received most attention regarding allelopathy or potential 

herbicidal properties of the plant(Duke et al.,2007). 

 Parthenium  elaborates  four  C-6  guaianolides  such  as parthenin  and coronopillin  and 

several  phenolic  acids such  as coffeic ;  vanillic, fenulic  chlorogenic  and anisic acids aqueous  

extract of  parthenium  with  various  concentration  n ppm  were  tried  against  observation  were  

taken for 8 days  it is  found that each  plant is  sensitive  towards parthenium  at different 

concentration   the effective concentration  range is from  40 ppm – 90 ppm  only  

ocimumgratissimum  do not   show  any effect  against  parthenium extract.  

 Almost  all the plant has shown supersession in growth  and  marginal burning  of leaves  it is  

observed that  when  aqueous  extract  if parthenium  was added to the  test  plant it shows  systemic  

action it is  absorbed  through  the  roots and translated in the body  of  the plants and  causes marginal  

burning of leaves as well as suppression of growth  of the plant.  

 Partheniumextract  has  shown suppression of plant growth  and marginal  burning of leave  

because of systemic  action.From  the above   tests  and  observation it concludes  that  parthenium  in 

an effective  herbicide at higher concentration. 
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Abstract 

The first verbal communication of newborn baby with the world is baby‘s cry. An infant crying signal 

is the attention call for parents orcaregivers and motivates them to alleviate the distress. Nowadays it 

is a difficult forhousekeeper mothers to take care of their newborn baby. Thispaper proposes a 

method to detect infant cry. The cry sound of baby has different frequency and pattern than other 

surroundingsoundsthus it is necessary to eliminate the surrounding sound and remove the noise for 

perfect crydetection. The designed system can be used in various applications such as 

signalingparent‘s about the cry also distinguishing different sounds. There are some monitoring 

devices including wireless camera and LCD to solve the problem but they are expensive. Our idea is 

to present simple algorithm with low cost device to detect infant cry. 

Keywords: Infant, DsPIC, Audio Codec, Wireless Camera, LCD. 

INTRODUCTION 

The first verbal communication of newborn baby with the world is baby‘s cry. Infant crying is a 

biological alarm system. An infant crying signal is the attention call for parents or caregivers and 

motivates them to alleviate the distress. Infants need their parents love and care but their parents are 

not always available to them. This motivates the proposal of the system for infant cry detection.  

Nowadays it is a difficult for housekeeper mothers to take care of their newborn baby while doing 

house chores. Our idea is to present a simple algorithm applicable to create a low cost device with the 

ability to detect infant's crying and call the parents. 

Cry is the infant‘s most powerful, multimodal, dynamic behavior, and sometimes the only means 

of communication and sign of life a birth. It involves characteristic vocalization, facial expressions 

and limb movements, all of which change over time. It is in the most sensitive range of the human 

auditory sensation\ area. Several models of cry sound have been proposed. The theory that underlies 

most acoustic analyses of cry sounds is the sound-filter theory. In this theory, cry is expressed by a 

waveform that impinges upon the listener's ear is a function of the characteristics of the source and its 

filters.  

Infant cry detection technique can be very useful for baby care and monitoring. There are many 

techniques proposed but there are some drawbacks with the previous designs. The external noise is 

one of the most important factor which hinders the detection, the noise may corrupt the cry sound and 

processor may not be able to distinguish between noise and infant cry.  

Thus external noise has to be removed in order to have only cry detected. The proposed system 

focuses on removing the external noise in order to detect only cry sound using DSPIC processor. 

RELATED WORK 

This section gives a brief introduction about existing infant cry detection techniques. 

Kevin Kuo [1] proposed a short-time signal detection method, LPCC feature extraction, and 

vector quantization to performed and discriminate between three cries of differing pathologies 

originating from a two month old baby boy. Analysis of the recordings resulted in the discovery of all 
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three cry types embedded in each recording to varying degrees. Despite the imprecision in the 

classification results, there were still noticeable presence of the cry whose pathology was 

predetermined with the aid of the infant‘s parents. The modest success was encouraging in the fact 

that it felled under the expected result.  

Lichuan Liu et.al [4] suggest that high noise level inside the infant incubator results in numerous 

adverse health effects for premature newborns and the active noise control (ANC) systems are 

developed to reduce the noise. The paper proposes an infant cry classification integrated ANC system 

for infant incubators. The developed system can dramatically reduce the harmful noise level, and the 

integrated infant cry detector and analyzer can monitor the infants' physical conditions. The infant cry 

signals are picked up and detected by the same microphones used by the ANC system, the cry signal's 

features are extracted and then recognized. The simulation and experiment results showed that the cry 

recognition of specific infants yielded promising results.  

Mohammad Kia1 et al. [5] proposes a simple voice recognition system which can be applied 

practically for designing a device with capability to detect a baby‘s cry and informing the parents 

automatically. The overall algorithm is to evaluate the resemblance of the infant‘s voice signal with 

the data stored in a database, which is already prepared by recording some cry and laughter samples, 

using an automatic fuzzy classifier system which can lead to detection of cry or laughter. This 

algorithm can serve as a reliable foundation on which the future creation of a portable real-time, 

automatic voice detection system device can be based. To achieve the result they created a database of 

sample cry and laughter signals and written a sample Matlab program for carrying out the real-time 

frequency-domain calculations and a sample visual program in Labview programming environment 

for interfacing with user.  

BhagatpatilVarsharani V et al. [7]mainly focused on automation of Infant‘s Cry. For the 

implementation LFCC was used for feature extraction and VQ codebook for matching samples using 

LBG algorithm. First, in training phase, in which LFCC was applied for feature extraction, and then 

VQ codebooks are generated to compress the feature vectors. Second, is the testing phase in which 

features extraction and codebook generation of samples are repeated. Here, comparison of the 

codebook template of samples to the all the available templates in the database are carried based on 

Euclidian distance between them. LFCC effectively capture the lower as well as higher frequency 

characteristics than MFCC, hence we will get good results over MFCC. 

Proposed System 

The proposed block diagram for infant cry detection is shown in figure 1. It comprises of a 

microphone, DSPIC30F5011 processor and LCD display with speaker. The 30F family of DSPIC 

processor is mainly used for audio processing. 

 
Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed system 

A real time sound is given to the processor via microphone, the given sound then is processed to 

compare with the testing data. FFT is carried out on the signal to obtain a pattern the obtained pattern 

of sample is then compared with the testing data at first the sample is seen if the sound is cry or other 

sound if cry sound is not found the message is displayed that cry is not detected is cry is detected the 

LCD display‘s message of cry sound detection. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system goes through several stages of data capturing and analysis to meet the 

required results.The figure 2 shows the flow graph of the proposed system. 

 
Figure 2. Flowchart of proposed system. 

Stage1: The data is collected from the user it can be any audio sound using microphone. 

Stage2: The collected data is trained and tested for creation of code book. 

Stage3: Collected data undergoes filtering for removal of surrounding sound and FFT is carried out 

for generation of the pattern. 

Stage4: The generated pattern is then compared with the database and the best fitting sample is 

checked for cry sound. 

After all the stages the message is displayed if cry is detected or not. 

HARDDWARE USED 

The important components of the proposed system are dsPICprocessor and audio codec Ic. 

1)  dsPIC30F5011: 

A digital signal processor, dsPIC30F5011 is a 16 bit microcontroller from Microchip 

 
Figure 3. Pin Diagram of dsPIC30F5011 Processor 

The pin diagram of dsPIC30F5011 is shown in Figure 4. The microcontroller has 64 pins which 

include General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) pins, and dedicated pins for SPI, CAN, UART, ADC, 

Timers and Output Compare. 
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Features of dsPIC30F5011: 

 64 pin, high performance RISC CPU 

 66KB Flash Memory, 4KB  on-chip RAM  

 16 bit Timers 

 16 bit PWM/ Compare output functions 

 3- wire SPI modules 

 Addressable UART modules 

 12 bit Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)  

 In circuit serial programming (ICSP) capability with two UART modules. 

2) Si3000 Audio codec: 

The Si3000 is a complete voice band audio codec that offers integration by incorporating 

programmable input and output gain attenuation, a microphone bias circuit, handset hybrid circuit and 

an output driver for 32 headphones 

 
Figure 4. Pin Diagram of Si3000 audio codec. 

Features of Si3000 Audio Codec: 

 84 dB ADC Dynamic Range. 

 84 dB DAC Dynamic Range. 

 4–12 kHz Sample Rates. 

 30 DB microphone pre amplifier. 

 Programmable input gain: Attenuation: –34.5 dB to 12 dB 

 Programmable output gain: Attenuation: –34.5 dB to 12 dB 

 Support for 32 Headphones. 

 3:1 Analog Input Mixer. 

 3.3–5.0 V Power Supply. 

 Direct Serial Interface to DSPs. 

 It also serves as a companion chip to FAT ISO modem chipset with vice features providing 

hardware support for handset and speaker phone. The device operates from a single 3.3 to 5 v power 

supply and I s available in 16bit small outline package. 

RESULTS 

Different sound samples were taken for study, the samples were then analyzed by taking FFT and 

pattern generation for distinguish between different sound patterns with cry pattern. 

Figure 5 and 6 shows patterns of different sound samples. Figure 5 shows the patterns generated 

by sound samples such as train, owl traffic jam sound. Figure 6 shows the patterns of different cry 

samples 
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Figure 5. Patterns of different sound samples 

 
Figure 6. Patterns of different cry samples 

It can be seen that the pattern of sound samples such as traffic or train sound are different than the 

cry sound samples. The frequency and amplitude changes can also be observed. This analysis is used 

in the algorithm developed for cry detection. 

Further detail analysis are carried out on human body sounds and cry sounds because human 

sounds are similar in nature which can affect the detection of perfect cry sound. 

 
Figure 7(a).  Spectrogram of cry sound and hiccup sound 

Figure 7(a) shows the spectrogram of infant cry sound and human hiccup sound the pattern difference 

can be seen in terms of time interval and amplitude of the signal. The infant cry sound can be easily 

distinguished from the hiccup sound. 
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Figure 7(b). Spectrogram of cry samples and human snoring sound. 

Figure 8 and 9 show the hardware experimental setup for proposed system. Programming is done in 

MPLAB XIDE 

 
Figure 8: Experimental Setup 1 

 
Figure 9: Experimental Setup 2 

 
Figure 10: LED glowing when the system is powered. 
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Figure 11: LCD showing detection of cry sound 

Fig. 10 shows the blinking of leds when the system is powered and  shows a message on the 

LCD display ―Welcome‖ when battery is connected for 500ms delay and then changes to ―Infant Cry 

Detection‖ for 1200ms delay. The LEDs used are toggle with a constant delay of 20ms.  

Fig 11 and 12 shows the when result of cry detected or cry not detected after the sound sample is 

processed 

 
Figure 12: LCD showing cry not detected. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Theresults show successful implementation of DsPIC30F5011 processor and Si3000 Audio codec Ic 

on an embedded platform. The program generated in MPLAB XIDE using embedded C language is 

dumped successfully and shows the desired results showing proper working of the processor. 

Different sound samples were analyzed according to the pitch and frequency patterns and the 

difference was spotted between cry samples and other surrounding sounds.The obtained spectrograms 

add more details to the study and differentiating of cry samples from other human sounds. Detected 

results are displayed on the LCD. 

Future work is to develop an algorithm that will distinguish between different surrounding sound and 

detect only cry sound neglecting other sounds. 
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rayagaD ijal*yaatIla svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTek AByaasa 

p``a.laaohkro Sa~uGna naamadova¸ sahyaaogaI p`aQyaapk¸ Da^.saI.DI.doSamauK vaaiNajya va saaO. ko. jaI.  

tamhaNaoklaa mahaivaValaya¸ raoha ¹ rayagaD. 

P`aa.Da^.mainaYaa kNao-¸ pàQyaapk¸ Aqa-Saas~ ivaBaagaÊ maMuba[- ivaVapIz¸ maubaM[-. 

p`stavanaa: 

BaartIya Aqa-vyavasqaa hIga`amaINa AaiNa SahrI yaa daona Baagaat ivaBaagalaIAsaUna doSaamaQyao SahrI Aqa-

vyavasqaopoxaa ga`amaINa Aqa-vyavasqaocaa p`Baava AiQak raihlaa Aaho.karNa AajahI doSaacyaa 70cyaa javaLpasa 

Baaga haga`amaINa sva$pacaa Aaho. tovha yaa ga`amaINa Baagaacaa ivakasa ha Aqa-vyavasqaocaa naIitcaa ek AivaBaajya 

Baaga Aaho. doSaacyaa svaatMHyaanaMtrcyaa kaLat doSaasamaaor Anaok samasyaa Aahot. %yaathI ga`amaINa d`aird`yaÊ 

baoraojagaarIÊ gairbaI yaa saar#yaa samasyaa maaozyaa sva$pat Aahot AaiNa ha ga`amaINa Aqa-vyavasqaocyaa Aaiqa-k 

ivakasaatIla ADqaLa Aaho.tovha yaa samasyaa saaoDivaNyaasaazI tsaocaga`amaINa BaartatIla Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa 

kmakuvat vagaa-laa ivakasaacyaa mau#ya p`vaahat AaNaNyaasaazI svaa~MHyaao%tr kaLat Baartat Anaok yaaojanaaÊ 

]pËmaÊ kaya-Ëma tyaar kolao jaatat AaiNa %ao SaasakIya va ibagarSaasakIya saMsqaamaaf-t rabaivaNyaat 

Aahot.yaasavaaM-maQyao vaMicataMcaa ivakasa ha mau#ya gaaBaa Aaho.Aaiqa-kdRYTyaakmakuvat vagaa-laasvaaMvalaMbaI 

banaivaNyaasaazItsaoca %yaaMcyaa samasyaa saaoDivaNyaasaazI %yaaMcao Aaiqa-k vasaamaaijak sabalaIkrNa haoNao AavaSyak 

Aaho.%yaaMnaa samaajaat caaMgalao sqaana va maanasanmaana imaLvaUna doNyaasaazI Asao Anaok kaya-Ëma AaKlao paihjaot 

kIjyaat svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMcao sqaana mah%vapUNa- Aaho.svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTamauLoAaiqa-

kdRYTyaakmakuvat vagaa-cao¸vaMicataMcao AaiNa maihlaaMcao Aaiqa-k va saamaaijak pirvat-na haot AsaUna yaaAaQaaro 

BaartIya Aqa-vyavasqaot ek navaI ivacaar p`NaalaIÊ navaI vyavasqaa AaiNa maanaisakta GaDivaNyaat svayaMsahyyata 

bacat gaTaMcao yaaogadana mah%vaacao Aaho. 

koMd` Saasanaap`maaNaoca maharaYT/ Saasanaanao doKIla garIba laaokaMcyaa ivakasaasaMbaMQaI QaaorNa tyaar k$na%yaacyaa 

AMmalabajaavaNaIsaazI Anaok yaaojanaa va kaya-Ëma rabaivalao Aahot.svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMcaI inaima-tI hI 

%yaapOkIca ek haoya.bacat gaT ho vaMicataMnaa Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa sabala banaNyaasaazIcao ek mah%vapUNa- saaQana 

Aaho.yaatUnaraojagaar va ]%pnnaabaraobarca samaajaat Aa%masanmaana gaaoYTI bacat gaTaMcyaa maaQyamaatUna laaok kmavaU 

Saktat.%yaamauLo Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa duba-la samaajaacyaa Aaiqa-k va saamaaijak ivakasaatIla svayaMsahayyata bacat 
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gaTaMcaI BaUimaka tpasaNao AavaSyak Aaho.Baart sarkarnao AilakDIla kaLat ga`amaINa daird`yaacao samaUL 

]ccaaTna krNyaasaazI raYT/Iya stravar ‘raYT/Iya ga`amaINa jaIvanaaonnatI AiBayaana’ sau$ kolao 

Aaho.yaaAiBayaanaacyaa AMmalabajaavaNaIsaazI maharaYT/ Saasanaacyaa ga`amaivakasa AaiNa jalasaMQaarNa ivaBaagaanao 

maharaYT/ rajya ga`amaINa jaIvanaaonnatI AiBayaanaacaI sqaapnaa kolaI Aaho.ho AiBayaana sau$vaatIsa inavaDk 

ijal*yaat AaiNa naMtr saMpuNa- maharaYT/at rabaivaNyaacao zrivalao Aaho. BaartatIla daird`yaacao inamau -lana 

krNyaasaazI ga`amaINa garIba janatolaa ek~ AaNaNaoÊ %yaaMcao svayaMsahayyata bacat gaT sqaapna krNaoÊ%yaa McaI vaaZ 

va ivakasa krNao AaiNa sadr saMsqaamaaf-t garIbaaMnaa iva%tIya saovaa purivaNaoÊ%yaaMcaI kaya-xamata vaaZivaNaoÊ SaaSvat 

]pijaivakocaI saaQanao ]plabQa k$na doNao AaiNa %yaamaaf-t laaokaMnaa daird`yaacyaa duYTcaËatUna baahor kaZNao hI 

raYT/Iya ga`amaINa jaIvanaaonnatI AiBayaanaacaI p`mauK ]i_YTyao Aahot. 

rayagaD ijal*yaatIla Aaiqa-k va saamaaijak isqatI ivacaarat Gaota bacat gaTaMcaI BaUimaka mah%vapuNa- ASaIca 

Aaho. rayagaD ijalha ga`amaINa ivakasa yaM~NaaÊ maihlaa Aaiqa-k ivakasa mahamaMDL¹rayagaD ijalha AaiNa 

rayagaD ijalha maQyavatI- sahkarI ba^Mk mayaa-idtÊ Ailabaaga¸rayagaDijal*yaacaI Aga`NaI ba^Mk¹ba^Mk Aa^f 

[MiDyaatsaoca yaa vyaitir@t ijal*yaatIla [tr ivaivaQa SaasakIya va ibagar SaasakIya saMsqaa tsaoca ga`amapMcaayatÊ 

nagarpirYadaÊ pMcaayat saimatIÊ ivaivaQa rajaikya pxa AaiNa maharaYT/ tojasvaInaI maihlaa saxamaIkrNa kaya-Ëma 

[.naI svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMcaI inaima-tI k$na laaokaMcyaa Aaiqa-k va saamaaijak ivakasaasa hatBaar laavalaa 

Aaho.rayagaDijal*yaatASaa AnaoksaMsqaasvayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMnaa p`ao%saaiht krNaa¹yaacao kaya- krtat. 

rayagaD ijal*yaatIla ivaivaQa stravarIla saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k pirisqatI AaiNa eoithaisak paSva-BaUmaI rayagaD 

ijal*yaatIla svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMcyaa inaima-tI va vaaZI saazI paoYak zrlaI Aaho. 

rayagaD ijal*yaacaI BaaOgaailak va saamaaijak paSva-BaUmaI: 

maharaYT/acyaa piScamaolaa AsaNaa¹yaa kaokNaivaBaagaamaQyao mauMba[-cyaa lagatca rayagaD ijalha yaotao. rayagaD 

ijal*yaasa puvaI- kulaabaa Asao naava Asat.rayagaD ijalha ha 17
0
¹51' to19

0
¹80

'
 ]<ar AxaaMsa AaiNa 

72
0
¹51

'
 to73

0
¹40

'
 pUva- roKaMsa yaa drmyaana psarlaolaa Aaho. tsaocayaa ijal(acaI dixaNaao<ar laaMbaI 150 

ik.maI.va pUva-¹piScama $MdI 24 to 48 ik.maI. ASaIAaho. ha ijalha rajyaacyaa piScamaolaa AsaNaa¹yaa 

ArbaI samaud` iknaarI vasalaolaa Aaho. maharaYT/alaa 720 ik.maI. laaMbaIcaa samaudìknaara laaBalaa Aaho%yaapOkI 

(a ijal(alaa 240 ik.maI. laaMbaIcaa samaud`iknaara laaBalaa Aaho. rayagaD ijal(acao ekUNa xao~fL 7Ê152 
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caaO.ik.maI. evaZo AsaUna to maharaYT/acyaa xao~fLacyaa 2.32 T@ko [tko Aaho. yaa ijal(at ekUNa 15 

talauko Aahot. ijal(acyaa ]<ar¹piScamaolaa mauMba[- Sahr va ]pnagaroÊ ]<arolaa zaNao ijalha Aaho va puvao -laa 

sa(ad`Icyaa raMgaaÊ %yaalaa laagaUna puNao ijalhaÊ dixaNa¹puvao -laa saatara ijalhaÊ dixaNaosa saaiva~I nadIÊ r%naaigarI 

ijalha AaiNa piScamaolaa ArbaI samaud` yaamaQyao rayagaD ijalha psarlaolaa Aaho.BaaOgaaoilakdRYTyaa rayagaD ijalha 

A´ samaud` iknaa¹yaalagatcaa p+a ba´ saupIk va sapaT jaimanaIcaa maQya BaagaatIla p+a 3´ puvao -kDIla sa(ad`Icaa 

DaogaMraL Baagayaa tIna icaMcaaoLyaa p+yaat ivaBaagalaa Aaho. rayagaDijal(atIla ]<arokDIla Baagaat ]lhasaÊ 

pataLgaMgaa AaiNa AMbaa maQya Baagaat kuMDilaka AaiNa dixaNaosa saaiva~I GaaoD AaiNa kaLnadI yaa mah%vaacyaa 

naVa Aahot.kaokNap+at icaMcaaoLyaa BaagaamauLo sa(ad`It ]gama pavaUna lagaocaca ArbaI samaud`alaa imaLt 

Asalyaanao yaa naVacaI laaMbaI jaast naahI tsaoca yaa piScama vaaihnaI Aahot.rayagaDijal*yaat maaobao -Ê 

vaaGaaolaIÊhoTvaNaoÊ itnavaIraÊ KOro [.p`mauK QarNao Aahot.tsaoca varIla naVavar CaoTI¹ maaozI QarNao Aahot.yaa 

naVacyaa KaaDIcyaa izkaNaI samaud`acyaa BartIcao paNaI iSart Aasalyaanao isaMcanaasaazI yaa paNyaacaafarsaa 

]pyaaoga haot naahI.AlaIkDo yaa naVacyaa paNyaacaa vaapr pàmau#yaanao AaOVaoigakIkrNaasaazI kolaa jaat 

AahotsaocakaMhI izkaNaI ipNyaasaazI va isaMcanaasaazI paNyaacaa vaapr haotao.rayagaD ijalha mauMba[-cyaa AgadI 

javaL AsalyaamauLo ijal*yaat AilakDIla kaLat maaozyaap`maaNaavar AaOVaoigakrNa haot Aaho trIhI yaa 

ijal*yaatIla kaMhI Baagaacaa ivakasa Jaalaolaa naahI.rayagaD ijal*yaatIla maOdanaI Baaga vagaLlyaasa ijal*yaacyaa 

ekUNa xao~fLapOkI baraca Baaga DaoMgar va ]Mca saKla pva-trajaInaI vasalaolaa Aaho.yaoqaIla laaokaMcao jaIvana maaozo 

kYTdayaI Aaho. tsaoca yaoqao pja-nyamaana jaastAaho prMtu yaoqaIla nadyaatIva`]taracyaa Asalyaanao 

pavasaaLyaanaMtrcyaa kaLat paNyaacao duiBa-xa jaaNavaotpirNaamaI SaotIcao ]%padna kmaI haotcaalalao Aaho. yaa 

ijal*yaat sana 2011 cyaa janagaNanaonausaar ekUNa laaoksaM#yaa 26Ê35Ê394 [tkI AsaUna 52.25 T@ko pu$Ya 

va 47.75 T@ko is~yaa Aahot tsaoca s~I¹pu$Ya p`maaNa 959 AaiNa laaoksaM#yaocaI Ganata 368 dr caaO. ik. 

maI. [tkI Aaho. rayagaD ijal*yaat ga`amaINa laaoksaM#yaocao p`maaNa 63.08AaiNa SahrI laaoksaM#yaocaop`maaNa 

36.92 eovaZo Aaho. 2001cyaa janagaNanaonausaar rayagaD ijal*yaatIla ekUNa laaoksaM#yaopOkI 41.40 T@ko 

laaoksaM#yaa kama krNaarI Aaho. %yaapOkI 28.55 T@ko SaotkrI 20.36 T@ko SaotmajaUr 2.66 T@ko 

GargautI ]Vaoga AaiNa 48.43 T@ko [tr kamagaar Aahot.saQyaa rayagaD ijal*yaat maaozyaa p`maaNaavar 

AaOVaoigakIkrNa haot Asalao trI laaoksaM#yaocyaa p`maaNaat raojagaaracao p`maaNa Kupca kmaI Aaho.tsaoca AilakDo 
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raojagaarasaazI rajya va doSaatUna Anaok laaok rayagaD ijal*yaat sqalaaMtrIt Jaalao Aahot. 

yaatUnacaijal*yaatbaokarIcaI samasyaa ]ga` sva$pacaI banalaI Aaho.ga`amaINa va SahrI laaokaMnaa AaiNa maihlaaMnaa 

svayaMraojagaar krta yaavaa tsaoca Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa vaMicataMcaoAaiNa maihlaaMcao saxamaIkrNa vhavao.yaasaazI rayagaD 

ijal*yaat svayaMsahayyatasvayaMsahayyatabacatgaTaMnaa p`ao%saaiht krNaayaa ivaivaQa saMsqaaMnaabacatgaTaMcaI sqaapnaa 

k$na mah%vaacaI ASaIBaUimaka par paDta yao[-la. 

BaartatIla sahkar AaiNasvayaMsahayyata bacat gaT eoithaisak paSva-BaUmaI: 

Aaja jaagaitk patLIvar jagaatIla sava-ca doSaamaQyao gairbaaMcyaa ivakasaasaazI¸sabalaIkrNaasaazI AaiNa 

saxamaIkrNaasaasaazI baaMglaadoSaatIla Da^.mahmaMd yaunaUsa yaaMcyaa ivacaarsarNaIvar AaQaairt saUxma iva%t kaya-Ëma va 

maihlaa bacat gaT caLvaLIcaa vaogaanao p`caar AaiNa p`saar haot Aaho.ASaaca p`karo Baartat doKIla sa%trcyaa 

dSakat bacatgaT p`iËyaolaa sau$vaat JaalaI AaiNa naMtrcyaa kaLat SaasakIya va ibagarSaasakIya patLIvar 

Anaok saMGaTnaa va saMsqaamaaf-t bacat gaT sqaapna k$na samaajaacyaa ivakasaasa hatBaar laavalaa jaat Aaho.sana 

1992 maQyao naabaaD-nao 500 svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMnaa ba^MkoSaI jaaoDNyaacao pqadSa-k p`klp sau$ 

kolaa.yaatUnaca puZo BaartIya Aqa-vyavasqaotIla ga`amaINa laaokaMbaraobarca SahrI yaa daona BaagaatIlahI laaokaMnaa 

Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa saxama banavaUna yaa vagaa-laa ivakasaacyaa mau#ya p`vaahat AaNaNyaacao mau#ya kaya- svayaMsahayyata 

bacat gaTamaaf-t sau$ Jaalao AaiNa Aaja hI ek maaozI caLvaL banalaI Aaho.1996 maQyao svayaMsahayyata bacat 

gaTaMnaa ba^Mk saMlagnata ³Bank Linking´ sau$ JaalaI. 1991 maQyao sava- vyaaparI ba^MkaMnaaÊ 1993maQyao 

sava- sahkarI va ga`amaINa ba^MkaMnaa bacat gaT va ba^Mk jaaoDNaIt sahBaagaI haoNyaasaazI ek pirp~k kaZlao AaiNa 

%yaamaaf-t sava- ba^MkaMnaa bacat gaT caLvaLIt sahBaagaI k$na Gaotlao. yaatUna sahkarI caLvaLIcyaa 

ivakasaabaraobarca svaMyasahayyata bacatgaTaMcyaa ivakasaasa caalanaa imaLalaI.Baartat koMd` sarkarnao iDsaoMbar 

1997 maQyao sauvaNa-jayaMtI SahrI raojagaar yaaojanaa AaiNa 1 eip`la 1999 raojaI sauvaNa-jayaMtI ga`ama svaMyaraojagaar 

raojagaar yaaojanaa sau$ kolaI.Baartat svaMyasahayyatabacat gaTaMcaa vaogaanao p`caar va p`saar Jaalaa. maharaYT/at 

AaMtrraYT/Iya kRYaI ivakasa inaQaI maaf-t maihlaa saxamaIkrNaacaI caLvaL puZo naoNaara p`klp hatI Gyaavaa ASaI 

iSafarsa maharaYT/ Saasanaanao kolaI.yaa p`iËyaotUna ‘tojaisvanaI maharaYT/ ga`amaINa maihlaa saxamaIkrNa’ kaya -ËmaacaI 

AaKNaI kolaI.sadr kaya-Ëma maharaYT/ Saasanaacyaa maihlaa va baala ivakasa ivaBaagaacyaa vatInao maihlaa Aaiqa-k 
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ivakasa mahamaMDLamaaf-t sana 2007¹08maQyao sau$ kolaa.%yaamauLo svayaMsahayyata bacat gaT caLvaLIlaa caalanaa 

imaLalaI tsaoca ivaivaQa svayaMsaovaI saMsqaaMcyaa maaQyamaatUna svayaMsahayyata bacat gaT sqaapNyaasa p`arMBa 

Jaalaa.AajaimatIsa maihlaa bacat gaT caLvaL hI maihlaa sabalaIkrNaÊ saxamaIkrNaÊ saSa>IkrNa krNaarI 

ËaMtIkarI caLvaL inamaa-Na JaalaI Aaho.  

svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTacaIsaMklpnaa: 

svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTacaI maULcaI saMklpnaa baaMglaadoSaatIla ga`amaINa ba^Mkocao p`Naoto AaiNa naaobaola 

purskaracao maanakrI p`a.Da.̂mahmaMd yaunaUsa yaaMcaI Aaho.%yaaMnaI tI saUxmaiva%t yaa sva$pat ivakisat 

kolaI.svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTacaI saMklpnaa ivaivaQa dRiYTkaonaatUna saaMigatlaI jaato. svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTasa 

ga`amaINa maihlaa bacatgaTÊ svaavalaMbaI gaTÊ kaTksar gaTÊ kja- gaTÊ saUxma iva%t yaa ivaivaQa naavaanao AaoLKlao 

jaato. tovhasavaa-qaa-nao saaQamya- AsaNaa¹yaa saBaasadaMnaI svacConao ek~ yaovaUna savaa-MgaINa ]nnatIsaazI banaivalaolyaa va 

caalaivalaolyaa samaUhasa ikMvaa gaTasa svayaMsahayyata bacatgaT mhNatat.bacatgaTaMmaQyao saBaasadaMcaI saM#yaa 10 to 

20 cyaa drmyaana Asato.bacat gaTat ekaca vastItIla Aaiqa-kÊ saamaajaIk va vaOcaairk stratIla samaana 

garjaa AsaNaa¹yaa maihlaa ek~ yaotat. yaatUna maihlaa Aaplyaa samaana garjaa ADcaNaI va jaIvanamaUlyao 

]McaavaNyaasaazI p`ya%na krtat.%yaasaazI inayaimatpNao AaplaI bacat krtat va  %yaaAaQaaro Aaplyaa 

samasyaavar maat krNyaasaazI saamaUihk p`ya%na krtat.svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTacaI AMmalabajaavaNaI va 

vyavasqaapna ho koMd`Ê rajyaÊ ijalhaÊ talauka AaiNa gaavapatLIvar caalato.svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMcyaa 

yaaojanaaMcaI AMmalabajaavaNaI krNyaasaazI i~strIya yaM~Naa Aaho. 

saMSaaoQanaacaI AavaSyakta va mah%va: 

Baartat navhotr jagaBar svayaMsahayyata bacat gaT ]pËma caLvaL hI AilakDo maaozI va vyaapk 

caLvaLIcyaa sva$pat inamaa-Na JaalaolaI caLvaL Aaho.ga`amaINa BaartatIla Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa kmakuvat vagaa-laa 

ivakasaacyaa mau#ya p`vaahat AaNaNyaasaazI ek p`BaavaI maaQyama mhNaUna yaa svayaMsahayyata bacat gaT ]pËma 

caLvaLIkDo paihlao jaato.Baartacyaa sava-samaavaoSak ivakasaasaazI vaMicataMcaa ivakasa haoNao AavaSyak 

Aaho.tovha bacatgaTaMcaa AaQaar GaovaUna daird`ya inamau -lanaÊ Aaiqa-k saxamaIkrNa haovaU Sakto.saamaaijak pirvat-

naÊ svayaMraojagaaracaa maaga- va gairbaItUna baahor pDNyaacaa maaga- [.maQyao bacat gaT mah%vaacaI BaUimaka bajaavaU 

Saktao. ga`amaINa ivakasaÊ savaa-MgaINa ivakasa yaasaazI bacat gaTaMcao mah%va AnanyasaaQaarNa Aaho. AilakDIla 
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kaLat jaagaitk stravarhI bacat gaTaMcao mah%va vaaZlao Aaho. rayagaD ijal*yaatIlabacatgaTaMnaa p`ao%saaiht 

krNaa¹yaa saMsqaacao  ivaSlaoYaNa ga`ahk Ê ivakasa ikMvaa gauMtvaNaUkIcyaa patLIvar haoNao AavaSyak 

Aaho.saUxmaiva%tacyaa yaa ]%ËaMtIcyaa yaa mah%vaacyaa TPPyaavar yaa xao~amaQyao AiQaktma saMSaaoQanaa%mak AByaasa 

va maaihtIcao saMklana haoNao hI kaLacaI garja Aaho Asao idsato. 

Baartasaar#yaa jaast laaoksaM#yaa Asalaolyaa ivaksanaSaIla doSaat daird`yaÊ baokarIÊ inarxartaÊ p`adoiSak 

AsamataolaÊ BaaMDvalaacaa ABaava yaa samasyaa idsaUna yaotat AaiNa yaa saaoDivaNyaasaazI bacat gaTasaar#yaa maagaa-Mcaa 

AvalaMba krNao garjaocao Aaho.svayaMsahayyata bacat gaT hI daird`ya inamaU -lanaabaraobarca svaaiBamaana va 

Aa%maivaSvaasa vaaZvaNaarI caLvaL banalaI Aaho.varIlasava- baabaIMcaa ivacaar k$na maharaYT/atIla rayagaD 

ijal*yaat Anaok saMsqaa va saMGaTnaaMnaIbacat gaTaMcaI sqaapna kolaolao Aaho.yaatUnarayagaD ijal*yaat bacatgaTacaa 

ivakasa vap`gatI haot Aaho. yaa bacatgaTaMcaIvaMicataMcyaa Aaiqa-k va saamaaijak ivakasaasa madt haot Aaho.  

rayagaDijal*yaatIlasvayaMsahayyata bacat gaT: 

rayagaDijal*yaat svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMnaa p`ao%saaiht krNaa¹yaa saMsqaa Anaok Aahot. yaamaQyao 

p`amau#yaanao rayagaD ijalha ga`amaINa ivakasa yaM~NaaÊ maihlaa Aaiqa-k ivakasa mahamaMDL¹rayagaD ijalha AaiNa 

rayagaD ijalha maQyavatI- sahkarI ba^Mk mayaa-idtÊ Ailabaaga¸rayagaDijal*yaacaI Aga`NaI ba^Mk¹ba^Mk Aa^f 

[MiDyaatsaoca yaa vyaitir@t ijal*yaatIla [tr ivaivaQa SaasakIya va ibagar SaasakIya saMsqaa tsaoca ga`amapMcaayatÊ 

nagarpirYadaÊ pMcaayat saimatI AaiNa ivaivaQa rajaikya pxa [.naI svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTaMcaI inaima -tI kolaI 

Aaho.yaa saMsqaa tsaoca naabaaD- pursÌt laGau]Vaoga ivakasa kaya-ËmayaaojanaoAMtga-t AaiNa naabaaD-yaaMcyaa saMyau@t 

ivaVmaanao bacatgaTaMsaazI poprba^ga¸ [imaToSana jvaolarI¸ va kapDI ba^gaa yaa saar#yaa vastU tyaar krNao va ivaivaQa 

p`karcao masaalao̧  ]pvaasaacao pdaqa- banaivaNao va naotR%va ivakasakaya-ËmaasaarKo kaya-Ëma¸bacatgaTaMcaa dOnaMidna 

vyavahar AaiNa vyavasqaapna maaga-dSa-napr kaya-Ëma yaa saarKI p`iSaxaNa iSabaIro GaoNyaat AalaI.maihlaa 

saSa@tIkrNayaaojanaoAMtga-t maihlaa saSa@tIkrNa maoLavyaacao Aayaaojana kolao. rayagaD ijalha maihlaa bacatgaT 

saxamaIkrNa fa}MDoSana³foDroSana´inaima-tI k$na rayagaD baajaaracyaa $panao svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMnaa 

baajaarpoz]plabQa k$na idlaI. yaatUnasvayaMsahayyata bacat gaTamaaf-t Aaiqa-kdRYTyaa kmakuvat laaokaMcyaa¸ 

garIbaaMcyaa tsaoca maihlaaMcyaa vagaa-cyaaivakasaacaI ek navaI saMQaI inamaa-Na JaalaI Aaho. yaatUna p`%yaok vaYaI- 

svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTaMcaI saM#yaa vaaZt Aaho ho AapNaasa puZIla AakDovaarIcyaa AaQaaro Asao idsaUna yaoto. 
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1. rayagaDijal*yaatIla sqaapna Jaalaolyaa ekUNa bacatgaTaMcaI saM#yaa :   

 

s~aot: rayagaD ijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´cao Ahvaala. 

varIla AakDovaarIcyaa AaQaaro Asao idsaUna yaoto kI¸ p`%yaok vaYaI- svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTaMcaI saM#yaa vaaZt 

Aaho. karNa rayagaD ijal*yaat svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMnaa p`ao%saaiht krNaa¹yaa saMsqaa Anaok Aahot va 

%yaaMcao yaaogadana mah%vapUNa- Asaoca Aaho. sana 2009¹10 saalaI rayagaD ijal*yaat ekUNa 3595 svayaMsahayyata 

bacatgaT sqaapna Jaalao.yaapOkI  1724 daird`ya roYaoKalaIla va 1871 daird`ya roYaovarIla haoto. yaamaQyao 

naMtrcyaa kaLat vaaZ hao}na sana 2015¹16 yaa vaYaI- rayagaD ijal*yaat ekUNa 1847 svayaMsahayyata bacatgaT 

sqaapna Jaalao. yaapOkI 440 daird`ya roYaoKalaIla AaiNa 1407 daird`ya roYaovarIla haoto. 

2.rayagaD ijal(atIla sqaapna Jaalaolyaa bacatgaTasaMbaMQaI maaihtI: 

2009¹10 2010¹11 2011¹12 2012¹13 2013¹14 2014¹15 2015¹16

1724 2162 2513 2513
181 735 440

1871
1905 1718 1352

1530 1757
1407

rayagaD ijal(atIla sqaapna Jaalaolao bacatgaT daird`ya roYaoKalaIla daird`ya roYaovarIla
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s~aot: rayagaD ijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´cao Ahvaala. 

 

A. mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaT : 

 

s~aot: rayagaD ijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´cao Ahvaala. 

 

462
850

1253

201 40 595 804

992
786

1177

1317 1217

1697

2503

2009¹10 2010¹11 2011¹12 2012¹13 2013¹14 2014¹15 2015¹16

mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^Mk jaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaT daird`ya roYaoKalaIla daird`ya roYaovarIla

 mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^Mk 

jaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaT 

KoLto BaaMDvalaasaazI ba^Mk 

jaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaT 

vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao  

bacatgaT 

sana daird`ya 

roYaoKala

Ila 

daird`ya 

roYaovarIl

a 

ekUNa daird`ya 

roYaoKalaI

la 

daird`ya 

roYaovarIl

a 

ekUNa saM#yaa Aaiqa-k vaYaa-t 

kolaolaI 

]laaZala 

³laaK $.´ 

2009¹1

0 

462  992 1454 619 ¹¹ 619 1314  603.25 

2010¹11 850  786 1636 1671  294 1965 1636 651.31 

2011¹12 1253 1177 243

0 

2263  259 252

2 

243

0 

1857.73 

2012¹13 201 1317 1518  283 1317 160

0 

1514 1179.63 

2013¹14 40 1217 1257  402 1217 1619 1257 658.13 

2014¹15 595 1697 229

2 

 871 1697 256

7 

229

2 

1150.84 

2015¹16 804 2503 330

7 

 508 2503 3011 330

7 

1684.04 
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varIla AakDovaarIva$na Asao idsaUna yaoto kI¸rayagaD ijal*yaatIla sqaapna Jaalaolyaa ekUNa bacatgaTaMcaI 

saM#yaobaraobarca sqaapna Jaalaolyaa bacatgaTasaMbaMQaI maaihtIcyaa t>a va AalaoKacyaa AaQaaro rayagaD ijal(atIla 

bacatgaT mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaTacaI saM#yaa vaaZt gaolaI Aaho.sana 2009¹10 

saalaI rayagaD ijal*yaat mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaTacaI ekUNa saM#yaa 1454yaapOkI 

462 daird`ya roYaoKalaIla va 992 daird`ya roYaovarIla haoto. yaamaQyao naMtrcyaa kaLat vaaZ hao}na sana 

2015¹16 saalaI mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaTacaI ekUNa saM#yaa 3307 evaZI 

haotI.yaapOkI 804 daird`ya roYaoKalaIla AaiNa 2503 daird`ya roYaovarIla haoto. yaatUna ho spYT haotao kI 

mau#ya vyavasaayaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaTacaI ekUNa saM#yaa vaaZlaI Aaho. 

ba. KoLto BaaMDvalaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaT : 

 

s~aot: rayagaD ijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´cao Ahvaala. 

 

varIla AakDovaarIva$naAaiNa AalaoKacyaa AaQaaro Asao idsaUna yaoto kI¸ rayagaD ijal(atIla KoLto 

BaaMDvalaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaTacaI saM#yaa vaaZt gaolaI Aaho.sana 2010¹11 maQyao rayagaD 

ijal*yaat KoLto BaaMDvalaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaT1965yaapOkI 1671daird`ya roYaoKalaIla va 

294daird`ya roYaovarIla haoto. yaamaQyao naMtrcyaa kaLat vaaZ hao}na sana 2015¹16 saalaI ekUNa 1847 

svayaMsahayyata bacatgaT sqaapna Jaalao. yaaca vaYaI- KoLto BaaMDvalaasaazI ba^MkjaaoDNaI Jaalaolao bacatgaTacaI 

ekUNa saM#yaa 3011 evaZI haotI.yaapOkI 508 daird`ya roYaoKalaIla AaiNa 2503 daird`ya roYaovarIla haoto. 

k. vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao  bacatgaTacaI saM#yaa : 

2010¹11 2011¹12 2012¹13 2013¹14 2014¹15 2015¹16

1671
2263

283 402 871 508

294
259

1317 1217

1697 2503

KoLto BaaMDvalaasaazI ba^Mk jaaoDNaI  Jaalaolao bacatgaT daird`ya roYaoKalaIla daird`ya roYaovarIla
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s~aot: rayagaD ijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´cao Ahvaala. 

 

varIla AakDovaarIcyaa AaQaaro Asao idsaUna yaoto kI¸ rayagaD ijal(atIla jyaa bacatgaTaMnaI vyavasaaya sau$ 

kolaolao Aahot %yaaMcaI varIla kalaavaQaIt saM#yaa vaaZt gaolaI Aaho.sana 2009¹10saalaI rayagaD ijal*yaat jyaa 

bacatgaTaMnaI vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao AahotAsaa bacatgaTaMcaI saM#yaa1314haotI. yaamaQyao naMtrcyaa kaLat vaaZ 

hao}na sana 2015¹16 saalaI ekUNa 3307 svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTaMnaI svat:cao vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao Aahot.  

D. vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao  bacatgaTacaIAaiqa-k vaYaa-t kolaolaI ]laaZala ³laaK $.´: 

 

s~aot: rayagaD ijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´cao Ahvaala. 

 

AalaoKacyaa AaQaaro Asao idsaUna yaoto kI¸ rayagaD ijal(atIla jyaa bacatgaTaMnaI vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao 

Aahot %yaaMcaI sana 2009¹10 yaa Aaiqa-k vaYaa-tIla %yaaMnaI kolaolaI ]laaZala hI 603.25³laaK $.´ evaZI 

haotI. naMtrcyaa kaLat %yaamaQyao kmaIjaast p`maaNaat vaaZt gaolaI.jyaabacatgaTaMnaI vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolao 

1314
1636

2430

1514

1257

2292

3307

2009¹10 2010¹11 2011¹12 2012¹13 2013¹14 2014¹15 2015¹16

vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolyaa bacatgaTaMcaI saM#yaa

2009¹10 2010¹11 2011¹12 2012¹13 2013¹14 2014¹15 2015¹16

603.25
651.31

1857.73

1179.63

658.13

1150.84

1684.04

vyavasaaya sau$ kolaolyaa bacatgaTaMcaI Aaiqa-k vaYaa-t kolaolaI ]laaZala ³laaK $.´
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Aahot %yaaMcaIsana 2015¹16 yaa Aaiqa-k vaYaa-tIla %yaaMnaI kolaolaI ]laaZala hI 1684.04³laaK $.´ evaZI 

Aaho.rayagaD ijal(atIla bacatgaTaMcaI sqaapnaa ha vaMicataMcyaa saxamaIkrNaacyaa vaaTcaalaItIla ek mah%vaacaa 

TPpa Aaho.yaatUnalaaokaMcyaa Aaiqa-k AaiNa saamaaijak ivakasaabaraobarcalaaokaMcyaa daird`yaat GaT AaiNa 

rahNaImaanaÊiSaxaNa va Aaraogya AaiNa svayaMraojagaar [.maQyao vaaZ JaalaI Aaho. 

saaraMSa: 

svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTaMmauLo Aaiqa-k va saamaaijak pirvat-na GaDivaNyaat svayaMsahyyata bacat gaTaMcao 

yaaogadana mah%vaacao Aaho.Aaja jagaBar vaMicataMcyaaivakasaasaazI va sabalaIkrNaasaazI AaiNa saxamaIkrNaasaasaazI 

baaMglaadoSaatIla Da^.mahmaMd yaunaUsa yaaMcyaa ivacaarsarNaIvar AaQaairt saUxma iva%t kaya -Ëma va bacatgaT 

caLvaLIcaa vaogaanao p`caar AaiNa p`saar haot Aaho.ASaaca p`karo Baartat tsaoca rayagaD ijal*yaatIla 

svayaMsahayyata bacatgaTaMnaa p`ao%saahIt krNaa¹yaaSaasakIya va ibagarSaasakIya patLIvar Anaok saMGaTnaa va 

saMsqaamaaf-t bacatgaT sqaapna k$na ivakasaasa hatBaar laavalaa jaatao .yaamauLoca rayagaD 

ijal*yaatIlasvayaMsahayyata bacat gaTaMnaa p`ao%saaiht krNaayaa saMsqaaMcao yaaogadana mah%vapuNa- Aaho.  

saMdBa- ga`Mqa: 

1. Da^.mahmaMd  yaunausaÊ Anauvaad p`a.Sard paTIla ³2007´Ê ba^Mkr TU d puArÊ  sauivaVa piblakoSanaÊ puNao. 

2. Da^.ema.yaU,.maulaaNaI ³Aa^gasT 2006´Ê maihlaa svayaMsahayyata bacat gaTÊ DayamaMD piblakoSanaÊ puNao. 

3. p`a.Da^.ivaVa paTIla AaiNa vhI.baI.KMdaro³2013´¸ bacatgaT maihlaa saxaIkrNaÊ  samyak\ta p`kaSanaÊ 

QauLoo. 

4. rayagaD ijalha³2009¹2010 to 2015¹16´Êijalha saamaaijak va Aaiqa-k samaalaaocanaÊ Aqa- va 

saaMi#yakI saMcaalanaalaya 

³inayaaojana ivaBaaga´Ê maharaYT/ SaasanaÊ mauMba[-. 
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Abstract- As a sub-discipline of geography, medical geography studies the environment and 

health-related lifestyle, relationships between lifestyle and health, disparities in the 

distribution of health infrastructure. Medical Geographers should take an oath to answer 

questions about which, where and where and who gets the proper care and proper care. The 

attempt to ask such questions is said to have started in 400 BC. The medical geography by 

Hippocrates involves two major components, e.g.: Geography of the health and health 

service of the disease; In both cases, health related discussions may be from local point of 

view, they have certain differences; In recent years, ICT has been received with sub-

disciplined state-of-the-art mapping technology and statistical packages. The quality of the 

map, as a cartographic product, has been multiplied; therefore, it revives the notion of 'It 

cannot be mapped if it is not geography'. However, the main purpose of this paper is to visit 

the place of medical geography from its origin. 

Introduction 

Medical geography, sometimes called health geography, is a field of medical research that 

covers geographic techniques in spreading health studies and spreading disease worldwide. In 

addition, there is an impact on weather and location on the delivery of health and health 

services of a person in a medical geographical direction. Medical Geography is an important 

area because its purpose is to understand health issues and to have an impact on the health of 

people who influence various geographical factors. 

A hybrid health research in geographical and medicines related to geographical areas of 

health and healthcare is a "new" area. Medical Geography Studies the health and locale 

impact on health. It is to improve the understanding of various factors affecting the health of 

the population and therefore to target individuals. This is also called health geography. 

Discussion on important topics related to medical geography is to 'critically evaluate the 

social and regulatory health of the disease and health'. Mapping of local issues and health 

issues. Medical Geography has developed as a sub-discipline of geography that studies the 

topics related to environment and health, lifestyle and health, disparity in the distribution of 

health infrastructure, and issues related to local problems. JACUS MJ has summarized 

Sabadh in his words- "Today we realize that this disease is one such event that happens only 

when the various components match in time and in space. The scope of interest to incorporate 

the relationship between various components of this complex and related geographic 

ecosystem is widespread. This can be called "medical geography". In brief, medical 

geography is a promising area of research to analyse geological patterns of health and 

disease, including environmental and social relations. In addition, it shows the location of 

mailto:prinugmg.340@rediffmail.com
mailto:anilshinde.geo@gmail.com
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geographical factors that affect the access and use of local health services and local methods. 

Some ideas about medical geography from various points of view have been given below  

Table 1: Multiplicity of the Medical Geography idea 

 

Contributors  Ideas 

De Vise, 1973 Medical geographers try to find out some answer like who gets 

what, where and why with respect of illness and appropriate care. 

McGlashan, 1972 ―Medical geography is a tool and but rarely an end itself. It is the 

application of geographical methods and skills to medical 

problems. One may consider geographical evidence on medical 

hypotheses‖. 

Gesler, 1991 In Medical geography ‗… where a hospital lies within a spatial 

distribution is given more importance than what goes on within 

that particular hospital‘. 

Rosenberg and Wilson, 

2005 

Medical geographical research has focused on spatial analysis and 

place-specific examinations of the geographic distribution of 

medical care facilities, professionals, access and utilization to 

medical care services to identify under and over served areas. 

Cromley, 2011 ‗Medical geographic research is grounded in place‘.  

 

Medical geography is becoming popular among social scientists like medical sociologists, 

cultural anthropologist, social psychologist.who have relied heavily upon principles of spatial 

analysis. 

 

    Table 2: Social sciences‟ contribution to Medical Geography 

Discipline Contribution 

History Evolution of the major medical systems, changes in 

illness prevalence and treatment modes, awareness of 

historical inertia. 

Political science Impact of type of medical system, role of public and 

private power-wielding groups. 

Economics Medical costs and cost-benefit analysis, private and 

public payment plans, health care and economic 

development. 

Anthropology/sociology Beliefs about illness causes and effective treatments, 

characteristics of patients and practitioners, patient-

practitioners relationships. 

History of medical geography 

There is a long history in medical geography due to the time of Greek doctors, Hippocrates 

(5th-4th century BCE); people have studied the effect of their health. For example, early 

medicines have examined the differences in the diseases experienced by people living at high 

levels versus high levels. It is easy to understand that people living near low-altitude or low-
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lying areas of high-grade or low-lying areas are more likely to have malaria. Though the 

reason for this diversity is not fully understood at that time, the distribution of this local 

disease is the beginning of medical geography. 

This area of geography did not get importance until the middle of the 1889's, but when 

Cholera fled to London. As many people became ill, they felt that they were infected with 

vapors fleeing from the soil. John Snow, a London-based physician believed that if he 

separated the source of the bacteria in the body of infected people, then they would have been 

harmed. 

As a part of his study, Snowflake distributed deaths throughout London on entire map. After 

examining this place, they found a cluster of abnormal death near a pump on Broad Street. 

After this, they concluded that the water coming from these pumps was sick and the officials 

handed the pump to the pump. Once people then stopped drinking the water, the number of 

cholera deaths dramatically decreased. 

Another example of geography aiding medicine occurred in the early 20th Century in 

Colorado. There, dentists noticed that children living in certain areas had fewer cavities. 

After plotting these locations on a map and comparing them with chemicals found in the 

groundwater, they concluded that the children with fewer cavities were clustered around 

areas that had high levels of fluoride. From there, the use of fluoride gained prominence in 

dentistry. 

Medical geography today 

Today, medical geography has a number of applications as well. Since the spatial distribution 

of disease is still a large matter of importance though, mapping plays a huge role in the field. 

Maps are created to show historic outbreaks of things like the 1918 influenza for example or 

current issues like the index of pain or Google Flu Trends across the United States. In the 

pain map example, factors like climate and environment can be considered to determine why 

high amounts of pain cluster where they do at any given time. 

Other studies have also been conducted to show where the highest outbreaks of certain types 

of disease occur. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States 

for instance uses what they call the Atlas of United States Mortality to look at a wide range of 

health factors across the U.S. Data ranges from the spatial distribution of people at different 

ages to places with the best and worst air quality. Subjects such as these are important 

because they have implications on the population growth of an area and the instances of 

health problems such as asthma and lung cancer. Local governments can then consider these 

factors when planning their cities and/or determining the best use of city funds. 

The CDC also features a website for traveller‘s health. Here, people can get information 

about the distribution of disease in countries worldwide and learn about the different vaccines 

needed to travel to such places. 

This application of medical geography is important to reducing or even stopping the spread 

of the world‘s diseases through travel. 

In addition to the United States‘ CDC, the World Health Organization (WHO) also features 

similar health data for the world with its Global Health Atlas. Here, the public, medical 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/influenza/maps/index.html
https://www.google.org/flutrends/about/
https://www.cdc.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/other.htm
http://www.who.int/en/
http://apps.who.int/globalatlas/default.asp
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professionals, researchers, and other interested persons can gather data about the distribution 

of the world‘s diseases in an attempt to find patterns of transmission and possibly cures to 

some of the more deadly illnesses such as HIV/AIDS and various cancers. 

In the latter part of the 18th century, the term 'medical geographical' was first used by a 

physician named Louhurhad Ludwig Funk, but this idea is consistent with the time of 

production Hippocrates. In his famous 'air, water and spaces' he studied the relationship 

between health and environment in 400 BC. According to August Hirsch, the work of 

Hippocrates remained a mere effort, which started the philosophical system of geographical 

data. In addition, the term 'medical geographical' is used to describe the local distribution of 

the disease, published in 1792 by Leonhard Ludwig Fincke's 'Which Inner Lightmainen 

Medicine-Practison Zagfee'. They tried to describe the widespread transition of the disease. 

And as a result of the local environment factors that affect a particular population, there is 

also a debate for the relationship between illnesses and possible treatments. By arranging 

sub-titles, medical geography has been prepared to answer the following questions: 

1. Why is a phenomenon distributed in a particular way? 

2. Why are facilities and businesses located where they are? Why are the offices of 

physicians, public clinics, or research hospitals located in certain places and not in others? 

3. Why do people move in certain directions for certain distances? 

4. Why do innovations (including ideas and material goods) spread as they do?  

5. Why do people vary in perception of the environment? 

6. How do objects, ideas, processes, and living beings interact to characterize and constitute    

     Places? 

Medical geography is essentially bifurcated into Geography of disease and the Geography of 

health care. Geography of disease or ill health describes disease frequency, illness 

occurrence, relationship between illness and associated environmental factors in respect of 

answering the three major questions of geography i.e. who, why and where. Whereas, the 

Geography of health care describes the facility location, accessibility and utilization, patient 

behaviour patterns from the spatial vantage point. Parr classified medical geographical 

research into two dimension: research work on the spatial distribution of disease and death 

and geographical complexities surrounding the provision, access to and (in) equality of health 

care. Mishra further expands the idea include four perspectives of viewing Medical 

geography. First, it focuses on pattern of health and ill-health on space. Second, it studies the 

intensity and frequency of the health problem and various natural and socio-economic factors 

that determine the health condition. Third, it identifies causes and risk factors of health and 

ill-health by etiological hypotheses testing. And fourth, medical geography examines the 

spatial distribution of health care facilities with a view of suggesting policies, programmes 

and methodologies for locating them optimally and in conformity with the current and future 

needs.  

In the colonial era when Europeans discovered many new lands, the rapid growth of medical 

geography took place. Because various diseases like plague, cholera, smallpox, tuberculosis, 

sexually transmitted diseases travelled from one place to another and thus the globalization of 

diseases took place. However, the growth of research studies in medical geography lost its pace 
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due to the path breaking and historic feat of inventing the germ theory by Louis Pasteur in 1861. 

The theory gave importance on identifying the responsible germ of a disease and accordingly 

administers medicines that killed them. The study of Michael A Osborne on medical geography 

supported that the fact that germ theory of disease was „the major reason for the decline of 

medical geographical activity‟. But the germ theory was criticized for simplifying the complex 

were factors that caused diseases. Numbers of persons inhabiting a same region are not equally 

influenced by the germ due to differences in cultural practices, level of nutrition and individual 

attitudes. Hence, it may be concluded that only identification of germ as per the biomedical 

disease model, is not enough to prevent diseases rather researchers should pay more attention to 

evaluating the socio-ecological model which identifies the impact of different geographical 

factors namely physical and socio-cultural factors on health.  

The socio-ecological perspective believes in advanced identification and prevention of diseases 

rather than its treatment. Social inequalities play a vital role in determining the health condition 

of human populations as the most influential „determinants of health‟ are rooted in social 

structure. There are several works which describe the relation between geographical environment 

and health. To depict the relationship between environment and health Light has very 

significantly quoted Finke- „To which diseases and evils is man exposed, because he lives here 

and not somewhere else, because he breathes this and no other air, he eats this and no other 

food, drinks this and no other water, has this and no other way of living and so on‟. May also 

emphasized on geographical environmental factors to describe disease ecology: “…from the 

water the people get their food, also their cholera, their dysenteries, their typhoid fevers, their 

malaria; from the earth they get their hookworm; from the crowded village they get their 

tuberculosis and their yaws; from the type of housing they have been forced to adopt they get 

their plague and typhus; and from the food which earth, temperature, and rain produce, their 

protein deficiencies, their beri beri”. Daniel Drake identified the geological, meteorological and 

social determinants of disease including diet, drink and dress in great inter mountainous region 

between the Rockies and the Alleghenies. With the help of epidemiological data Drake and 

Numbers found the geographical limits of malaria, typhus and yellow fever of this region. 

August Hirsch devoted himself to describe the geographical distribution of diseases and the 

identification of the most important factors (specifically race, climate, soil etc.) of disease 

occurrence from historical point of view. Warner contributed an important study based on 

America about the impact of environment on health. According to him „the notion that the 

physical and social environments were significant factors in determining appropriate therapeutic 

behaviour made region a necessary consideration in planning a patient‟s treatment and in 

evaluating the applicability of knowledge from another place‟. Besides availability and 

accessibility of health care facilities various socio-economic factors like income, household 

wealth, education, and living style are strong factors of healthy well-being.  

Recent medical geography research studies on the suitability of health services, facilities 

distributed across different geographical scales are being done on the development of the 

model.  

Medical geography was benefitted from the sophisticated computing trends during 1960‟s which 

percolated a bit late in India. Invention of computer, various modern instrument and software 
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especially Remote Sensing, Geographical Information System (GIS), Global Positioning System 

(GPS), and different statistical packages have reinvigorated the sub-discipline altogether 

Armstrong has also considered the use of computer technology for the preparation of data for 

mapping as a promising development for medical geography. GIS techniques adorn an 

important place with regard to its capability to plan for future medical service provision and 

allocation of facilities in different locations. Applications of GIS techniques are also being done 

by many of research institutions and Universities for gauging health related issues from a 

geographical perspective.  

Conclusion 

This paper says that medical geographical geography is a part of the hope. This is a 

'borderline discipline' which deals with all health related issues related to the basic area of 

geographic investigation. The traditional approach to medical geography is to analyse the 

location of local forms and diseases, diseases and medical treatment centers, whereas recent 

research in geography of health and health care can be linked to 'new cultural geography' and 

'important geographical'. Emphasis on understanding both the approaches to "Health and 

Location" states, each time they are complementary to each other, how the disease and health 

facilities spread over time and in span. Space-temporal analysis helps in describing the 

various disease prone areas, the lack of proper healthcare facilities. It is easy to get more 

information about the etiology of a specific disease by implementing the technique S and 

Moon have used the word 'local' to explain the role of local (geographical) roles for the 

development of health policy. He also recommended the introduction of spatiality and 

temporization as a key pillar in medical geographical studies because 'people change a 

difference and place' Includes location and concepts in Duncan et al as well as medical 

geography Gesler also emphasized that the medical geologist should note that 'how does the 

healing process work in place (or the circumstances, locale, settings and milieus)?' 

References (locale) and structure (people) regarding the important concerns in this regard, 

there is a major research area for medical geography. Medical Geography has appeared as 'a 

new geography of health' because the emerging importance of space while studying health 

issues is 'the place for health, health care and health related matters'. Health problems in 

medical geography may be useful for health care workers, doctors and health policy makers. 

Local background can be easily illustrated by various diseases and prone areas, in which 

there is no health facility, which facilitates the distribution of construction facilities or help 

prevent disease or the spread of diseases. It can be concluded that currently medical 

geography is a very relevant area of geography and in the future it has a broad scope. 
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